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Statement of Problem

An information gap currently exists in the area of
police training. Specifically, little effort has been made
in the past to study military police training or to compare
it with civilian police training. Therefore, this study
attempts to narrow the gap by comparing the initial
training of United States Air Force Law Enforcement
Specialists with the entry level training of peace officers
in the State of California.

Sources of Data

Three sources are used in this study. First, a review
was conducted of literature relevant to military and
civilian police training. Next, USAF and POST Law
Enforcement training standards, entry level course outlines
and instruction sylabi are used for comparison. Last,
information obtained through interviews with USAF Security
Police representatives and members of California's
Commission on POST, is applied to overall comparison.

Conclusions Reached

The entry level training programs of both
organizations were compared and found to contain a variety
of parallel and dissimilar facts concerning police
training. The primary difference in the thrust of the
programs is the actual job the students are being trained
for. Overall, both organizations have similar programs
that appear to be providing the training required for the
job.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem Stated

Over the last fifty years, much has been written about

the way in which civilian police training is conducted in

the United States. Likewise, those U.S. and state

investigatory commissions that have reviewed police

operations, highlighted adequate police training as a key

element to successful policing and crime control.

Furthermore, several independent comparative studies have

been conducted to determine the most productive means of

training civilian police officers.

While this search for innovation and improved

techniques appears comprehensive, there is a form of police

training in this country that has been conspicuously

overlooked. Specifically, the training given to our Armed

Forces military police. Quite possibly this oversight

occurred because the citizenry in general views the

military community as a somewhat closed society with

different needs and a unique lifestyle. On the contrary,

the military community represents nothing more than a

. . . . . . .
°
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microcosm of our society. This similarity is especially

evident during peacetime where its needs for adequate

policing closely resemble those of the entire nation.

Although other reasons may exist for the apparent

exclusion of military police training from previous

studies, the fact remains that there is an information gap

in the area of police training. Exactly how much of a gap

exists is not known. What's more, it is not known how much

of a contribution the study of military police training

would actually make to the overall police training effort.

Nonetheless, it appears that there exists areas of common

interest, like procedures, techniques and program

management, that could be shared. It is this potential for

expanded learning and sharing of information that forms the

basis for this study.

Before attempting to narrow the current information

gap, it is important to note that our Armed Forces consist

of five major branches - each with its own complex nature.

These branches are similar to our fifty states in that they

operate independently, but when combined, they work

together to form a whole union. To bring this analogous

relationship into the perspective of policing, it is

necessary to recognize that each military branch, like each

state, organizes, trains and equips its police force in a

similar manner. However, because of the differences in
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laws, customs, population and in the case of the military,

mission, each entity operates somewhat autonomously.

Based on the variations mentioned above, attempting to

explore the universe of military police training could

prove counterproductive. Therefore, it appears the most

effective means of discovering what contributions the

military might have to offer the civilian sector, or vice

versa, is to compare the police training programs of two

relatively similar military and civilian organizations.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this s-t1dy is to compare and contrast

the initial training of Law Enforcement Specialists in the

United States Air Force (USAF) with the entry level

training of peace officers in the State of California.

Specifically, this study deals with existent Law

Enforcement training programs used in both the USAF and the

State of California. For purposes of continuity, USAF

Security Police Law Enforcement Standards and Training and

California's Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST)

guidelines are compared in this study. Actual comparisons

are based on the entry level training programs provided by

each organization. Comparison of these two particular

programs is feasible because both the USAF and POST have

established progressive and standardized approaches to Law

Enforcement training.

...............-........... .
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Focus and Limitations of Study

The focus of this study centers on the basic

similarities and differences in the two training programs.

However, this focus also takes into account the following

items: the basic role of the agencies using the training;

the demographic and environmental conditions in which the

military and civilian police must function; and the overall

administration of the training programs. Thus, a

comparison and subjective analysis of these factors is

intended to surface specific areas in which there is mutual

benefit to both military and civilian police training.

As mentioned earlier, this study is limited to entry

level police training only. Moreover, it is not intended

to evaluate or determine the quality of actual training

provided, nor is it intended to rate the capabilities of

either the training instructors or the knowledge level of

graduated students. Neither is it intended to deal with

the subject of law enforcement education. While there is a

general review of the basic course structure, content, and

teaching methods, there is no attempt to explore advanced

or specialized police training.

Methodology and Sources Used

Primarily, the thrust of this study is the comparison

of the kind of entry level training given military and

civilian law enforcers, but to provide a more complete

-"' :'" .': ", " J " " - . ...... '.u~li,,',- "-.... .. .... . .... .. - .' . ." .....
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picture of this training, several collateral factors are

also addressed. As discussed earlier, this study begins by

outlining the differences in roles between USAF Law

Enforcement Specialists and civilian peace officers. Once

these roles are more clearly defined, each of the recruit

selection and training requirements are identified. Next,

the basic course content, number of hours, teaching methods

and instructor certification are compared and analyzed.

Finally, the overall police training program administration

of both the USAF and POST is compared.

Three main sources are used in this study. First, a

review was conducted of available literature relevant to

military and civilian police training. This review

included both historical evolution and general police

training information. Next, USAF and POST Law Enforcement

training standards, entry level course outlines and

instruction sylabi are used to establish a basis for

comparison. Last, information obtained through interviews

with USAF Security Police and POST representatives is

applied to the overall analysis.

Importance of the Study

This comparative study is important because it: (1)

Demonstrates the obvious similarities and more obscure

differences between policing in the military and the

civilian sector. (2) Provides a comprehensive look at

• ". " /-.""." ,' ." -- ".%* -%-% .".i."."." -'" 'J% %% '- ''. %""........-""."."........".".•..."....•...-....-.-....".......-..-....
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initial selection and training of law enforcement personnel

in both the military and civilian environment. (3)

Compares the various methods used by the USAF and POST to

ensure adequate training is provided their entry level

police personnel. Also, this study explores areas of

common interest for increased sharing between the USAF and

California's POST organization. Most importantly, by

comparing these programs, this study reveals items within

general law enforcement training that are of benefit to

both military and civilian police agencies.

Definition of Terms

Military

United States Air Force (USAF) - One of four main

branches of the United States military. It has a worldwide

mission of providing aircraft resources to support the

foreign and domestic policies of the United States, both in

peacetime and during war. Total personnel strength is

approximately 594,000 men and women.
1

USAF Major Command - A subordinate element of the

U. S. Air Force. Usually organized by type of aircraft,

mission and geographical region. These major elements

control forces both here and overseas with numbers of

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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personnel ranging from 5,000 (smallest) to over 100,000

(largest) each.
2

USAF Base or Installation - Parcel of land that is

designated as Federal property and supports a military

function. Normally houses military personnel and stores

military resources. Several hundred are scattered through-

out the United States and overseas. Populations vary based

on mission and geographic location.

USAF Squadron or Unit - Small grouping of Air Force

personnel organized to perform a specific function. Such

as, vehicle and aircraft maintenance or Security Police.

Usually collocated with other squadrons or units on an Air

Force base.

Security Police - A USAF career field consisting of

over 40,000 men and women stationed both in the United

States and overseas. Some of the specific functions of the

security police are: protection of priority resources

(planes, missiles, weapons); Law Enforcement for USAF in-

stallations; management of security classification prog-

rams; and overall enforcement of military law in the Air

Force.3

Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) - Very similar

to a penal code in that it is a collection of specific

" , "-.i i ,- ' .- . i i - ' ' ".".i. - . . -. i" - .'', " '" [ ." ,. . , 'i . - -. '- ,- '--[' ',--i-L. -.- , .- '. :-'''
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articles pertaining to criminal offenses. Each article

within the code defines a particular military law and

describes the related offense. The USAF security police,

lawyers and judges use this code as a guideline for deter-

mining misconduct.
4

Law Enforcement Specialist - a USAF security police

man or woman assigned law enforcement duties and the over-

all responsibility of maintaining a safe and secure base

environment at whatever location they are assigned. Some

of the specific duties include: enforcement of military

laws and regulations; traffic control; investigation of

accidents and offenses; base area patrol; and apprehension

of violators or suspects.5

Apprehension - Military terminology for taking into

custody and detaining service-connected personnel for

violation of military law. Arrest is the civilian sector

term for the same action.
6

Civilian

The majority of civilian sector terminology used in

this study should be common to most readers; however,

several terms need further clarification.

Peace Officer - An individual who has taken a sworn

oath to uphold and enforce the laws of the country, state

or city in which he or she is employed. Normally, this

.....
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officer performs two roles in the community: law

enforcement and community service. Peace officer is

synonymous with police officer.

California Peace Officer Standards and Training

(POST) - The California POST Commission is administered as

part of the State Department of Justice. It sets standards

for selection and training and approves curricula of

various police academies throughout the state. Once local

agencies adopt and meet the POST standards, the Commission

reimburses them for part of the training costs.
7

Entry Level or Initial Training - refers to that type

or level of training given to new (recruit or

inexperienced) personnel. For purposes of this study, this

type of training is limited to that provided at an

established law enforcement academy or approved civilian

institution.

Organization of Remainder of Study

The remainder of this study is divided up into four

chapters. Relevant literature concerning entry level

training of police personnel is reviewed in Chapter II.

Also reviewed in this chapter, is the historical evolution

of police training and the pertinent studies previously

conducted involving the training of police officers.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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In Chapter III, the initial training of USAF Law

Enforcement Specialists is examined. This look at military

type police training also includes role descriptions,

program administration and postgraduate personnel follow-up

evaluations.

Entry level training of civilian peace officers is the

subject of Chapter IV. In this chapter, the initial

training of California's Peace Officers is explored to

include POST mandated requirements, course content and

program management.

Lastly, in Chapter V, the two methods of training are

compared and analyzed with emphasis on areas of increased

sharing. Additionally, some conclusions are offered as to

each program's preparation of the police officer for his or

her intended role. Finally, in an effort to continue this

comparative analysis, recommendations are made regarding

potential areas for future study in the training of

military and civilian police officers.

NOTES

"'An Air Force Almanac," Air Force Magazine,

May 1984, p. 175.

2 1bid., p. 176.

3 1bid., p. 177.

Air Force Regulation 125-3: Security Police
Handbook, Department of the Air Force, 1 April 1979
[(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1979)], p. 5-1.
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5 3280th Technical Training Group, Lackland AFB, TX,
Law Enforcement Specialist - Study Guide, Technical
Training Publication, No. RGL 10.1, 1 May 1984, p. 1-12.

6Air Force Regulation 125-3: Security Police

Handbook, p. 6-1.
7 California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and

Training, 1983-84 Annual Report, POST Publication, 1984, p.
1.

S. .. .



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Overview

Military and civilian policing can be separately

traced back several hundred years starting with England in

the llth century. During this time, a crude form of

military policing was established and supervised by a

person called The Provost. 1  On the other hand,

standardized civilian policing as we know it began when the

"Statute of Westminster" was proclaimed by England in the

year 1285. Unfortunately, formal training for members of

these police forces does not enjoy such a lengthy history.

For example, the first formal training for American police

officers began with August Vollmer's Berkeley Police School

in 1908; 3 however, formal training for U.S. military police

personnel did not start until 1942 when the United States

Army opened its Military Police School at Fort Myer,

Virginia.4

A broader study of the literature reveals that

although formal police training in America appears to have

started late, it has progressed steadily over the past

12
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seventy-odd years and is continuing a healthy pattern of

growth and refinement. While the literature covers this

development rather well, it fails to produce any comparison

between the training of military and civilian police. In

fact, very little is mentioned relating the military to

policing in general, with the exception of references made

to the "military model" when describing police

organizations.

Based on the limiting factors mentioned above, the

thrust of this review of the literature will focus on the

evolutionary progression of American police training. Some

of the items that form the nucleus of this chapter are: a

historical perspective on the early development of military

and civilian policing; a discussion on the role of nation-

wide police studies and state commissions in the

development of police training; and finally, a look at some

contemporary examples of entry level police training in the

United States.

Historical Perspective

Military Policing

Early English Development - As mentioned earlier, the

roots of the Office of Provost Marshal have been traced

back to the l1th century and the time of the Norman

conquest of England. At that time, the primary duties of
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the Provost were to maintain peace, secure the royal

interests, and tend to disciplinary matters. Over the

years the role of the Provost continued to expand and by

the 16th century, became a permanent part of the English

Army.5 Furthermore, the following Article of War issued by

Charles I in 1629, tends to describe the Provost as a

circuit riding enforcer of the peace:

"The Provost must have a horse allowed him
and some soldiers to attend him and all the
rest commanded to obey and assist or else
the Service will suffer; for he is but one
man and must correct many and therefore he
cannot be beloved. And he must be riding
from one Garrison to another to see the
soldierso no outrage nore scath the
country.

American Military Police - Military policing in

America began during our Revolutionary War with England.

In 1776 General George Washington appointed a Provost

Marshal to the Army of the United Colonies. As was

customary at that time, the procedures and titles were

adopted from the British Army. Thus, what had been the

Provost, or official in charge, in the British Army carried

over to our militia. The Provost Marshal's duty was also

very similar to what it had been in England. That is,

maintaining the peace and handling disciplinary matters

among the troops.
7

Early in the American Civil War, the Federal War

Department appointed a Provost Marshal General to enforce

.- . -- .'. ' -- .- . - -' - i. -. .- -' .. ,. i - .- . . .- .- .' '. '. .. . .- '. " -" "" -' - .. .' i .< .- -- '. i- -. -. ,, " '. .< , - . " < - < - .-. -. -
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the draft laws. Soon, the Provost Marshal duties expanded

to apprehending deserters, arresting disloyal persons,

seizing stolen government property and detecting spies.

These responsibilities continued to increase to a point

where the Provost Marshal General was authorized assistance

from citizens, constables, sheriffs and police officers.

At the close of the Civil War, the organization charged

with performing military police duties was disbanded.8

"In 1917, a Provost Marshal General was again

appointed in the War Department for the duration of the war

to administer the Selective Service Law...."9 During this

same time frame, a Provost Marshal was also appointed to

the American Expeditionary Forces as an advisor on military

police matters. Unfortunately, the military police units

established under the Provost Marshal were hastily

activated and had no special supervision or technical

training. Also it was during this time that a formal

Military Police Corps was established; however, the war did

not last long enough to adequately establish an effective

military police organization. Moreover, as had been the

case in two previous conflicts, the Office of Provost

Marshal and the associated personnel were dissolved

following the end of hostilities.1 0

Between the two world wars, military police duties

were performed by military personnel assigned to policing

duties. Again, as in the past, this duty was carried out

.

% ' ". -.-.. '. . . . ,. " . .- -. - .' ... ,. ' - .. . ". . . . . . . ..." . ..., " .. , ', . , . . .% .,.- ... . '.
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with no formal training and a minimum of police related

experience. Nevertheless, just prior to the United State's

entry into World War II, a Corps of Military Police was

once again established. This time, however, a school for

the training of Military Police personnel was also

established. The MP school, located at Fort Myer,

Virginia, graduated its first class of 215 Military Police-

men in February 1942. This graduation marked the beginning

of formal entry level training for Military Police

personnel. 11

United States Air Force Air Police - A significant

part of the development of military policing in general is

linked to the growth and expansion of the nation's Armed

Forces during World War II. For the air forces, a

momentous event occurred when:

"on 29 March 1943, as a result of the
reorganization of the War Department, Army
Air Corps General "Hap" Arnold directed
the establishment of the Office of Air
Provost Marshal."

Duties and responsibilities of this office included both

internal air base security and law enforcement. This step

of reorganization was the beginning of both a separation of

control of the land and air forces and the establishment of

an air service military police function.
13

Post World War II was a period of rapid change for all

of the armed forces. The United States Air Force was

• " , .'.-.. ." .,,-'.", .. • .< .v .","-. . "'.- ..
° -. "
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created in 1947 when:

"the President approved the unification
legislation known as the National Security
Act of 1947. Among its provisions, the
act established the Office of the Secretary
of Natioal Defense and a United States Air
Force."

Along with this new service came a new military police

organization - appropriately named the Air Police.

Although they officially had a new title and a broader

mission, the Air Force's military police lacked a

centralized organization and specialized training.

Specialized formal training for the Air Police

developed and expanded as a result, of the United State's

involvement in the Korean Conflict. Furthermore, the

school the Air Force developed to meet the increasing need

for formal training was called the Air Police School and

was located at Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida.1 5 In

1953, the school was moved to Parks Air Force Base,

California and became known as the Air Base Defense School.

The curriculum taught at this school included "ground

defense, security, law enforcement and correctional

techniques. "16

Vietnam and Beyond - During the Korean Conflict, the

Communist Chinese taught our hastily prepared air base

defense forces a lesson in how not to protect resources.

Likewise, the Vietnam Conflict surfaced several weaknesses,

but at the same time, helped promote sweeping changes in
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the organization and function of the Air Force's military

police. One of the most positive things to come out of the

early Vietnam situation was the division of the Security

Police (renamed in 1966) career field into "two main

mission elements - police and security forces." 1 7 This

split allowed new security personnel to be trained on

combat tactics and base defense, while the police (Law

Enforcement) personnel trained primarily on policing

functions. Prior to this separation in 1971, all of the

Security Police personnel were trained in all aspects of

military policing. While this method provided flexibility

in force utilization, it hindered the specialization

required to deal with today's more complex adversaries.

Finally, with the advent of separate career fields,

came the requirement for formal entry level training of all

Security Police personnel. Training for both Security and

Law Enforcement Specialists is currently conducted at the

Security Police Academy located on Lackland Air Force Base,

Texas. This resident academy and the Law Enforcement

Specialist course taught there, are further examined in

Chapter III.

Civilian Policing

English Tradition and Influence - American civilian

policing, much like its military counterpart, has roots

traceable back to 13th century England where standardized

" i -- i . " 'i ." . ii . i . i ,. . . . . . - ; '< . ' - .- - . '. . " - , - - '- i - . , . - , . - . i, i - - - -,- - - - -- ,. i ,
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policing began with the "Statute of Westminster."1 8  This

early form of official police, or "watch and ward" as they

were called, were responsible for protecting property and

arresting lawbreakers during the hours of darkness.

However, earlier forms of non-standard peace-keeping duties

date back to Alfred the Great (870-901). These police type

duties were given to private citizens because the cost of

developing a specialized force at the time was believed too

much of the royal purse.1 9 Therefore, citizens were paid a

few shillings for making an arrest. When the citizenry did

not work out, constables were developed to supervise

certain areas of the countryside.20  As time went on, paid

police officers permanently entered the scene, but did not

rank very high in public opinion. "They were usually ill-

paid and ignorant men, often too old to be in any sense

efficient. ,,21

The age old English tradition of policing found its

way into the American colonies as a natural evolution and

development of the first settlers. Although some changes

were made in the overall structure, offices like constable

or sheriff were established with little change. In the

more rural areas, a pattern of mutual support emerged and:

"the constable was made responsible for
law enforcement in towns, while the
sheriff took charge of policing the
countries. The Crown - appointed
Governors bestowed these offices on
large landowners who were loyal to the
King. After the (American) revolution,

. . .. -.
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sheriffs and constables tended to be
selected by popular election patron-
age then being on the wane."

In the larger cities, the American "colonists adopted the

British constabulary - nightwatch system. As early as 1636

Boston had nightwatchmen, in addition to a military

23guard." This nightwatch system was an adaptation of the

old watch and ward idea but served only during the evening

hours. Individuals participating in the nightwatch:

"consisted of a group of civilians who
patrolled the city to watch for fires,
suspicious individuals, or possible
riots .... and in Boston all men over the
age of eijhteen were eligible for
service."

New York and Philadelphia also developed their versions of

the nightwatch which were probably the forerunners of our

modern day patrol force.

Policing in Early America's Cities - In the first half

of the 19th century, crime became more prevalent as the

growing American cities expanded. In turn, there was a

recognized need for a better organized method of policing.

During the early 1830's Philadelphia developed one of the

first police forces in the nation by forming a day shift to

supplement its nightwatch. Boston followed in 1838 with a

two-shift force, but it was New York that unified the force

and abolished the nightwatch system. That was in 1844, and

by the late 1870's all of the large cities of the Nation

had full-time police forces.
2 5

. . . . . . . . . . ...
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Many of these police forces were organized using

strategies borrowed from the London Metropolitan Police

Department. "The London Model,"2 6 as it is sometimes

called, was devised by Sir Robert Peel in London, England

during the 1820's. This policing structure had two key

elements that appealed to the Americans: one, the method

of beat patroling or regularly traveling over assigned

routes; and two, the administrative structure of the police

force which was patterned after the military.2 7 Robert

Peel's innovative and proactive idea of an individual

policeman covering a prescribed area or beat, is still used

in various forms on today's ulcramodern police forces.

Also very predominate in today's police organization are

the things borrowed from Peel's "military model"; such as,

police officers wearing uniforms, holding military-style

rank and being commanded by superiors in an authoritarian

manner.28

Police Professionalism - The connotation of

professionalism is somewhat different for everybody. One

person may describe professionalism as the quality of one's

work, while another might say it is the image displayed by

a trained, educated and successful professional. Whatever

definition is chosen, the word is mostly associated with a

profession that demands high standards, comprehensive

training, loyality and dedication to one's work.

._- -- - .. i_ . -.. , & ~ % .... ... . . ,.. ......... ... . - ... .
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Modern day police officers are considered

professionals; however, this has not always been the case.

The following description of a late 19th or early 20th

century apprentice policeman and his job indoctrination

provides a vivid reminder of the past:

"Ignorance, poor health, or old age was no
barrier to employment. An individual with
the right connections could be hired despite
the most obvious lack of qualifications.
Recruits received no formal training. A
new officer would be handed a copy of the
police manual (if one could be found)
containing the local ordinances and state
laws, and sent out on patrol. There he
would receive on-the-job training from
experienced officers who, of course, also
taught the ways of graft and evasion of
duty. "29

These turn-of-the-century policemen were not totally

responsible for their poor image. For the most part, they

were attempting to fulfill the original charter of police

organizations which called for protecting society "against

the occurrence of major crimes and the apprehension of

perpetrators of such offenses."3 0  Unfortunately, many

things came between the policeman and the accomplishment of

his duty. For one, public mentality toward what it took to

keep cities clean and quiet, kept the salaries, respect and

consequently, the status of the occupation, very low.

Another factor was the irrepressible political graft and

corruption that confronted almost every public servant.

"Leonhard Fuld summed up the pervasive
nature of the problem when he wrote in
1909, 'Corruption and dishonesty are

.: . -: ,,., ,,; ....,a , , ,r.,, l. -, :,-,,. " , .- ..- . .. . .. . . , . .-.. - . ., . . .
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found everywhere in public life and are
not entirely unknown in private life.
The citizens get as gooila police
service as they want."'

Efforts to raise the level of police professionalism

were aided by other activities designed to reform all of

American policing. One of key developments was the

establishment of professional associations like the

International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) and

National Police Chief's Union. In addition to these

organizations, the movement to professionalize American

policing was promoted by several visionary pioneers. Some

of those best known for their contributions were: Richard

Sylvester, president of the IACP from 1901 to 1916; August

Vollmer, developer of the first formal training program for

police personnel in the United States; Arthur Woods,

commissioner of New York City police (1914-1918); Leonhard

Fuld, an innovator in the area of police administration;

and Raymond B. Fosdick, a noted expert in police systems.
3 2

It is virtually impossible to pick some point in time,

an individual achievement, or particular area of policing

that contributed most to upgrading the performance and

image of America's police personnel. Furthermore, it would

be naive to imply that any single element was totally

responsible for creating a professional police force.

However, the one thing critical to, and incorporated in,

-".............."....., - • ..' - . .° -. .... ,o. , o .. .. . . .. . •°-•. .° . . . . L
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all recognized professional occupations, is sound,

fundemental training.

Police Training - Formal training for American

policemen was unheard of until the early 20th century.

"Throughout the 19th century and even into
the 20th century, brute force and the school
of experience formed the very backbone of
operating philosophy. Until about 1915, any
suggestion that a policeman needed formal
training would have b n received with
amazement and doubt.".1

With new policeman learning through apprenticeship, a

situation was created where:

"for the most part the average American
city depended almost entirely for the
training of its police recruits upon such
casual instruction as older ojicials may
be able and willing to give.

A prime example of this personalized instructional

philosophy comes from an excerpt of an interview conducted

by members of the Wickersham Commission over fifty years

ago. A metropolitan city chief stated that:

"I say to him that now he is a policeman,
and I hope he will be a credit to the
force. I tell him he doesn't need any-
body to tell him how to enforce the law,
that all he needs to do is to go out on
the street and keep his eyes open. I
say: You know the Ten Commandments,
and you go out on your beat, and you see
somebody violating one of those Ten
Commandments, you can be 3 retty sure he
is violating some law.

Although this apprenticeship type training of the

early 1900's appeared practical for the era, it:
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"would be far from adequate for the
modern officer. Faced with a multitude
of highly complex technical and social
problems, his educational (and training)
needs greatly exceed anything his grand-
parents could have envisaged."36

August Vollmer was one of the f irst people to

recognize this training fallacy and do something about it.

He thought it unwise to assume that a person with any type

of training, or no training for that matter, should be

automatically qualified to perform police work. In the

following analogy, his thoughts produce a persuasive

argument for adequate police training:

"If the legal, engineering, or medical
profession recruited its members at random,
with no requirements of preliminary
training, fr-~m among all the persons who
might desire to hang out a professional
'shingle,'- disaster would be the in-

[.3

evitable consequence of such stupidity.

He followed these thoughts with one statement that has

become a reality and another that hopefully, will never

again be a problem. First, he noted that "the modern

policeman requires professional training comparable to that

required for the most skilled profession. Then he

warned that "Where untrained persons are permitted to

function as policemen, no person's life or liberty is

safe." 3  It is because of this type of farsighted thinking

that August Vollmer is considered as having done "more than

any other individual to originate and promote professional

policing. f4o
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Police Training Schools - The man often referred to as

"the father of modern law enforcement in the United
States,"4 1 August Vollmer, is also credited with starting

the first police school in this country. As mentioned

earlier in this chapter, Vollmer's Berkeley Police School

started in 1908. Furthermore, the course consisted mainly

of instruction on police methods and was taught primarily

by Vollmer himself. Other courses offered were First Aid,

Photography, Criminal Law and Elementary Law.4 2  This

ambitious undertaking was actually set up more along the

lines of higher education than what one would consider

recruit or specialized police training. The fact that the

classes met one hour a day and it took three years to

complete the curriculum, put it in the category of

education instead of training.4 3 Nonetheless, it was the

first real attempt at upgrading the professional knowledge

of policemen and in so doing, served as a prototype for

later police oriented in-service and academic programs.

The New York City Police Department established the

nation's first formal police training academy in 1909.

This program was training oriented and "provided recruit

training in firearms, rules and regulations of the

Department, police procedures, and criminal law."4 4 New

York's program, which was instituted by Police Commissioner

Arthur Woods, set the example for other municipal

departments to follow.

A' -. '- .... ~.. ...- o-. ,..--.. ... .. .'....... . . .. . .. ,. . .. '.. . .,.. .. .-.-. , ...
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By the 1930's many of the larger cities had developed

police training schools or programs similar to the one

established in New York. Although most of the police

agencies were starting to recognize the value of training,

none of them agreed on how long the training should last or

what should be taught. For example, the New York training

courses for recruits lasted two months; in Chicago,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, Detroit and Newark, the training

time was only four weeks; in Cleveland it was three weeks;

and in Louisville, recruits were taught 336 hours of

instruction in six weeks. 4 5

Without a doubt, the early 1900's brought about more

progress in the effort to upgrade policing in America, than

any previous period of time. Unfortunately, the effort was

fragmented and appeared to lack the much needed national

attention and influence. Without public awareness and

governmental support, the progress of police

professionalism in general and specifically the strides

made in police training, seemed destined to stagnate.

National Police Studies

The first thirty years of the 20th century not only
I

brought progressivism to our national police forces, it

brought new challenges to the capabilities of the modern

policeman. Specifically, the Great Depression, Prohibition

and "the emergence of organized crime, criminal gangs, and
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public enemies' had a profound influence on police

operations...." 46 These activities in-turn gave birth to

the various national crime commissions of which there have

been many over the last six decades. Several of these

commissions were instrumental in improving police personnel

and therefore, aided the effort to enhance police

professionalism.

In 1931, the Wickersham Commission noted that there

was a lack of competent, efficient and honest patrolmen.

Furthermore, it said that no intensive effort was being

made to educate, train and discipline prospective officers,

or to eliminate those shown to be incompetent.4 7 These

comments stem directly from the thoughts of August Vollmer.

In fact, "Volume fourteen, The Police, was a concise

statement of August Vollmer's views on police

professionalism." 4 8 Although the Wickersham Commission,

Missouri Crime Commission, and the Chicago Crime Commis-

sion, all made their mark on American policing, the 1967

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice had the most lasting impact.

U.qsi ss nas shown, that one of its reports, Task Force

.r-: The Police, is clearly the most influential ana

"ed Law Enforcement study of this century. The

Iscn for its success is that it made sound

. :ons on all facets concerning the police

i it. ws perennial problems. Furthermore, the
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Federal Government incorporated these recommendations into

a national crime act and provided money to upgrade policing

in America. For these reasons and the fact that this

Commission helped to significantly improve the caliber of

America's police forces, several of the 1967 Commission's

important recommendations are discussed in the remainder of

this section.

Commission Recommendations

The area of police training is addressed in the

following recommendations, but so are several collateral

issues; such as recruitment, standards, police image and

state commissions. It is felt that all of these areas are

interwoven and each has some impact on the other. Also,

these areas influence the original goal of police training

- to produce competent, professional police officers.

Recruitment - Attracting recruits into policework was

one of the main concerns of the Commission. At the time the

Commission was compiling its data, the national police

strength was down by ten percent. Primarily, the reasons

for this shortage were the lack of successful candidates

entering policework and the increased retirement rate. To

compensate effectively, the Commission calculated that

bringing all departments up the 1967 authorized strength

would take 50,000 new police officers. 4 9  However, the

problem of inefficiency could then be aggravated by the
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mere addition of personnel. What was needed, was the

selection of individuals from areas which for the most part

have been ignored by recruiters. For example, colleges and

inner city neighborhoods should be considered prime

resource territories. Hence, the Commission made the

following recommendation: "Police departments should

recruit far more actively than they now do, with special

attention to college campuses and inner city neighbor-

hoods."5 0 As a result, recruiters were encouraged to speak

at civic clubs, set up recruiting stations and organize

regional and statewide campaigns. Women and civilians

should also be given careful consideration as contributors

to a successful recruitment plan. The Commission decided

that many tasks performed by sworn officers should be

assumed by civilian personnel. Indeed, they could perform

as skilled specialists in such fields as fiscal planning,

training, communications, and administrative staff

positions. The Commission also envisioned women filling

regular positions in vice, patrol and investigations.

Specifically they said, "Policewomen can be an invaluable

asset to modern law enforcement, and their present role

should be broadened.'5 1

Image - The image problem of the police officer is

closely related to that of personnel recruitment. Most

people do not see police officers in their proper role nor
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do they support or respect the profession. "In a 1961

survey of status given to occupations, the police ranked

54th out of 90 occupations, which tied them with playground

directors and railroad conductors."5 2 Therefore, the Com-

mission concluded that talk of low compensation, long

hours, and the hostility from the public must be

discontinued. Glenford S. Leonard, Director of Public

Safety of Oak Park, Michigan, stated that:

"If we continually complain that our image
is being adversely affected by our problems
then, it is being affected. I believe that
we should start insisting and advertising
that it is a career service of action, of
prestige, and of the greatest importance in
our democracy. We may even convince our-
selves of this, and if we do, we have 5 aken
a big step toward attracting people."

Department Standards - According to the Commission,

successful attraction of an individual to a career in law

enforcement is only a portion of the overall task. Keeping

quality people on the force requires high professional

standards. Studies revealed that some departmental

standards were too rigid, while others were too lax.

Problems also existed where only a few departments agreed

on which of the standards were most important. Existing

selection requirements and procedures in the majority of

departments, aside from physical requirements, do not

screen the unfit. Furthermore, higher standards should

also require a higher degree of educational achievement on

- ,.,,,,,4 .,,, -- ,t& l ,,o -, .k ... . ..... ..'.
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the part of the applicant. Moreover, whatever may be

achieved in remedying police defects must be done through

enlisting the services of intelligent men and women of

excellent character, who are sufficiently educated to per-

form the duties of a police officer. The bottomline

appears to be that police organizations suffer in

reputation and society pays the bill when police officers

are dishonest, brutal, stupid, or physically or

tempermentally unsuited.5 4 Finally, the Commission made

two suggestions concerning standards. First, "The ultimate

aim of all police departments should be that all personnel

with general enforcement powers have baccalaureate

degrees."5 5 The second comment was "Police departments

should take immediate steps to establish a minimum require-

ment of a baccalaureate degree for all supervisory and

executive positions."5 6 The complexity of a policeman's

duty seemed to be the primary reason for increasing his

educational level. At that time, higher education for the

officer was a long range plan, but advanced education was

an immediate need for administrators and supervisors.

Personnel Selection Standards

"This report has strongly urged
that selection standards be signi-
ficantly raised. This has been
done with full realization that the
nation's police departments are seriously
understaffed. The raising of standards,
however, should actually have the overall
effect of attracting more and better

.. ! . . . . . .
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candidates by bolstering the prestige of
police service. There are many able
young men who will be willing and even
eager to enter police work if police
departments offered professional
opportunities.

Job aptitude was as high on the Commission's list of con-

cerns as educational needs. The Commission contended that,

the intelligence, moral character, emotional stability and

social attitude of the applicant needed effective screening

before employment. Unfortunately, each department

approached this task in a different manner. Some screened

quite sketchily, while others, including those in many of

the big cities, made in-depth background investigations,

administered intelligence tests and interviewed candidates

exhaustively.5 8  Also, some departments were making an

attempt to test applicants, but most were not. This

ambivalence stimulated the need for a dependable test that

all departments could administer to their applicants.

Therefore, the Commission recommended that:

"until reliable tests are devised for
identifying and measuring the personnel
characteristics that contribute to good
police work, intelligence tests, thorough
background investigations and personnel
interviews should be used by all departments
as absolute minimum techniques to determine
the moral character and the intellectual
and emotional fitness of police candidates.

5 9

Although the moral and mental fitness tests were lenient

and haphazard in most departments, just the opposite was

found in physicial and residency requirements.

..............................................
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Traditionally, if an applicant was a high school graduate,

had good vision, was twenty-one, and possessed a rather

large physique, he or she qualified for police recruit

training. Unfortunately, these arbitrary limitations

excluded many potentially successful recruits, because

strict standards kept the interested, young, high school

graduate from starting his or her police career. Also,

they helped turn away some needed minority individuals

because of minimum height and weight restrictions. Futher-

more, a person with correctable 20/100 vision could pilot

an airplane, but could not be a police officer. The person

over 35, regardless of their credentials, could not enter

police work. Finally, the most restrictive criteria was

the residency requirement. Residency requirements usually

demanded that a person live in the community for at least

six months. As a result, many young people from small

rural communities also could not enter police work. With

these obvious flaws exposed, the Commission suggested that:

"Police departments and civil service
commissions should reexamine and if
necessary, modify present recruitment
standards on age, height, weight, visual
acuity, and prior residence. The ap-
pointing authority should place primary
emphasis on the education, background,
character and persogality of a candidate
for police service.

Recruit Training - In reflecting back on the Commis-

sion's basic goal of improving the quality of law

-
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enforcement, it stands to reason that all the effort to

recruit superior personnel would be wasted if they were not

properly instructed in the methods of law enforcement.

Training, like standards for personnel, has been a weak

area in most departments for years. Viewpoints on recruit

training at one time followed a "learn by doing" attitude.

The Commission observed that:

"In years gone by, it was an opinion
among both police and public that any
man of general ability could learn to
'police' by doing it. Consequently, the
then prevailing 'training' philosophy was
one of providing the recruit with a uniform
and badge; arming him with a baton, revolver,
and handcuffs; assuring his geographical
orientation by issuing him a local street
map; and instructing him to 'hit the street'
and enforce the Ten Commandments. This
philosophy conforms conveniently with that
which proclaims 'there is more justice and
law in the end of a night stiyk than is to
be found in all law books."'

At the request of the Federal Government, the FBI helped

put training programs into use in many departments. In

1965, several surveys showed a great increase in the use of

recruit training programs; however, it also showed that

these programs were not providing the necessary vocational

instruction needed by the recruits. Departments that con-

ducted training were only giving approximately 8 weeks of

instruction, of which, many courses were unsophisticated

and incomplete. The training programs were, for the most

part, preparing the officer to perform police work

mechanically, but did not prepare him to understand his
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community, the police role, or the imperfections of the

criminal justice system.6 2  Therefore, the following

suggestion was made by the Commission to improve the

subject material and the techniques used:

"All training programs should provide
instruction on subjects that prepare
recruits to exercise discretion properly,
and to understand the community, the role
of the police, and what the criminal
justice system can and cannot do. Pro-
fessional educators and civilian experts
should be used to teach specialized
courses--law and psychology, for example.
Recognized teaching techniques such as
problem solving seminars should j incor-
porated into training programs."'

Regional Training Academies - Another obvious

shortcoming of the instructional system was the lack of

training programs in small rural communities. Although,

recruit training did exist in most larger cities the lack

of money usually kept the small towns from providing ade-

quate training. The Commission's idea on a probable answer

to the funding situation was to establish regional training

academies financed by the State and Federal government.

Also needed was a standard minimum amount of instruction

for each recruit, because the different departments were

providing training with a variance in length from less than

1 week to as many as 20 weeks.6 4 Thus, the Commission saw

fit to recommend that:

"formal police training programs for
recruits in all departments, large and
small, should consist of an absolute

";' -' ' ' -- w--- ...-. .-.
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minimum of 400 hours of classroom work
spread over a 4 to 6-month period so that
it can be combined with carefuly selected
and supervised field training."

'v

State Commissions on Police Standards - The Commission

also proposed a method to help ensure the implementation of

the previous recommendations. Specifically, it said:

"Police standards commissions should be
established in every State, and empowered
to set mandatory requirements and to
give financial aid to governmental uns
for the implementation of standards."

Furthermore, the Commission outlined the types of

individuals that should make up the state commissions and

what their overall charter should be. They were

specifically interested in improving the training programs

and developing a method by which basic and continuing

training could be certified. Following that, they

advocated that mandatory attendance in certified programs

be required for all trainees.67

At the time the 1967 President's Commission published

its report, there were twenty-three states that had

established commissions or councils on police standards.6 8

What's more, it is obvious by this statistic that the

Commission did not create the state commissions, but what

it did, was provide the impetus needed for the remaining

states to establish similar commissions or councils.
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State Law Enforcement Training Commissions

"State law enforcement training commissions grew out

of a concern with the lack of adequate selection standards

for law enforcement officers."6 9  This concern can be

traced back to the late 1930's and the era of police

progressivism mentioned earlier. State level efforts to

establish an agency that would oversee and guide police

training, began in 1938. It was during this year that a

proposal to create such an agency was introduced into the

New York legislature. The proposal advocated:

"the establishment of state facilities
for police training and a mandate for
the participation of all law enforce-
mentofficers within one year after
appointmTnt to a law enforcement
agency.'

Although this futuristic idea failed to pass the test and

was defeated by the state legislature, the concept remained

alive and well.

Other progressive states, like California and New

Jersey, also tried in vain to adopt statewide police

training standards. Unfortunately, all of these efforts

were rather fragmented until 1952, when the American Bar

Association published the Model Police Council Act. This

act:

suggested that state level councils have
the power to improve the management and
operations of police departments through
management surveys, inspection of police
training schools, encouragement of attend-
ance at training schools, to promulgate
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interagency cooperation to improve opera-
tions and yaining, and to stimulate
research. "

Many consider this act to be one of the important stepping

stones in the establishment of state operated police

standards and training agencies.

New York and California continued to lead the way, and

in 1959 they established the first state police training

commissions. New York's was called the Municipal Police

Training Council and California dubbed its agency the

Commission on Peace Officers Standards and Training.72

California's police standards and training agency is

further examined in Chapter IV.

National legislation finally solidified the individual

state efforts when the Federal Law Enforcement Act of 1965

and the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968

became law. These acts, together with the federal agencies

created to administer their resulting programs, provided

the necessary push to further develop the state law

enforcement training commissions.7 3 As mentioned earlier,

twenty-three states had police training commissions

established when the 1967 President's Commission report was

published. Prior to the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance

Act of 1965, there were only twelve.7 4 Today, the National

Association of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training

(NASDLET), asserts that all fifty states have either a
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state sponsored commission or council to oversee the

training of their police officers.
75

Entry Level Police Training

Thus far in this chapter, we have seen the evolution

of the American police officer influenced by a concerted

effort to raise the quality and performance of the total

force. We have also seen the visionary contributions of

early reformers enhanced by a massive enfusion of state and

federal support. One of the benefits of this nationwide

crusade, which is primarily aimed at increasing the

effectiveness of police officers, is the emphasis now being

placed on formal entry level training for all police

officers.

Duration of Recruit Training

As we have seen, formal recruit training has not

always been high on the list of police agency priorities.

In fact,

"comprehensive entry level training for

all police officers is relatively new.
Prior to 1960, only the largest police
agencies provided recruit training
programs. But in the 20 years since,
we ve seen the proliferation of police
training ,ograms all across the
country.

Not only have these programs spread throughout the United

States, they have become more and more standardized. This

is mainly because the majority of state Standards and

76:. .
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Training Commissions adopted the 1967 Crime Commission

recommendations, including the suggested 400 hour minimum

for recruit training. In a 1976 sample of four hundred

police departments, 44.8% of the agencies followed the

recommendation. Furthermore, 65.4% of the respondents

favored at least 400 training hours, while 33% preferred

500 hours or more.
7 7

Another more recent survey compared the number of

entry level training hours taught by police agencies in

1952, to the number taught in 1982. This survey showed

that the departments sampled in 1952, offered an average of

340 hours of recruit training. Conversely, the same

departments were averaging 633 hours in 1982 - an increase

of 86%.78

The previous example showed a difference in the number

of hours taught based on a 30 year span of time.

Furthermore, it compared agencies from different cities

around the nation. Another study conducted in 1978 and

1979, provides a look at the wide variation in the number

of hours required in various recruit training curriculums.

This survey included entry level training curriculum

information gathered from fifty state police and highway

patrol agencies. It found that, on the average, the

highway patrol agencies spent 592 hours training recruits,

with the shortest being 180 hours and the longest 1,115

hours. The study further showed that state police agencies

...... --. . .- , ." ..- , -- -.-: -..-..-.....-...........-......-....--.-..---.......",-..-...-..-.....-...-".--.-.-".....-.....-
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averaged 833 hours, ranging from 200 hours to 1,680 hours

of training. When computed, the average number of hours

spent on recruit training by these agencies totaled

712.5.
7 9

Illustrating these comparisons serves a twofold

purpose. First, it demonstrates the dramatic increase in

the total number of hours of instruction new police

recruits are receiving now versus what they received

several years ago. What's more, this increase has occurred

primarily over the last twenty years and when the current

levels of recruit training are compared to those of sixty

years ago, the advancements are phenomenal! Secondly,

these numbers serve as a point of comparison for the two

agencies to be reviewed in Chapters III and IV.

Curriculum Content

Another portion of recruit training that has

dramatically changed over the years is what the entry level

police officer is taught. Seventy years ago "the recruit

was given a badge, a gun, and a uniform and told to use

common sense in doing his job."8 0 Today's police officer

IIis faced with the increased diversity of law enforcement in

which young recruits must be capable of dealing with

complex legal and social issues. Therefore, the subject

matter covered in modern entry level curriculum is

necessarily more comprehensive. Although actual modern day
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program content varies in length and subject matter, the

curriculum outlined below is representative of the standard

set by many state training commissions.

Classroom Orientation - Fundamentals of notetaking;

procedures and rules of the school; introduction to

personnel; issuance of training equipment and texts.

Police Ethics and the Justice System - Canons and Code

of Police Ethics; theory of social responsibility;

definitions of professionalism.

Laws of Arrest, Search and Seizure - Definition of

arrest; prerequisites of an arrest; searching procedures;

use of force; court decisions.

Rules of Evidence - Types of evidence; uses of

evidence; admissability of evidence; court decisions.

Criminal Law (The Penal Code) - Definitions of crimes

under applicable statues; elements of specific crimes;

court decisions.

Vehicle Code and Traffic Control - Mechanics of

directing traffic; summons procedures; approach to traffic

violators; elements of traffic laws.

Traffic Accident Investigation - Completion of

accident report forms; search for evidence; interviews of

.
o

.
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drivers and witnesses; computations of speed via physical

evidence.

Patrol Observation Techniques - Purposes of preventive

patrol; developing observation, abilities; perception;

relations with citizens on the beat; special hazards and

problems.

Interviews and Interrogations - Taking of statements;

admissions and confessions; preparation for the interview;

rights of the interviewee; tactical approach to the

interrogation.

Defensive Tactics - Use of comealongs and throws; use

of baton; use of handcuffs and other restraints; handling

the violent individual; handling the mentally ill subject.

Crowd Control - Causes of crowd and group violence;

mob psychology; managing peaceful gatherings and crowds;

crowd surveillance techniques.

Arrest Mechanics and Prisoner Transport - Approaching

the arrestee; searching procedure; security in transport.

Firearms Use and Safety - Laws governing use of deadly

force; agency policies on use of firearms; mechanics of

police weapons; firearms safety; range practice and

qual if ication.

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Collection and Preservation of Evidence - Crime scene

search; identifying and marking evidence; proper handling

of evidence; maintaining the evidence chain of custody.

Field Notes and Diagrams - Use of the crime scene

sketch; use of the field notebook; taking good crime notes;

later uses of notes and diagrams.

Report Writing - Use of report forms; development of

effective writing style; typical pitfalls to avoid.

Juvenile Procedures - Juvenile law; child abuse law;

procedures for detaining and questioning juveniles; special

problems with juveniles.

Courtroom Demeanor - Preparation for court; action in

the courtroom; common officer errors on the witness stand;

defense counsel ploys; courtroom courtesy.

Police-Community Relations - Working with the news

media; working with civic groups; special minority group

problems; human relations; race relations awareness.

Court Case Procedure - Definitions of various legal

processes; duties of court officials and court officers;

order of proceeding in the trial.

"" ... °""" ""'"""" ""-" .............................""............."""..".".".""..".:..- " . ..
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Criminal Investigation - Preliminary investigative

functions; interviews; treatment of the suspect; legal

requirements for filing the case.

First Aid - Standard immediate care of the sick and

injured; transport of the injured; accident prevention.

Car Stops and Vehicle Searches - Mechanics of the car

stop; practical field problems; inventory of vehicle.

Major Case Investigations - Organizing the

investigation; crime scene processing and planning;

preliminary and later field work.

Group Interaction Training - Members of the class

engage in a wide-ranging discussion of police-community

problems with members of the community, ethnic and racial

minorities participating.

Final Exams and Graduation - Final written and oral

examinations; practical skills demonstrations by students;

presentation of certificates.
8 1

Instructional Methods and Techniques

The way in which police recruits are trained is as

important to the desired outcome as either the number of

hours or the course content. Therefore, producing a

properly trained police officer requires a balanced

instructional program that combines the following: a solid

.... ..- .............-....... ...... .... ... . ...,..,.........-.....,.. . ... ,... .,.. . -. ... . ..... . ,,. .....-. ,. . .-.,... .. . . . ..:...-.:
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course curriculum tailored to meet specific agencies needs;

the minimum number course hours needed to cover the

selected curriculum; and a diverse instructional program

that incorporates various teaching techniques.

Instructional Environment - There are two primary

institutions being used today to conduct police recruit

training. First, is the community college or university

and second, is the agency police training academy. In the

past few years, "community colleges and universities have

assumed a major role in police training."8 2 Although this

is not a "new" idea., it has increased in popularity and

some experts feel that it has in effect, "isolated the

training system from the organization it was intended to

1083support.' Arguments for the increased use of college

campuses center around the lack of adequate space at the

law enforcement agencies or the already overcrowded

resident academies. For example, the State of California

uses a mix of both the college setting and the more

regimented resident academy. Out of the thirty-three

certified instructional facilities located around the

state, only five are resident academies.84 This mix

appears to work well and provides greater accessability for

the trainees through the use of the regional training

academy philosophy.

..-' ',. . ....... ... ".. ° .. .. ' 
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When discussing instructional environment, one must

consider more than the actual facility being used.

Specifically, the type of training environment created for

the trainee requires careful consideration. In this

context, the use of "stress" versus "nonstress" training

must be decided. Stress training uses an authoritarian

approach based on a rigorous militaristic framework, while

the nonstress environment is more nonauthoritarian and

based on a supportive, relaxed structure.
8 5

Deciding on the correct environment, whether it is

stressed or unstressed, is a matter of individual

preference and past experience. Unfortunately, the

literature offers no clear cut answer on which is more

effective. It does, however, provide arguments that both

support and reject the use of stress in the training

environment. For example, the proponents of the stress

training program "claim that stress training prepares

future officers for non-physical abuse that they will be

expected to tolerate on the streets."8 6 On the other hand,

opponents of stress training argue that:

"this sort of approach is insulting to the
intelligence of the caliber of individual
entering police work today. They note
that if young officers wished to be
shouted at and belittled by their
fellow law enforcement officers,
regardless of rank or purpose, they
would have J ned the military
instead....

I.

__ ,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Teaching Methods - Training, in its truest sense, is a

"deliberate attempt to develop skills."8 8 Consequently, a

training program for entry level police recruits should be

structured in such a manner as to accommodate the necessary

imparting of knowledge while at the same time, developing

the technical skills needed in the line of duty. This can

be accomplished using a variety of teaching methods and

techniques.

Lecture is the most common form of instruction and is

widely used in modern police academies. Although lecture

is most often used, it is not always the best way to

transmit information. 8 9 Technological advances over the

last two decades have produced numerous training aids that

should be part of modern police training. For instance,

videotaping of lectures or training sessions is one way of

reaching a larger audience. Likewise, the use of self=

pacing audiovisual learning programs is a method of

teaching selected individual subjects. Also, self-paced

materials are useful in providing remedial assistance to

individual trainees. Clear, too, is that the biggest

technological asset to be developed in the last few years,

is "computer-assisted instruction." 9 0  Unlike the other

audiovisual aids, the computer can actually interface with

the trainee and respond to the trainee s inputs.
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Although the technical aids mentioned above limit to

some degree the instructor-trainee contact, they appear to

be a growing part of police recruit training.

Some police skills training, like firearms

qualification, self-defense techniques and physical

endurance are not prime candidates for some instructional

media devices. Neither are the interpersonal skills, such

as community relations or self-awareness, good examples.

These skills are better taught through the use of role

playing and situation simulation of the actual work

environment. 91

Just as there are many subjects to be taught, there

are numerous ways to teach them. Therefore, the key to

producing the well-trained recruit appears to lie with the

right mix of instructional philosophy, subject matter and

teaching methods.

Summary

A selected review of police related literature has

been presented in this chapter. While the primary emphasis

of this review is the evolutionary development of police

training, other areas of interest to this study were also

reviewed. They include: a historical perspective of

military and civilian policing; a discussion on the

developmental influence provided by the various national

police studies and state police commissions; and finally,

,.._...... ... ..... ..,-, . . , .... . ,,* .*... . . ... . . *. .. . ... . ...
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an introductory look at entry level police training in the

United States.

Historically, policing is portrayed as one of

society's necessary evils. In the case of the military,

its police were only needed in times of war and then only

used to do things like catch deserters, detect spies or

enforce the draft laws. On the other hand, the civilian

police force developed out of a need to protect the

citizenry against the ever present lawbreaker. in either

case, policemen enjoyed very little reward for their

efforts. Their status within society was as low or lower

than their take-home pay.

One of the factors contributing to the policeman's

lowly status, was the image he, himself portrayed. When

ignorance, poor health, or old age are acceptable for

employment, one can only expect low salaries, and very

little respect. Thankfully, some men with vision and an

ideal of professionalism, began to change this image in the

early 1900's.

A key element in the reform of this nation's police

forces, was the establishment of formal training for police

recruits. In an effort to supplement the customary

practice of "training on the job," men like August Vollmer

-' and Arthur Woods developed training schools in California

and New York respectively. This historic milestone for

civilian policing occurred in the first decade of the 20th

"-. . , -" '-'.. .- .'."? '.'.....-.......-.-..-...-.-..-,"..-..,........--....-".'...-.,".-..---'...... - -- ' '< --'F--".-..-,.. . .. . 41
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century; however, military policing did not have its first

formal training school until 1942.

Although these individual efforts were instrumental in

improving police personnel, it was the national crime com-

missions and state training commissions that solidified the

movement. The most influential of the national police

studies was the 1967 President's Commission on Law Enforce-

ment and Administration of Justice. Its comprehensive

recommendations concerning police professionalism coupled

with the ensuing availability of federal funding, provided

the impetus needed to further enhance the nation's police

forces. Furthermore, the already developing state training

commissions expanded their roles to implement the

Commission's recommendations. States like California and

New York had state training commissions as early as 1959,

but at the time the 1967 Commission published its report,

only twenty-three states had created training commissions

or councils. At present, all fifty states have either

state training commissions or councils that oversee the

training of police officers.

The results of all of these various efforts to upgrade

the police can be seen in the modern day training of entry

level police recruits. At one time, it was acceptable

practice to give a new recruit a gun, a badge, a nightstick

and tell him to "hit the street" and enforce the law.

Today, the laws are more complex and the criminal is more

.
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sophisticated. Therefore, the modern day rookie needs more

comprehensive training to provide the professional peace-

keeping service America has grown accustom to.

Depending on the state, today's new trainee receives

from 400 to 600 hours of training on a multitude of complex

legal and social issues. This technical indoctrination is

coupled with rigorous physical training and is taught using

modern techniques; such as, role playing for situational

simulation, the use of instructional media like self-pacing

audiovisual programs, and computer-assisted instruction.

Modern entry level training programs will be further

explored as military and civilian police training is

examined in Chapters III and IV.
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CHAPTER III

USAF SECURITY POLICE TRAINING

Military and civilian police organizations have a

common goal of keeping the peace and enforcing the law.

However, because they function in dissimilar environments,

each works at achieving this goal in a slightly different

manner. Consequently, variations in job related tasks

produce some differences in training requirements. With

that in mind, the purpose of this chapter is to examine the

initial training of the USAF Law Enforcement Specialist (LE

Specialist) and to establish a basis for comparison with

his or her civilian counterpart.

Toward that end, this chapter is divided into the

following three areas: First, the overall USAF

organization is briefly explained as it applies to the

policing function; next, the role of the LE Specialist

within the Security Police organization is described; and

finally, the actual training received by the LE Specialist

is reviewed.

59
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USAF Organizational Scope

National Level

Military police, like other Federal law enforcement

agencies, operate under limited police powers with

carefully regulated and specific jurisdiction. They also

have a distinct line of authority that begins at the

Presidential level and flows through a descending chain of

command all the way down to the lowest ranking person on a

military base or installation. In the case of the United

States Air Force, it is important to note that the Security

Police organization functions in different capacities

throughout the Air Force structure. For example, at both

the National and Headquarters Air Force level, the security

police personnel act as advisors on USAF security measures

worldwide. Whereas, at the lowest major level kUSAF base

or installation), the security police personnel are tasked

with daily enforcement of military law and protection of

vital USAF resources.

Headquarters USAF

This is the uppermost echelon of policy and decision

making for the Air Force. Regulations and guidelines used

to standardize operations throughout the Air Force are

authored and published at this tier (see Appendix 1, for

USAF organization). Herein lies a unique difference

between federal (military) and loca civilian) policing.
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The regulations, policies and operating procedures

developed at the Headquarters level are standardized and

thus applied, with some variations in the same manner at

every Air Force base in the world (see Appendix 2, for USAF

installations). Conversely, because civilian law enforce-

ment. is the responsibility of the individual state and

local government, only limited standardization is possible

throughout the nation.
1

Major Command or Intermediate Level

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this tier is organized

according to its mission (job), area of operation, and type

of USAF resource (fighter, transport or special purpose

aircraft) it employs . Also important to note is that each

major command has a headquarters and many subordinate

elements or bases. Consequently, the security police have

more than one role to play within the major command.

Security police personnel working at the major command

headquarters function in an advisory or staff capacity.

They analyze and interpret USAF policy and ensure that

subordinate organizations comply with the directives.2

USAF Installation or Base

Although this is the last major layer in the USAF

hierarchy, it is not the least important. Quite the

contrary, it is where all of the front-line mission

activity takes place. As previously mentioned, the
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military is sometimes referred to as a microcosm of the

nation. In that sense, a USAF base is very similar to a

town or city in Anywhere, USA. Therefore, the commander of

the installation or base is in essence the "mayor" (see

Appendix 3, for base organization). He or she controls all

the "public" services like fire and police protection,

housing, utilities and building maintenance.
3

Security Police Function - The base Chief of Security

Police is the military equivalent of a municipal chief of

police and normally works directly for the installation

commander. As Chief "cop" of the base, he or she is

responsible for all matters dealing with law enforcement

and the security of USAF resources. Within the security

police organization there are many functions, but suffice

it to say that the organization is structured very much

like a municipal police department (see Appendix 4, for

organization). It also has many of the same

responsibilities; such as traffic control, investigations,

detention (jail), routine patrol, crime prevention and

resource protection. Additionally, most security police

personnel assigned at the base level work rotating shifts

similar to the type used by civilian police departments.

Installation Size and Population - The number of law

enforcement personnel performing duties at a particular

base depends largely on the size and the population of that
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base. For instance, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, located

in Tucson, Arizona, is considered an average size base. It

covers approximately 11,000 acres and employs 5,550

military and 1,687 civilian personnel.4  Approximately

sixty law enforcement personnel are assigned at Davis=

Monthan AFB to work three rotating shifts. Each of these

eight-hour shifts normally employ a minimum of: a desk

sergeant (dispatcher); a flight chief (shift captain); four

vehicle patrols; one Military Working Dog (K-9) patrol; and

two to six base entry controllers (gate guards). 5 Of the

positions listed above, the base entry controller function

is the only position not common to civilian policing;

therefore, it is discussed in more detail later in this

chapter.

A contrasting example of the number of personnel

required to perform the policing function can be found at

Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. Vandenberg covers

over 98,400 acres and employs 4,129 military, 2,441

civilian, and 8,037 civilian contractor personnel. As a

result of its much larger size and increased population,

Vandenberg's law enforcement community is approximately

three times the size of Davis-Monthan"s. More

specifically, fourteen vehicle patrols are employed at

Vandenberg, where only four are needed at Davis-Monthan.
6

The preceeding two examples are representative of 136

major and 2,699 smaller Air Force installations located in

-.. . -,. . . . . . .... p .. . . . . . . . . .
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the United States and around the world.7 Even though the

bases vary in size, mission and location, they almost all

require the services of the Air Force's Law Enforcement

Specialist.

Role of the Law Enforcement Specialist

Many of the duties and responsibilities of the entry

level USAF Law Enforcement Specialist are common to most

forms of policing; however, there are several unique

requirements that apply primarily to United States military

police agencies and are rarely seen in the civilian sector.

Additionally, there are certain speciality and supervisory

tasks within the USAF Security Police Law Enforcement

career field that are the responsiblity of those more

senior in rank and experience. Considering the scope of

this study, only the tasks normally performed by the entry

level LE Specialist are illustrated in this section.

Others are mentioned merely to serve as an indicator of

further responsibility or career progression.

Duties and Responsibilities

Overall, the objective of the LE Specialist's duties

is "to maintain a safe and secure environment in which a

base can accomplish its mission."8 To properly accomplish

this objective the LE Specialist must be capable of

performing many tasks, but primarily he or she is expected

to "enforce standards of conduct, discipline, and adherence

°° o O " 'o . ° "o ° o " . " - , "° . j " ° . " , °, • . ° °° • , - . - - . - . • 4 , • . • . - , .. - . • . - • . - • , . .. -
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to laws and regulations."g This broad charter is broken

down into daily responsibilities which include: performing

gate guard duties, to ensure only authorized persons enter

the base (which helps reduce the crime rate); performing

traffic direction at peak traffic periods or accident

scenes; performing on and off-base vehicle patrol

activities; investigating offenses (crimes), incidents, and

motor vehicle traffic accidents; apprehending suspects;

seizing, collecting and preserving evidence; interviewing

witnesses and persons suspected of violating the Uniform

Code of Military Justice (UCMJ); obtaining statements and

depositions and testifying in official judicial

proceedings; and augmenting security forces during

hostilities.10 Two of the more unique responsibilities,

base entry controller and security augmentor, are discussed

below.

Base Entry Controller - The general public is not

normally allowed uncontrolled access to a military

installation. In fact, those individuals living and

working on these installations are required to have special

personal identification and vehicle decals to gain entry.

One of the LE Specialist's duties is to control entry and

exit from the installation. He or she does this by

checking personal and/or vehicle identification of those

individuals entering at base entry points located on the

." .. " . .J '" .% _ " .'" .°' " " '" ." '" '. .% , -. -."- • ., . , ., . ,' ,' .' ", .'. , .' ". . - ". , . -, " • -" 7.
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installation. Although it has proven to be virtually

impossible to prevent every unauthorized person from

entering the base, the degree in which free access is

limited increases the probability that a reasonably "safe

and secure environment" will be maintained. This is illus-

trated in following 1983 comparison of violent crime in the

nation versus violent crime in the U.S. Air Force. The

rate per 10,000 for all violent crime in 1983 was: Nation

- 52.90 and Air Force 2.83 (see Appendix 5 for expanded

details) .

Security Force Augmentor - USAF Security Police

personnel in general are responsible for the security of

U.S. Air Bases during both peacetime and in war. As

mentioned in Chapter 2, Security personnel are primarily

responsible for combat-related duties while the LE

Specialist concentrates on the peacetime policing function.

However, during periods of increased world tensions or

actual combat, the LE Specialist is required to augment the

security force. Consequently, the LE Specialist must be

familiar with combat tactics, security force operations and

base defense functions. The following extract from the Air

Force job classification regulation outlines these added

responsibilities:

"Controls terrain in and around Air Force
bases located in hostile environments.
Defends personnel, equipment, and operational
resources from all forms of hostile ground,

'" -'". " € '':'-' ' ,,"'," ,i.", in ~ ,, ,, " ' " """ ' "'"" """ *" " ,"t m d " ," '"". .." " ."• " " - . . .. " ."" . . .".".
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airborne, or helicopter assault. Performs
field craft movement, tactical drills,
battle procedures, and other special duties.
Operates tactical vehicles, tactical com-
munications equipment, intrusion detection
equipment, heavy weapons, and other scial
purpose ground defense equipment....

Thus far, we have seen that although the LE

Specialist's duties are limited to a specific segment of

our population, they are in fact basic policing

responsibilities. We have also seen that the LE Specialist

is required to perform some tasks that are exclusive to the

military community and therefore subject to worldwide

application. Specifically how the entry level LE

Specialist is selected and trained to accomplish these

various jobs, is the scope of the next section.

Law Enforcement Entry Level Training

During a recent magazine interview, the Air Force's

top cop, Brigadier General P. Neal Scheidel, commented

about world affairs and the changing role of the Security

Police. "The threat is very real, and as the Air Force

continues to project its presence around the world, we

become more a target," he said.1 2 He also pointed out that

the terrorist threat has become much more real and that the

terrorists have proven that they can do considerable

damage. He further stated that, "the peacetime threat has

forced us to change our mode of operations. ' 1 3
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The thrust of the General's comments is directed

towards the day to day businesss of providing a safe and

secure environment for both USAF resources and personnel.

By calling attention to the terrorist threat, he is

pointing out just one of many reasons the Air Force needs

well-trained, dedicated security police personnel. Also,

in the same article, he appeared to reinforce his

commitment to training when he said, "If you sweat more in

peace, you bleed less in war."1 4 The task of producing the

trained security police personnel needed to counter this

threat, rests with the men and women of the 3280th

Technical Training Group located at Lackland AFB, Texas.

As mentioned in Chapter II, this organization is called the

USAF Security Police Academy.

USAF Training Network

The Security Police Academy is a small portion of a

formal training network (see Appendix 6) that provides

specific entry level specialist training for over 350

technical skills used by the U.S. Air Force.15 Also

included in this USAF training system is Basic Military

Training (BMT). BMT is the initial military indoctrination

of all personnel entering the Air Force. Last year over

61,000 enlisted men and women completed this rigorous

training course with ninety-five percent going on to

technical training.1 6 The remaining five percent of the
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graduates are sent directly to their duty station to learn

a non-technical skill via on-the-job training. Security

Police personnel, in both Security and Law Enforcement

specialities, receive formal entry level technical training

prior to being assigned to their first Security Police duty

assignment (see Appendix 7).

Law Enforcement Speciality Qualifications

An individual that is physically and mentally

qualified for entry into military service, is usually

suitable for duty in the Law Enforcement speciality.

However, there are a few areas in which the Law Enforcement

speciality qualifications for selection are more

restrictive.

Education - Completion of high school is desirable for

entry into the field.1 7 This is not normally a problem,

because according to the Air Force Recruiting Service, all

but one percent of the 1984 crop of new enlistees were high

school graduates. 1 8 Moreover, a survey recently taken to

determine the education level of the Law Enforcement

Specialists currently working in the field, revealed that

eleven percent had completed one year of college; ten

percent had finished two years; and two percent were col-

lege graduates. 1 9

.' .*. .
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Mental and Physical Requirements - Several

restrictions apply to those individuals entering the Law

Enforcement speciality. They are: (1) the individual must

not have a history of personality disorders; (2) he or she

must be physically and mentally capable of bearing

firearms; (3) visual acuity must be correctible to 20/20 in

one eye and 20/30 in the other; (4) the individual must not

be color blind; (5) the individual must be able to speak

clearly and distinctly.
2 0

Criminal Record - The Law Enforcement Specialist must

not: (1) have a history of juvenile delinquency in the two

years preceeding assignment; (2) have been convicted by a

military court-martial or received non-judicial punishment

under the UCMJ; (3) have been convicted in a civilian court

(except for minor traffic violations) or identified as a

drug abuser.
2 1

Once an individual is considered fully qualified for

entry into the Law Enforcement speciality, he or she is

assigned to the Security Police Academy for training. This

training must be successfully completed before the person

can become a security police airman.

USAF Security Police Academy

The mission of this academy is to provide:

"resident and non-resident training for
officers and airmen in basic, advanced
and specialized duties as air base

...............................................
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ground defense, aircraft/missile security,
law enforcement, a supervisory
responsibilities.

It also serves as the focal point for Department of Defense

(DOD) Military Working Dog (MWD) training. With respect to

MWD training, the MWD Center provides:

"basic, supervisory and specialized
training for all military working dogs,
explosive detector dog teams and
narcotics detector dog teams employed
by DOD agencies, the FAA and Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration.,,

2 3

Overall Training Concept - The mission of the Security

Police Academy (SP Academy) is carried out in much the same

manner as other institutions tasked with training or

educating people. The training requirements that are

established at the Headquarters Air Force and Major Command

level are transmitted to the SP Academy via a series of

regulatory guidelines and speciality standards. These

guidelines and standards outline the overall training needs

for each of the different specialities and are based on the

actual duty being performed Air Force wide. It is then the

responsibility of the SP Academy personnel to develop the

appropriate course content, lesson plans and evaluation

procedures needed to adequately train the individuals. In

the case of the entry level LE Specialist, the SP Academy

trains this individual to the Apprentice Skill Level 2 4 and

certifies that he or she is capable of performing the basic

duties of a Law Enforcement Specialist. Once this person
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reaches his or her permanent duty station, they receive

localized training and continue to expand their knowledge

through upgrade training.

Upgrade training in the Air Force is primarily

conducted on the job. This on-the-job training (OJT) is

conducted using what is called a "dual channel concept." 2 5

Specifically, it combines self-study with supervised

practical application of tasks. The self-study portion is

accomplished by completing Career Development Courses which

are designed to satisfy the job knowledge requirements for

the particular speciality. On the other hand, supervised

practical application enables the individual to become

proficient in the job by performing tasks under

26supervision. In-service type training is also available

and encouraged for those fully qualified individuals

seeking to become more specialized in certain areas; such

as, criminal investigation, traffic accident scene investi-

gation, and corrections. Finally, for those eligible,

different levels of supervi.ory instruction are available

in the resident format and through correspondence.

Training Environment - Most of the 3200 men and women

trained as entry level LE Specialists each year, come

directly from Basic Military Training to the SP Academy. 2 7

For them, their six week stay at the SP Academy is

structured to somewhat resemble the externally induced

-o.,. . . . .
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stress environment of Basic Military Training. The

regimentation and discipline applied during basic training

is continued through the technical training phase primarily

because these individuals are still adjusting to the

military and often need behavioral reinforcement.

Entry level LE Specialists must complete their

training in residence, therefore, they are housed in

dormitories adjacent to the SP Academy instructional

complex. Two to three students share a dormitory room

which is inspected for cleanliness on a daily basis. 2 8

The classroom atmosphere is also structured to some

degree in that proper military courtesies and respect for

rank are maintained at all times. Classroom instruction is

normally conducted on a schedule that requires fifty

minutes of instruction and a ten minute break every hour.

Field training, weapons training and combat tactics are

taught differently and require a more flexible schedule

(see Appendix 8 for training schedule).
2 9

Many of the students participate in additional

activities during their free time. Competitive sports,

such as, softball, track and field, swimming, or basketball

are encouraged to further develop teamwork and physical

endurance. 30

Physical training is an integral part of the students

training environment. Every student must participate in

the mandatory physical conditioning program at least three

.. .. . .. • - a ,..,..,,u d ,dunh '. . . . . . . . . . ..i. ~l qlil~m1 nlnnmmn. .. .. .. . . . . . .
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times a week. This program includes calisthenics, aerobic

exercise and running. Additionally, students are required

to pass a timed mile and one half run prior to

graduation.31

Course Curriculum - The Law Enforcement Specialist

Course consists of 264 hours of instruction which are

divided up into the following three categories: (l)

Academic training hours - 111:15; (2) Performance training

hours - 138:15; (3) Associated military training hours -

14:30. During the thirty-three days it takes to complete

the course, the students are taught the basics of

police work plus those items considered unique to military

policing.

Appendix 9 contains the overall course of instruction,

the individual subject areas, and the number of hours

alloted for each area. It also contains an expanded

overview showing each of the sub-areas as they appear in

the course study guide. Additionally, the appendix has a

proficiency code key used to determine the student

proficiency level required of each subject.

The majority of the subject areas outlined in this

course are very similar to the standard police training

curriculum described in Chapter II. There is, however, one

area that is totally foreign to regular policing duties and

that is the twelve hour block on Security Operations. This
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block of instruction is designed to fulfill the Security

Augmentor commitment mentioned earlier in this chapter.

The combat related tasks associated with Security

Operations are taught with only basic familiarization as a

learning goal. Consequently, the student proficiency level

is at the most basic tier (see Appendix 9). On the other

hand, subjects directly related to the LE Specialists

everyday duties, such as, traffic supervision, resource

protection and crime investigation, require a higher

knowledge and performance proficiency level (see Appendix

9).

Instructor Cadre - USAF Security Police personnel are

selected for instructor duty based on prior performance,

qualification and experience in their speciality. The

experience level of the current LE Specialist course

instructors ranges from three and one half to seventeen

years of field time.

Assignment to the SP Academy for instructors is

considered a special duty assignment and thus warrants a

minimum tour length of four years. Once selected, the new

instructor must attend a six week Technical Instructor

Course and also may be eligible to attend the Air Force

Academic Instructor Course which is twelve weeks in length.

After successful completion of the instructor course, the

new ins-ructor is certified on the subject matter by

_..... .. ,.........,. ..... . ;..?..?, .......... ..... .... .,.,. ..- ,..., .... ,........,............,-..,..,,............,.,-..-,,....... ... ,. . .
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interning as an assistant instructor. During this

certification process, the instructors are evaluated three

times on their instructional ability and subject matter

knowledge. After certification, the instructors are

evaluated annually.
3 2

Instructors employ the team concept (two instructors

working together) for the majority of student training.

One group of students is normally assigned to an instructor

team for the duration of the training course. This is

normally done using a ratio of one instructor to every

twenty-four students. Additionally, technical or

specialized subjects that require additional instructional

expertise, are usually taught using an expert in that area

as a supplemental instructor. 3 3

Teaching Methods - Primarily, students are taught

academics using the lecture form of instruction. The

lecture format is often supplemented with audiovisual

presentations, guest speakers and hardware demonstrations.

Self-paced sound-on-slide presentations are also used to

enhance the learning of academic material. Moreover, these

self-paced programs provide individualized remedial

assistance when necessary. Computer-assisted training is

not currently being used at the SP Academy, but officials

are aware of its benefit and are planning to incorporate

this technological asset as funds are made available. 3 4
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Other instructional techniques are also used for the

subjects that require performance and participation as part

of the learning process. Role-playing is used to add

realism to the teaching of crisis intervention, search

procedures and apprehension techniques.

Demonstration/performance is commonly employed in the areas

of self-defense training, weapons qualification and police

tactics.

Student Evaluation - LE Specialist course students are

evaluated using three basic methods: academic testing;

performance evaluation; and instructor observation.

Academic testing is administered using six comprehensive

written examinations that are usually given on a weekly

basis (see Appendix 8). The tests are structured so that

the students are tested on individual learning objectives

developed from the course material. For instance, a

written test may have eight objectives, with each objective

having five questions. A student must correctly answer

four out of the five questions in each objective to pass

that objective. The number of questions may vary with each

objective, but the percentage needed for passing remains

the same. If a student fails to pass an objective, he or

she receives remedial instruction and is retested using a

different test.
3 5
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Performance evaluations are administered in areas such

as, weapons firing, self-defense, search techniques, CPR

and life saving procedures, traffic accident

investigations, and police tactics. Students must

satisfactorily complete all of the performance objectives

and achieve the specific proficiency level required by the

particular task (see Appendix 9). Additionally, students

must pass the timed run previously mentioned.3 6

Students are constantly evaluated by their instructors

for adaptability to stress, police work and the military in

general. Instructor observations are an invaluable part of

the total teaching process and are often a determining

factor in whether a student is retained or eliminated. If

a student is eliminated from the LE Specialist course, he

or she is also discharged from the Air Force. The number

of students actually eliminated from the program averages

less than one hundred students per year or approximately

three percent of the total enrollees.
3 7

Post Graduation - Students graduating from the LE

Specialist course have the basic skills and tools needed to

begin working in the Air Force as Law Enforcement

Specialists. As they join the worldwide force of more than

13,000 USAF law enforcement personnel38 , they soon learn

that their training has only just begun. Not only will

they have the opportunity to learn and grow within their
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speciality, they will have the chance to provide feedback

to the SP Academy on the training they received and how

well it prepared them for their job. Various aspects of

this training feedback are discussed in the following

section.

Formal Training Feedback

In an effort to ensure that entry level specialists

receive the type of training needed to perform their

assigned tasks, the Air Force developed the "USAF Graduate

Evaluation Program." 3 9 The overall purpose of this program

is to provide continuous feedback to the specialist course

management personnel concerning the extent to which

graduates were trained on the required tasks.4 0  In

addition to this formal feedback initiative, the Air Force

uses regularly scheduled workshops and conferences to

provide training inputs.

Basically, this program has three objectives: (1)

Achieve overall user satisfaction; (2) Assess the adequacy

of training on specific tasks; and (3) Determine the need

41to add or delete training. Information required to

accomplish these objectives is gathered in several ways.

Training Quality Report - This report is used to

determine the extent to which operational organizations are

satisfied with the training. It consists of a survey form

that is sent to the newly trained specialist's supervisor.

..
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Questions in the survey ask the supervisor to provide

information on the graduate's ability to perform the duties

specified for the job and to what extent, if any, is the

graduate having difficulties with upgrade training.
4 2

Graduate Field Evaluation Questionnaire - This is a

questionnaire that is sent out to recent graduates of entry

level specialist courses (see Appendix 10, for LE

Specialist Questionnaire). The graduate survey consists of

questions concerning his or her present duty assignment and

the job being performed. Also, the graduate is asked if

the training course adequately prepared him or her for

their current job. If the response is negative, the

graduate is asked to provide specific examples and

suggestions to improve the course.
4 3

Field Visits - Personal visits to various Air Force

bases are conducted by training evaluation personnel. The

specific purpose of these visits is to personnally

interview both new graduates and their supervisors

concerning the adequacy of the entry level training.4 4

Training Evaluation Report - All of the data collected

in the three methods previously mentioned, is compiled and

compared with previous reports to determine the

effectiveness of the entry level training. These reports

are also used to establish a data base of specific course

t [, .o . . , W~k .. ..................... . .
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information and recommended changes (see Appendix 11 for LE

Specialist course report).
4 5

Training Workshops and Conferences - Training

workshops are held on a regular basis for the purpose of

determining the quality and adequacy of the training.

During these workshops, various career field personnel use

working group settings to apply the data gathered in the

evaluation surveys toward constructive adjustment of the

course curriculum. The course managers, as well as user

representatives from all of the Major Commands, work

together to keep the entry level training in harmony with

the actual requirements for the job.

Personnel in the Security Police career field take the

Air Force workshop forum an additional step further and

sponsor semi-annual executive level training conferences.

These conferences are referred to as a meeting of the Board

of Regents, because the individuals attending are normally

the highest ranking security police officials in each of

the thirteen major commands. Together, they represent the

majority of the Air Force's Security Police personnel and

together, they are empowered to resolve tra' ing issues and

correct deficiencies surfaced by the feedback process.46

.* . . . . . . . . . . .
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Summary

The overall Air Force organizational structure is

basically a triple-tiered hierarchy that closely resembles

a large, diversified multi-national corporation. Its

Headquarter's personnel formulate and issue policy guidance

that ultimately affects the actions of over 845,000

military and civilian employees located throughout the

world.4 7  Personnel at the Major Command, or the

intermediate level in the hierarchy, analyze and interpret

USAF policies and ensure that their subordinate organiza-

tions are aware of and comply with published directives.

The USAF installation is the last major tier in this

descending chain of responsibility and the primary function

of its personnel is to house, protect and maintain those

resources needed to accomplish the Air Force's worldwide

mission.

USAF Security Police personnel are charged with the

responsibility of securing the base resources in both

peacetime and during periods of hostility. Security Police

officials seek to accomplish this objective by employing

specialized individuals in two main areas of concern.

First, they use Security Specialists to maintain physical

security of assets like aircraft, munitions and weapons.

Security Specialists are also the primary Air Force

combatants during wartime. Secondly, Law Enforcement

Specialists are used in a policing capacity to enforce
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military laws and standards of conduct on the installation.

Together, they seek to maintain a safe and secure base

environment.

The Law Enforcement Specialist, the primary interest

of this chapter, does many of the same policing functions

as his or her counterpart in a municipal policing agency.

Some of these duties include: vehicle patrol; crime and

accident scene investigation; collecting evidence; inter-

viewing witnesses and suspects; and apprehending violators.

Additionally, the LE Specialist augments the security force

during times of hostility.

Entry level training of the Air Force's LE Specialist

is based on all of the technical skills required to perform

as an Apprentice Law Enforcement Specialist. Furthermore

the training of qualified personnel takes place at the

Security Police Academy located on Lackland Air Force Base,

Texas. This academy conducts all of the resident and non-

resident training required by both specialities of the Air

Force's Security Police force.

Students attending the LE Specialist course live at

the SP Academy during the six weeks it takes to complete

4 more than 260 hours of instruction. These hours of

instruction are divided into the following three

categories: academic training; performance training; and

associated military training. Students must successfully

complete academic knowledge examinations and skill
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performance demonstrations to satisfy the requirements for

graduation. Moreover, graduation from the LE Specialist

course is mandatory before an individual can work as a USAF

Law Enforcement Specialist.

Once students graduate from the law enforcement course

and go to their next duty station, they are asked to

participate, along with their supervisors, in the Air

Force's Graduate Evaluation Program. This program, through

a series of questionnaires and interviews, provides

continuous feedback to the course management personnel on

the extent to which graduates were trained on required

tasks.

In this chapte r, an overview of the Air Force

structure and the role of the Security Police has been

presented as an introduction to the primary theme of entry

level training for the Law Enforcement Specialist. In

Chapter IV, the entry level training of the LE Specialist's

civilian counterpart, the California Peace Officer, is

reviewed.
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CHAPTER IV

CALIFORNIA PEACE OFFICER TRAINING

The 25 million people residing in California receive

police services from over five hundred police agencies

scattered throughout the state.1 These police agencies

range in size from the one person departments in the small,

rural areas to the larger, metropolitan departments which

consist of over nine thousand personnel each.2 Overall,

there are more than 55,000 sworn peace officers enforcing

the law and protecting life and property in California 3 and

the responsibility of providing adequate training for this

massive police community rests with California's Commission

on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST).

California's POST organization and its program for

producing trained peace officers, is the central theme of

this chapter. Specifically how the program functions is

presented by covering the following three areas: (1) the

organization and function of POST; (2) the role of the

peace officer; and (3) the basic police training of

California's sworn officers.

88
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California's Commission on POST

Mission

California Assembly Bill 1448, Peace Officer Standards

and Training Act, which became law on September 18, 1959,

marked the beginning of the POST Commission.4 Since its

inception, the mission of POST has been:

"to raise the level of competence of
local law enforcement officers and to
help improve the administration,
management, and operation ,f local
law enforcement agencies.

To fulfill this mission,

"the Commission adopts rules establish-
ing minimum standards, relating to
physical, mental, and moral fitness,
for the selection and training of
peace officers; certifies training
courses to improve peace officer
performance; provides management
assistance and research services to
local department administrators; and
apportions revenue to local law enforce-
ment agencies to 6defray peace officer
training costs."

Commission Members

The Governor of California is solely responsible for

appointing the members of the Commission, however, the

Governor is required by law to appoint eleven members to

the Commission using the following mix of individuals:

"a combination of five sheriffs or
4. chiefs, a peace officer with the rank

of sergeant or below, an educator in
the field of criminal justice, two
public members, a city official and a
county official."7

................
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Additionally, the "Attorney General is the ex officio

member and the 12th Commissioner." 8 Commission members are

in turn responsible for appointing an executive director

who, along with an established staff, "is responsible for

implementing policy and conducting business as assigned by

the Commission."
9

POST Staff Organization

The POST organization consists of eighty-nine

employees who make up an executive office and seven major

bureaus. The various bureaus are functionally aligned

under the executive director (see Appendix 12, for POST

organization). Bureaus are organized to administer the

following functional areas: Administrative Services,

handles budgetary and personnel actions; Compliance and

Certificate Services, ensures program compliance and issues

training certificates; Information Services, manages publi-

cations and supplies information; Management Counseling

Services, conducts management counseling studies; Standards

and Evaluation Services, develops tests and evaluates

programs; Training Delivery Services, maintains training

course quality control; Training Program Services, updates

training course curriculum. Each of these bureaus has a

chief who reports directly to the executive director and is

responsible for compliance with all Commission directives

and state laws of interest to POST.
I0
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State Laws of Interest to POST

Most of the training programs and management policies

developed by POST are based on requirements set by the

Commission and California State Laws. Since the law was

passed to establish the Commission, there have been more

than seventy-five laws enacted that have direct bearing on

California police training programs.I I For reference pur-

poses, laws of particular interest to this study (Basic

course and POST organization) are located in Appendix 13.

The POST Program

To accomplish the Commission charter previously men-

tioned, POST has developed a program that not only

establishes peace officer selection standards and training

courses, but also reimburses California police agencies for

a certain percentage of the training costs. In the basic

course for example, POST pays for the mandated basic

training curriculum of 520 hours and sixty-five percent of

12the recruit's salary. This program is strictly voluntary

and only requires that the agencies agree to meet the

established POST standards. "More that 540 California

cities, counties, and other entities have qualified and

voluntarily joined the POST program."
1 3

Funding - POST funds are provided by monies collected
in the State's Penalty Assessment Fund (PAF).

"The PAF is derived from a $5 assessment
levied on every $10 or fraction thereof
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of fines, penalties, or forfeitures
imposed for criminal offenses. This
includes all offenses involving a
violation of a section of the Vehicle
Code, except offenses related to
parking, registyation, pedestrians,
or bicyclists.

In essence, the POST program is funded by those individuals

who break the laws that California's peace officers are

trained to enforce. Moreover, the best part of this

collection and funding procedure is that the average, law

abiding citizen of the state pays no additional tax to keep

POST in operation. 1 5

Expenditures - Monies spent by POST for the 1984/85

Fiscal Year are estimated at over thirty million dollars.

These funds are distributed using the following allocation

percentages: aid to local law enforcement, eighty-five

percent and POST administration, fifteen percent. The

eighty-five percent going to aid law enforcement is broken

down into the following reimbursement categories: salary,

tuition, travel and subsistence. 1 6

Training Academies - Throughout the State there are

thirty-three POST certified basic academies teaching over

seven hundred various specialized police courses.1 7 These

academies provide basic, advanced and specialized training

for a multitude of California law enforcement agencies (see

Appendix 14, for agency data). This network of regional

and local training academies provides POST the capability

.
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to train a high volume of both in-service peace officers

and those desiring to become law enforcement officials. In

fact, the number of reimbursable trainees averaged over

thirty thousand per year for the last five years. Indivi-

duals receiving basic law enforcement training account for

over fifteen percent of the total trained.18 POST training

academies are discussed in greater detail later in this

chapter.

Minimum Standards - One of the most important portions

of the POST program is the establishment of minimum stan-

dards as they apply to peace officers in California.

Sections 13510 and 13511 of the California Penal Code

(Appendix 13) task the Commission with ensuring that mini-

mum standards are developed with regard to peace officer

physical and mental capabilities, employment, tiaining and

certification. The Penal Code (section 13506) also gives

the Commission the authority to adopt the necessary regula-

tions needed to fulfill the intent of the program.
19

In an effort to properly discharge this obligation,

POST officials have developed a series of regulations,

management guides, training course curriculum standards and

certification procedures that describe the minimum

acceptable standards for the training of peace officers.

These and other support documents are provided to the

various academies, or presenters as they are sometimes
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called, for use in implementing their training programs.

The academies in turn develop their training and evaluation

programs using the minimum standards provided by POST. As

a result, California has a standardized system of providing

all peace officers the same minimum training and certifica-

tion (see Appendix 15, for POST regulations).
2 0

The standards established by POST are the minimum

acceptable for training and certification and do not

normally include local agency requirements. Agencies

wishing to supplement the minimum requirements with

additive training are permitted and normally encouraged to
21

do so.

The Role of the Peace Officer

The POST training curriculum, like most other

standardized programs, is based on the actual requirements

of the tasks to be performed by the individuals receiving

the training. For peace officers, the training should

prepare the pers( n to perform basic policing duties.

Although a majority of what a peace officer does, or is

expected to do, has been previously covered in this study,

there are two areas that require further elaboration - law

enforcement and public service.

Law Enforcement

In carrying out the role of enforcing the law, the

peace officer:

..Jg
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"must be a law enforcement generalist
with a working knowledge of federal,
state, county, and municipal law,
traffic law, and criminal procedures."2 2

Furthermore, peace officers frequently encounter violent

individuals while attempting to enforce the law and:

"must themselves be trained and equip-
ped to deal with violence, even to the
extent of engaging in violent actions
themselve5 when the circumstances so
di7rate."

This statement is supported by the California Crime Index.

This index shows that in 1983, there was a total of

1,680,781 reported crimes in California, of which 194,489

were violent, 619,300 were property related and 866,992

were larceny-theft crimes 2 4 (see Appendix 16, for complete

California crime statistics).

The role of crime fighter requires a peace officer to

possess not only legal knowledge and physical ability, but

considerable technical skill in the areas of:

"criminal investigation, collection of
evidence, interrogation of suspects,
arrests of suspects, maintenance of
order and safety, combatting organized
crime, suppression of disturbances and
riots, and, generally, the hard core
enforcement of criminal laws."

Depending on the size and location of his or her area
I

of responsibility, a recruit, fresh from one of POST's

academies, can expect to encounter some or all of these

various aspects of law enforcement. Also, the size and

type of organization (see Appendix 17, for police organiza-

-. * .
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tions) the recruit is assigned to, could determine the

extent of his or her initial duties. Nonetheless, as a

general rule, the new peace officer usually begins his or

her career by working in some sort of patrol activity.

"Patrol is an indispensible service that plays a

leading role in the accomplishment of the police pur-

pose."2 6 Patroling is carried out either on foot or in a

vehicle and can be an extensive crime prevention measure,

if properly utilized. The patrol functions primary purpose

is "the elimination of the actual opportunity, or the

belief in the opportunity, for successful misconduct .... ,,2 7

One one hand, patrol duty acts as a crime deterent, on the

other, it is the "vehicle" by which the peace officer makes

contact with both the criminal and the law abiding citizen.

Public Service

Most of a peace officer's time is spent on what are

called peacekeeping or public service duties.2 8 This part

of the peace officer's role contains two important factors:
0

"(l) the police are generally mobilized
by citizens, and (2) they are often asked
to do things that could perhaps be done
as well or bett5 by some other non-
police agency•

Examples of requests for help by citizens include:

"intervening in domestic quarrel-,
handling those who are under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, working
with dependent and very neglected
children, rendering emergency medical
or rescue services and generally acting

0 "" - " -'"" "° -- -" "'--- -.- - -, -."'. . " ", , ..- '.-,- - d "" " " ; - •"- . . : " - - " - --
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as a social agency of last resort... for
the impoverished, the sick, the old,
and the lower socioeconomic classes."

3 0

Some services that are performed in the course of

routine patrol, but are usually requested by other

municipal agencies are: "searching for and eliminating

fire and health hazards...; reporting housing-code and

occupancy violations...; observing and reporting safety

hazards."3 1 Although the public servant role is not as

clear cut as the law enforcement obligation, it is never-

theless an integral part of the peace officers duties and

must be considered when selecting and training new

recruits.

In addition to the tasks mentioned in this section,

there are other specific behavioral requirements which are

critical to the peace officer's ability to understand and

cope with the psychological and sociological aspects of his

or her environment. The following is a partial list of

desired attributes: able to endure long periods of

monotony, demonstrates mature judgement, makes prompt and

effective decisions and tolerates stress. Refer to

Appendix 18, for a complete list entitled "Psychological

Assessment of Patrolman Qualifications in Relation to Field

Performance. "32

... .o .°..° .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , °°. . . .
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Peace Officer Selection Criteria

Employment Standards

Individuals seeking employment as a peace officer in

the State of California must meet the following minimum

standards: (1) The person must be a citizen of the United

States or a permanent resident alien who is eligible for

and has applied for citizenship. (2) The person must be at

least eighteen years of age. (3) The person must be

fingerprinted for purposes of search of local, state, and

national fingerprint files to disclose any criminal record.

If the review of the criminal record shows a felony

conviction in California or any other state, the person is

not allowed to become a peace officer. (4) The person must

be of good moral character, as determined by a thorough

background investigation. (5) The person must be a high

school graduate or pass the General Education Development

test to establish equivalency. (6) The person must be free

from any physical, emotional, or mental condition which

might adversely affect the exercise of the powers of a

peace officer. A licensed physician must evaluate the

applicant's physical condition and a licensed psychologist

with a doctoral degree and post-graduate experience must

evaluate the mental condition. These minimum standards are

codified in Section 1031 of the California Government Code

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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and further amplified in POST's Medical Screening Manual

for California Law Enforcement.
3 3

It should be stressed that these are minimum standards

and should not be construed as the only requirements for

employment. Agencies have the latitude to increase the

requirements to include items such as, written

examinations, oral interviews and physical and agility

testing. Also, it should be noted that height and weight

no longer have minimums and maximums applied to them;

however, POST does provide guidelines on determining a

desirable height-weight ratio for all individuals.3 4

Finally, as of 1 January 1984, all applicants for

employment as peace officers in California must

"demonstrate the ability to both read and write at the

levels necessary to perform the job." 3 5

Training Requirements

Section 832.4 of the California Penal Code requires

that any peace officer:

"first employed after January 1, 1974,
and is responsible for the prevention
and detection of crime and the general
enforcement of the criminal laws of
this State, shall obtain the basic
certificate issued by the Commission
on Peace Officer Standards and Training
within 18 months of his employment in
order to continue to exercise the
powers of a peace officer after the
expiration of such 18-month period."

36
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To obtain this certificate, the individual must

satisfactorily complete the POST Basic Peace Officer

Course, also required by State law (P.C. 832.3). There are

two ways to satisfy this requirement: (1) an individual

must attend one of the POST certified basic courses offered

at an approved academy; or (2) an individual may, by

passing a written basic course waiver examination, receive

a waiver of attendance of the basic course.
3 7

POST officials grant waivers of attendance to only

those individuals meeting specific eligibility

requirements. In addition to successfully completing the

written examination,

"the individual must be currently
employed or under consideration for
hire as a full-time peace officer by
an agency participating 3 in the POST
reimbursement program."

Furthermore,

"the individual must have successfully
completed prior peace officer training
of at least 400 hours of specific
subject matter, of which at least 200
hours must be successful completion
of a basic general law enforcement
training course certified or approved
by California POST or a similar
standards agency of another state....,39

Both the agency employing the individual, and POST

officials evaluate the applicant's prior experience and

training to ensure it meets the POST requirements. Once

this is complete and the individual has successfully passed

the waiver examination, he or she is granted a basic

- '-, , '- "" " " ,, ,:, , i ,i m '" " - - : 
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certificate.4 0 Also, it should be noted that the waiver

procedure is the exception more so than the rule. The

preferred method of obtaining the basic certificate is

attendance at a POST certified academy.

Peace Officer Entry Level Training

More than seven thousand people a year enter basic

recruit training at one of California's thirty-three POST

certified training academies. Approximately seventy-five

percent of those individuals are employed by a law

enforcement agency prior to entering the academy. The

other twenty-five percent are not employed by an agency,

but are seeking the peace officer basic certificate and

future employment in law enforcement. These pre-employment

students must meet all of the employment standards

previously mentioned, with the exception of psychological

screening, which is done only at time of employment.41

POST Certified Academies

There are two types of basic academies in California.

First, there is the college academy which is normally

located on a community college campus and is funded by

state apportionment. The other is the agency academy,

located in a particular city or county and funded by that

municipality's general revenue fund. Additional funding is

provided to each type of academy via the POST reimbursement

process previously discussed. 4 2

.....................' ...........
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To insure commonality and standardization of

instruction, POST provides each academy with all the

information needed to establish and maintain certified

presenter status. The POST regulations (Appendix 15) are

supplemented with a host of documents of which the

following are most critical to the academies: (1) POST

Basic Course Management Guide, contains all procedures for

academy management; (2) Basic Course Certification Review,

provides guidelines for establishing and continuing

certification; (3) Performance Objectives for the Basic

Course, outlines each functional area, the learning goals,

and the performance objectives; and (4) Guidelines for

Course Coordinators and Instructors, describes the

principles of planning, preparation, presentation, and

evaluation of training programs.

In addition to providing written guidance, POST

conducts annual training for academy directors and provides

periodic on-site staff assistance to the individual

academies. POST officials also assist the local academy

advisory committees in maintaining the most current course

curriculum and teaching methods by sponsoring an academy

crossfeed program. In this program, POST reimburses the

expenses of academy members that visit other academies for

the purpose of sharing information and techniques.
4 3
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Format - Two types of format are used by most

academies to teach the basic course. First of these is the

intensive format in which courses are taught on a basis of

forty hours per week with a total course duration of

twenty-five to twenty-eight weeks. The other format is

called the extended format, because it is taught on a

variable schedule, usually three nights a week, and takes

nine months to a year to complete (see Appendix 18). 4 4

Academies also use different methods in accommodating

the residency needs of students. Twenty-five of the

academies are strictly commuter oriented and provide no

local lodging accommodations. Seven others are mostly

commuter based, but have some lodging facilities available

either on-site or in the local area. One, the California

Highway Patrol Academy, requires its students to attend in

residence and reside on-site for the duration of its

intensive format.45

Training Environment - Although the academies use

diverse format, the training environment is rather

consistent. All of the academies require their students to

wear uniforms and participate in structured, military-type

formation and drill. Personal appearance inspections are

also conducted on a daily basis.

The classroom atmosphere is somewhat structured in

that students are required to be punctual and show the

~~--[ - *; *..* .... ... :......, ..... m..-,.,... ...........- , ,... ... ,......,.
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proper respect for their instuctors. Classrooms are also

the place where most of the student stress is generated.

Academic stress seems to be more prevalent than externally

induced physical or emotional stress. The reason for this

appears based on the agency's desire for a disciplined, but

level-headed recruit that is capable of dealing with the

citizenry without resorting to physical violence (see

Appendix 19, for classroom schedule). 4 6

Physical training is an integral part of the overall

training environment, but is not standardized among the

academies. POST requires students to participate in a

physical exercise program a minimum of three times a week;

however, most academies elect to conduct daily physical

training sessions (see Appendix 20, for conditioning

schedule). Furthermore, POST officials have mandated a

five-part, "must pass," physical ability test consisting of

weightlifting, running and climbing obstacles. The primary

objective of this mandatory testing is to standardize

physical training throughout the academy network. 4 7

Course Curriculum -- As mentioned earlier, POST

requires a minimum of 520 hours of instruction (recently

increased from 400 hours) in the basic course. These hours

are divided up into the following functional areas: (1)

Professional Orientation - 10 hours; (2) Police Community

Relations - 15 hours; (3) Law - 50 hours; (4) Laws of

.... , * ..~.... .. ..... . .......... ...........
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Evidence - 20 hours; (5) Communications - 30 hours; (6)

Vehicle Operations - 25 hours; (7) Force and Weaponry - 50

hours; (8) Patrol Procedures - 115 hours; (9) Traffic - 30

hours; (10) Criminal Investigation - 50 hours; (11) Custody

- 5 hours; (12) Physical Fitness and Defense Techniques -

85 hours; and (13) Examinations - 35 hours. 4 8

The subject material presented within each of these

functional areas is provided to the academies via POST's

Basic Course Unit Guides. Each one of the fifty-eight unit

guides spell out the particular learning goals and perfor-

mance objectives for the subject material being presented

(see Appendix 21, for an overview of the individual topics

of instruction).
4 9

POST does not mandate localized training in its

requirement of 520 hours, primarily because most agencies

throughout the state have some unique needs that may not

apply to all agencies. For instance, the two hour

helicopter patrol familiarization block in the Sacramento

County Sheriff's basic course (see Appendix 22) is included

because recruits need to know how to work with the

helicopters assigned to the department. POST mandated

training of this type would be inappropriate for the

smaller, rural counties, therefore, it is left up to the

individual academy advisory boards to develop specific

localized training. Once localized training is added to
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the basic course, the number of hours of instruction

increases an average of two hundred hours.
50

Instructor Cadre - POST certified academies are held

responsible for the quality of instructors, course material

and instructional facilities. Consequently, POST officials

publish minimal guidance relating to these items.

According to POST:

"Basic Academy Instructors should be
selected on their ability, enthusiasm,
and dedication to the training program.
Current knowledge and/or skills in the
subject areas being taught are essential,
and should be examined annually based
on established criteria, such as by 5n-
the-job or educational experience. "

Although there are no POST instructor certification

procedures per se, POST does provide instructor evaluation

criteria in its Guidelines for Course Coordinators and

Instructors publication. As a general rule, the academies

require their academic instructors to complete teacher

training courses. If the instructor is hired on a part=

time basis, he or she must complete a minimum of forty=

eight hours of training. Full-time instructors are

normally required to have completed at least two college

semesters of teacher training. On the average, instructors

have accumulated approximately seven years of field

experience before becoming instructors.52

In addition to academic instructors, academies employ

what are called "TAC" or "continuity" officers, to enforce

............
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discipline and instruct drill and ceremonies and physical

training. These officers are the equivalent of a military

"D.I.," or drill instructor, and play a significant role in

evaluating student performance.
5 3

Teaching Methods - Each of the academies use the

lecture form of instruction as the primary teaching tool.

Audiovisual aids such as, films, video tapes and sound-on=

slide presentations are normally used to supplement the

instructional lecture. Moreover, POST sponsors a program

called interactive television or ITV. POST officials

contend, that by using ITV broadcasts, they are able to

provide high-quality specialized instruction to large

audiences in remote regions of the state. The ITV

broadcasts originate in a master studio and are transmitted

to various remote locations where students watch the

presentation on their televisions and interact with the

instructor using speaker phones located in their

classroom.

Computers are used throughout the POST academy system

to track students and generate test materials for student

evaluation and remediation. Computers are also used to

provide each academy with current information on media

available for instructional purposes. Computer-assisted

training is not currently used by the POST academies, but

.....
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POST officials are working on a program to develop the

55
software needed to implement its use.

Many of the courses taught at the academies require

student performance, practical application and

participation to complete the learning process. Practical

exercises and role-playing are used to involve the students

in work environment simulations of patrol procedures,

arrest techniques and crisis intervention.

Demonstration/performance is normally used in driver

training, first aid, and force and weaponry instruction.
56

Student Evaluations - Performance based training, as

POST describes it, requires an inordinate amount of testing

time. The minimum number of hours allotted for testing in

the basic course is thirty-five, however, most academies

devote fifty to sixty hours to evaluating students.
57

Academic testing is aligned with the functional areas

previously mentioned and is administered in two formats -

written academic and written performance. The fifty to two

hundred question written academic tests are the standard

tests for subject knowledge, but the written performance

exams require the student to actually prepare police

reports or departmental correspondence.5 8

Students are also required to demonstrate their

proficiency by successfully completing a series of

performance evaluations. These evaluations are

- .
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administered in areas such as drivers training, self=

defense and search techniques, weapons firing, and life

saving procedures. Physical fitness is also tested using

the performance categories mentioned earlier.
5 9

To successfully complete a functional area (written or

performance), the student must achieve a predetermined

percentage of the performance objectives in the evaluation.

Those acceptable percentages range from seventy percent to

one hundred percent on a given objective. For example,

"functional area 1.0 contains 25 per-
formance objectives. 21 of them are in
the 70 percentile and 4 are in the 80
percentile.. .each student must complete
70% of the 21 performance objectives in
the 70 percentile and 80% of the 4 per-
formance obgectives in the 80 percentile
in area l."

In essence, each area has a certain success criteria and

must be achieved separate of the others. Using the

previous example, a student could pass all twenty-one of

the seventy percent objectives, but fail the entire

functional area by failing half of the eighty percent

objectives. Furthermore, the one hundred percent

objectives are "must pass" and allow for no deviation
6 1

(see Appendix 23, for selected examples of functional area

success criteria).

Academic instructors and continuity officers are

constantly evaluating students for their adaptability to

police work. These subjective evaluations often play a
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major part in a student success or failure in the basic

course. For one reason or another, approximately twenty=

five percent of the students entering the basic course,

fail to complete it. Of the fifteen to eighteen hundred

students failing or dropping out of the basic course, over

forty percent are pre-employment students who were not

sponsored by a law enforcement agency. 6 2

Formal Training Feedback

POST officials provide the academies with a continuous

flow of information that enables them to update their

courses and teach the most current subject matter

available. On the other hand, academy personnel are

encouraged to surface problem areas and aid POST in

developing the right programs for the trainees. This

mutual effort is accomplished in several ways.

The recent increase in the minimum hours required in

the basic course (400 to 520) resulted in part from

questionnaires completed by academy personnel. During a

1983 study of required versus actual instructional hours,

the information supplied by academy personnel (see Appendix

24, for survey results) was instrumental in expanding the

curriculum. Additionally, POST periodically assembles

academic instructors from the various academies to review

and update the course curriculum.6 3

6



Academy directors meet with POST officials on a

quarterly basis to discuss all aspects of the basic course

curriculum. This Basic Course Consortium, as it is called,

consists of three sub-committees which work problem areas,

develop initiatives and make recommendations to the

Commission concerning basic recruit training.6 4 This form

of direct information feedback appears paramount to the

success of POST's training mission.

POST officials have recently begun development of an

academy feedback report that should, when implemented,

complete the feedback loop. This report is designed to

solicit information from agency employers about recen-

graduates of the POST Basic Course. Questions in this

report (see Appendix 25, for draft report), ask the

supervisor to rate the academy's training program by

indicating the level of knowledge and skill possessed by

the recent graduate.
6 4

Summary

California's Commission on Peace Officer Training and

Standards (POST) is one of the first of its kind in the

United States. It is established by California State law

and operates under an original charter of raising the

competency level of California's law enforcement officers.

In fulfilling this mission, the twelve members of the

Commission adopt peace officer minimum standards and
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certify the training of all law enforcement personnel in

the State of California.

The POST organization is responsible for implementing

the policies of the Commission and managing the statewide

peace officer training program. This program provides

guidance on peace officer selection standards and training

courses to over 540 California cities and counties. POST

not only provides standards and guidance, it also makes

funding available for the training of the State's peace

officers.

Peace officer training in California is conducted at

thirty-three POST certified academies located throughout

the State. These academies train peace officers at all

levels of their profession, from the entry level recruit to

the executive level administrator. Furthermore, the

standardized basic curriculum taught at the different

academies is based primarily on the job requirements of the

peace officer.

The peace officer's duties span a gamut of

responsibilities including beat patrol, crime scene

investigation, traffic control, community service, and

general law enforcement. Many of the officers duties

require technical skills and learned behavior to adequately

accomplish these tasks; therefore, a peace officer must be

properly trained in all aspects of his or her job.

In California, individuals seeking employment as a

-. .. ". . i.-.. ... .'..•~~~~ ~~~...... ... '................. .....- ...... '.....--....-...-. ..... ...
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peace officer must complete a mandatory basic training

course at one of POST's certified academies, or pass a

waiver examination, within the first eighteen months of

employment. Also the individual must be physically and

mentally fit, have no felony convictions and be able to

read and write at a level comensurate with the job

requirements.

Peace officer recruits enrolled in one of the basic

academy courses can expect to spend an average of twenty=

five weeks in classes if they are going full-time. If not,

it can take up to a year to complete the mandatory

curriculum. The basic course consists of 520 hours of POST

mandated instruction. In addition to the POST

requirements, most academies provide an additional two

hundred hours of localized training. These course hours

cover twelve functional areas of law enforcement and are

taught using academic instruction and performance training.

Moreover, students must successfully complete academic

knowledge examinations, skill performance demonstrations

and a physical fitness test to satisfy the requirements for

graduation.

POST uses feedback procedures in updating the course

curriculum to ensure that only the most current information

is given to the students. The local academy administrators

and instructors provide continuous feedback to POST

officials on the requirements of the local agencies.
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Furthermore, POST receives direct feedback from the

agencies on the capabilities of newly trained recruits.

A review of basic peace officer training in California

was presented in this chapter to establish a basis of

comparison with the Air Force training outlined in Chapter

III. In Chapter V, these two training programs will be

compared and analyzed.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the entire

research effort and to present conclusions drawn from

comparing the two training programs.

Summary

Historical Perspective

Historically, policing is portrayed as one of

society's necessary evils. In the case of the military,

its police were only needed in times of war and then only

used to do things like catch deserters, detect spies or

enforce the draft laws. On the other hand, the civilian

police force developed out of a need to protect the

citizenry against the ever present lawbreaker. In either

case, policemen enjoyed very little reward for their

efforts. Their status within society was as low or lower

than their take-home pay.

one of the factors contributing to the policeman's

lowly status, was the image he, himself portrayed. When

ignorance, poor health, or old age are acceptable for

employment, one can only expect low salaries, and very
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little respect. Thankfully, some men with vision and an

ideal of professionalism, began to change this image in the

early 1900's.

A key element in the reform of this nation's police

forces, was the establishment of formal training for police

recruits. In an effort to supplement the customary

practice of "training on the job," men like August Vollmer

and Arthur Woods developed training schools in California

and New York respectively. This historic milestone for

civilian policing occurred in the first decade of the 20th

century; however, military policing did not have its first

formal training school until 1942.

Although these individual efforts were instrumental in

improving police personnel, it was the national crime

commissions and state training commissions that solidified

the movement. The most influential of the national police

studies was the 1967 President's Commission on Law

Enforcement and Administration of Justice. Furthermore,

the already developing state training commissions expanded

their roles to implement the Commission's recommendations.

States like California and New York had state training

commissions as early as 1959, but at the time the 1967

Commission published its report, only twenty-three states

had created training commissions or councils. At present,

all fifty states have either state training commissions or

councils that oversee the training of police officers.

.......................................................
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Depending on the state, today's new trainee receives

from 400 to 600 hours of training on a multitude of complex

legal and social issues. This technical indoctrination is

coupled with rigorous physical training and is taught using

modern techniques; such as, role playing for situational

simulation, the use of instructional media like self-pacing

audiovisual programs, and computer-assisted instruction.

Similarly, the United States military conducts training for

its police specialists using many of the same techniques

and teaching methods.

USAF Security Police Training

USAF Security Police personnel are charged with the

responsibility of securing Air Force base resources in both

peacetime and during periods of hostility. Security Police

officials seek to accomplish this objective by employing

specialized individuals in two main areas of concern.

First, they use Security Specialists to maintain physical

security of assets like aircraft, munitions and weapons.

Security Specialists are also the primary Air Force

combatants during wartime. Secondly, Law Enforcement

Specialists are used in a policing capacity to enforce

military laws and standards of conduct on the installation.

Together, they seek to maintain a safe and secure base

environment.

The Law Enforcement Specialist does many of the same

. .. . . . . .. . . .
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policing functions as his or her counterpart in a municipal

policing agency. Some of these duties include: vehicle

patrol; crime and accident scene investigation; collecting

evidence; interviewing witnesses and suspects; and

apprehending violators. Additionally, the LE Specialist

augments the security force during times of hostility.

Entry level training of the Law Enforcement Specialist

is conducted at the Security Police Training Academy

located on Lackland Air Force Base in Texas. Students

attending the LE Specialist course live at the SP Academy

during the six weeks it takes to complete more than 260

hours of instruction. These hours of instruction are

divided into the following three categories: academic

training; performance training; and associated military

training. Students must successfully complete academic

knowledge examinations and skill performance demonstrations

to satisfy the requirements for graduation. Moreover,

graduation from the LE Specialist course is mandatory

before an individual can work as a USAF Law Enforcement

Specialist.

Once students graduate from the law enforcement course

and go to their next duty station, they are asked to

participate, along with their supervisors, in the Air

Force's Graduate Evaluation Program. This program, through

a series of questionnaires and interviews, provides
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continuous feedback to the course management personnel on

the extent to which graduates were trained on required

tasks.

California Peace Officer Training

In California, as in other states, peace officer

duties span a gamut of responsibilities including beat

patrol, crime scene investigation, traffic control,

community service, and general law enforcement. Many of

the officers duties require technical skills and learned

behavior to adequately accomplish these tasks; therefore, a

peace officer must be properly trained in all aspects of

his or her job.

The California Commission on Peace Officer Standards

and Training (POST) and its administrative organization are

responsible for providing this training. POST makes the

necessary training available through a centrally managed,

statewide peace officer training program. This program

provides guidance on peace officer selection standards and

training courses to over 540 California cities and

counties. POST not only provides standards and guidance,

it also makes funding available for the training of the0

State's peace officers.

Peace officer training in Calfironia is conducted at

thirty-three POST certified academies located throughout

the State. These academies train peace officers at all
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levels of their profession, from the entry level recruit to

the executive level administrator. Individuals seeking

employment as a peace officer must complete a mandatory

basic training course at one of these academies, or pass a

waiver examination, within the first eighteen months of

employment.

Peace officer recruits enrolled in one of the basic

academy courses can expect to spend an average of twenty=

five weeks in classes if they are going full-time. If not,

it can take up to a year to complete the mandatory

curriculum. The basic course consists of 520 hours of POST

mandated instruction. In addition to the POST

requirements, most academies provide an additional two

hundred hours of localized training. These course hours

cover twelve functional areas of law enforcement and are

taught using academic instruction and performance training.

Moreover, students must successfully complete academic

knowledge examinations, skill performance demonstations and

a physical fitness test to satisfy the requirements for

graduation.

As is the case with the Air Force, POST has

*O established training feedback procedures to update course

curriculum and ensure only the most current information is

given to the students. For example, the local academy

adminstrators and instructors provide useful feedback to

POST officials on the requirements of the local agencies.
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Furthermore, POST receives direct feedback from the

agencies on the capabilities of newly trained recruits.

Conclusions

In an attempt to narrow the information gap that

exists in the area of military and civilian police

training, the entry level police training programs of two

representative organizations were examined in this study.

By consequence, both parallel and dissimilar facts surfaced

concerning the role of the military and civilian police

officer and the entry level training programs in general.

These broad areas of interest are the subject of the

comparative review and observations outlined in this

section.

Work Environment

The basic role of both USAF LE Specialist and the

California Peace Officer is very much the same. They both

have the sworn duty of enforcing the law and protecting

individuals and property from harm. The primary difference

between the two is the surroundings in which they apply

their skills. Each one's work environment actually

dictates the level and intensity of training they need to

adequately perform their tasks.

Air Force personnel work, and sometimes live, in the

rather insulated environment of an Air Force base.

Insulated, in that compared to the average city, it is

... .._..................................... .,,] •.TI ... .. ........ . i .< ..
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small and tightly controlled. The comparative crime

statistics (Appendix 5) mentioned earlier, exemplify this

more restrictive and less crime prone community as well as

anything. Also, the fact that the primary mission of the

LE Specialist is to maintain the safe and secure

environment of the military base, indicates that his or her

role is more diverse than just general policing duties.

Consequently, the entry level training curriculum reflects

the specialized needs of the military police.

By comparison, the majority of civilian police

officials, represented here by the California Peace

Officer, function in large metropolitan areas, with

proportionately sized populations and many square miles of

land area. The demographics of an average city, coupled

with the expectedly higher crime statistics (Appendix 16),

give a good indication of the job intensity level of the

average peace officer. This work environment translates

into an entry level training curriculum that must equip the

recruit with both the legal knowledge and the survival

skills necessary to provide quality police service to the

community.

Employment and Training Guidelines

Selection Standards - Employment criteria for both

professions is very much the same. Differences of any

significance are in the areas of age, education and

... .. .. .. .. .
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physical requirements. Minimum age for a peace officer is

eighteen while an LE Specialist could be as young as seven-

teen. A high school diploma (or GED) is desired by the Air

Force, but required by the State of California. POST

minimum standards for height-weight only specify that the

two will be proportionate, on the other hand, the Air Force

mandates maximum allowable body weight based on height.

However, the standards critical to law enforcement are

almost identical.

Training Requirements - Both POST and the Air Force

require the recruit to earn a basic certificate to work in

his or her trade. State Law in California gives an

individual eighteen months, after he or she is employed by

a law enforcement agency, to complete the certificate

requirements. The Air Force, however, requires the

completion of the entry level training prior to working as

an LE Specialist. On the surface they sound different, but

when examined further, both agencies require the same thing

because the State Law does not allow an individual to work

as a sworn peace officer without the certificate.

Entry Level Training

Training Concept - The LE Specialist and the

California Peace Officer each receive training mandated by

a higher authority. For instance, Headquarters Air Force

-... ... .... ... . . .. . . .. !
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transmits its training guidance through a series of

management channels and regulations. In the case of the

Security Police, the regulatory guidelines and speciality

standards are used by the Security Police Academy to

develop the training courses needed to adequately train the

new individuals.

In California, POST mandates all the minimum

requirements for the training of California Peace Officers

and provides this information to their certified academies

through a host of publications. These academies in turn

develop the needed training courses.

Although the process of issuing training guidance

appears similar, the institutions at which the training is

conducted are quite different. The Air Force Security

Police use one resident academy to train its LE Specialist,

while POST uses thirty-three institutions, each with

various formats. One of the reasons for this difference

appears to be that the Air Force has fewer LE Specialists

to train and they all work for the same "agency," so to

speak. Whereas in California, there are five times as many

peace officers as there are LE Specialists in the entire

Air Force. Also, added to the shear numerical difference,

is the fact that they work for over five hundred different

agencies. Finally, the large geographic expanse of

California, coupled with the large number of agencies,
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forces POST to provide certified academies in locations

that are accessible to all of the potential trainees.

Training Environment - Both the LE Specialist and the

peace officer are trained in a highly competitive, stressed

atmosphere. Each are required to participate in

formations, drill and personal inspections. They are also

required to participate in regularly scheduled physical

exercise and fitness programs. One difference however, is

that all of the LE Specialists must attend the SP Academy

in residence while only a small portion of the peace

officer recruits are required to remain at the academy for

the duration of training. In fact, only one of the POST

certified academies insists on in-residence attendance.

Course Curriculum - The first thing that stands out

between the two programs is the wide disparity in the

number of hours of instruction. The LE Specialist receives

roughly half the number of mandatory training hours that

the peace officer does. Also interesting, is the

difference in course content. For example, the peace

officer receives twenty to thirty hours of driver training

and the LE Specialist receives none. Also, the LE

Specialist gets approximately fifteen hours of instruction

on installation patrol procedures while the peace officer

receives on the average of 130 hours. Conversely, the LE

Specialist endures twenty to thirty hours of security

.
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augmentor and military related training that does not even

appear on the peace officer's schedule.

On the surface, this disparity in hours seems to

slight the LE Specialist, but when one looks at what the

job actually requires, it appears that both law enforcers

are getting the type of training they need. As an example,

the Air Force only requires the LE Specialist to have a

valid drivers license to operate a base patrol vehicle.

The primary reason for this is more clear when you look at

the work environment in which he or she operates. Most

USAF bases have maximum speed limits ranging from twenty=

five to forty miles per hour, plus they have the ability to

close or block the exit roads leading from the base. High

speed pursuit and defensive driving techniques would be

nice to have, but not mandatory in a basic course.

Instructor Cadre - Instructors for both basic courses

are selected from their fields of expertise and are

required to have teacher training prior to actually

instructing students. Also, the instructor experience

level appears fairly equal in both communities. Further-

more, the instructor/evaluator philosophy is consistent

between the Air Force and POST. Both agencies feel that

making instructors responsible for evaluating the student's

adaptability to police work is an invaluable aid to turning

out a well prepared and adjusted graduate.

•. . . . . . . ." "- - " ." ,"": '; I "m - r °... . . . .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Teaching Methods and Student Evaluations - As with the

instructor cadre, the teaching methods and student

evaluations are relatively consistent between both basic

courses. The constantly developing field of computer=

assisted student training will eventually help academic

instruction and remediation. POST and the Air Force are

aware of its benefit, but fiscal constraints and software

availability are impeding its employment.

Student testing appears more complicated in the peace

officer basic course, but the desired outcome is the same.

Both courses have must pass or one hundred percent success

criteria in the areas of weapons training and physical

fitness. Moreover, the end result of course failure is

also very similar. State Law in California will not allow

a person to be employed as a peace officer without the

basic certificate and the Air Force will not retain an

individual on active duty who cannot satisfactorily

complete the LE Specialist course. The heart of the matter

for both agencies is that technical knowledge, physical

ability and emotional stability are critical to effective

law enforcement and each attempts to ensure that only

qualified people are certified.

Basic Course Feedback - The Air Force's Graduate

Evaluation Program gives its training community feedback on

course curriculum through reports, field visits, and

. ,- .. - .. ii a..,..,i .k~.. . . . . . ..,ll l i i .- h.. .... .
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questionnaires. This feedback data is assembled into job

surveys that are in turn used to add or delete material

from the course. In addition, the Air Force uses workshops

and conferences to bring the career field decision makers

together with the survey data so that the right people are

making the curriculum decisions.

POST uses many of the same techniques to ensure the

most current information is given to the students.

Although, POST's system of feedback is not as elaborate as

the Air Force prograw, it appears to achieve similar

results. In fact, POST is providing their academies with

curriculum updates on a quarterly and sometimes monthly

basis. Part of this continuous input is stimulated by

legislative or judicial changes in the laws and policies

governing law enforcement in California.

General Observation - Overall, both the Air Force and

POST have established similar entry level training programs

for their law enforcers. The biggest difference in the two

programs is not the number of academies, or the number of

hours taught, or even the training environment. The

biggest difference lies in the job the Air Force Law

Enforcement Specialist must do as compared to what the

California Peace Officer does. In reality, they both

protect and serve and they both enforce the law; therefore,

they should have similar training - and they do.

• '"""'"" "" ... "" " "" " '" ......................... " ' "-
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Recommendations for Further Study

This study has, in some sense, narrowed the

information gap concerning military and civilian police

training, but only in the area of entry level

indoctrination. Several more advanced stages of training,

such as the Air Force's on-the-job training program or

POST's in-service training curriculum, need exploring.

Furthermore, the supervisory and executive development

courses offered by each organization should be compared.

Finally, some effort should be made to determine the

quality of the police training received by the graduates of

the basic courses or any of the upper level curricula now

available.

. .. . . . . .
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USAF organizational Chart
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USAF Bases - Conus and Overseas
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APPENDIX 3

USAF Base Organizational Chart
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APPENDIX 4

USAF Security Police Unit Organizational Chart
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APPENDIX 5

1983 Crime Comparison Chart

..
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APPEND IX 6

Air Training Command Organizational Chart
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APPENDIX 7

USAF Security Police Enlisted Career

Field Progression Chart
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APPENDIX 8

Law Enforcement Specialist Course

Training Schedule
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APPENDIX 9

Law Enforcement Specialist Course Outline
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f-ublication, mo. RGL 10.1, 1 May 1984,
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LAW ENFORCEIMENT SPECIALIST COURSE

L3ASR81132-O01/002

1. BLOCK 1 (33 HOURS) PROFICIENCY

LEVEL HOURS

a. WEAPONS (31 HOURS)

(1) Orientation 2:00

(2) Weapons Qualification 3c 31:00
(M-16 Rifle & .38 cal Revolver)

2. BLOCK II (231 HOURS)

a. CAREER LADDER PROGRESSION (2 HOURS)

(1) Progressing in Career Ladder A :30

(2) Duties of AFSC B :30

(3) Career Field History &
Traditions A 1:00

b. COMMUNICATIONS (7 HOURS 15 MINUTES)

(1) COMSEC lb 1:30

(2) OPSEC A :30

(3) Radio, Hand & Arm Signals 2b 4:15

(4) Concepts of Alarm Systems A 1:00

C. WEAPONS ISSUE, CLEARING AND TURN-IN
(6 HOURS 50 MINUTES) 3c 6:50

d. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS & PROVISIONS
(13 HOURS Z0 MINUTES)

(1) Military Authority I
Jurisdiction c 2:00

(2) Use of Force/Chemical

Oispersants c 2:30

(3) Advise Person of Rights 2b 3:20

(4) Challenge Inaiviouals 2b 2:20

. . . . . .

* * . .- . -
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(5) Apprehend Individuals Zb 2:20

(6) Testifying Procedures 1:00

e. SECURITY POLICE TACTICS

(8 HOURS 15 MINUTES)

(1) Cover and Concealment 2b 1:05

(2) Individual/Team Movement 2b 3:30

(3) Recognize & Identify Targets 2b 1:35

(4) Fire Control Orders 2b 2:05

f. SEARCH PROCEDURES

(1) Individuals 2b 11:00

(2) Vehicles 2b 2:00

(3) Buildings and Areas 2b 3:00

g. CONFRONTATION MANAGEMENT
(6 HOURS)

(1) Concept & Principles of

Confrontation Management A 1:00

(2) Riot Control Techniques la 5:00

h. GENERAL SECURITY POLICE DUTIES
(63 HOURS 55 MINUTES)

(1) General Orders B :30

(2) Integrity & Ethics B 1:00

(3) Participate in Guardmount 3c 11:00

(4) Prepare Security Police
Documents a/b/Zb 24:55

(5) Four Life Saving Steps b 1:00

(6) CPR 3c 6:00

(7) Physical Apprehension and
Retraint Techniques 2b 19:30

2...............................................................
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i. LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS
(8 HOURS 10 MINUTES)

(1) Concepts and Principles A :30

(2) Installation Patrol 2b 1:40

(3) AFLETS A :30

(4) Installation Entry Control 2b 4:30

(5) Military Working Dog (MWO) A 1:00

j. CRISIS INTERVENTION/CRIMES AND
INCIDENTS (19 HOURS 55 MINUTES)

(1) Secure Crimes and Incidents Zb 2:40

(2) Investigate Minor Crimes and
Incidents Zb 1:50

(3) Interview Persons 2b 1:40

(4) Secure Evidence 2b 3:45

(5) Crisis Intervention 2b 8:00

(6) Drugs and Paraphenalia B 2:00

k. TRAFFIC SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT
(10 HOURS)

(1) Direct Traffic 2c 4:30

(2) Investigate Motor Vehicle
Accidents lb 3:30

(3) Speed Measuring Devices A 1:00

(4) Drug/Alcohol Analyzer Devices A 1:00

1. RESOURCES PROTECTION
(6 HOURS 40 MINUTES)

(1) Concept and Principles B 1:00

(2) Escort Non-Priority Resources 2b 1:30

(3) Building Checks 2b 1:10

(4) Physical Security Aids A 1:00

(5) Crime Prevention A 2:00

o .

.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..,* .. . . .
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, . ACCIDENT, DISASTER AND INCIDENT SCENES (5 HOURS 30 MINUTES)

(1) Secure Accidents, Disasters
and Incidents b 1:00

(2) Hostage and Anti-Hijack
Procedures b 2:00

(3) Grid Maps la 1:00

(4) 4.3.C. b 1:30

n. DETENTION PROGRAM OPERATIONS
(2 HOURS) A 6 a 2:00

o. SYSTEM SECURITY OPERATIONS
(12 HOURS 15 MINUTES)

(1) Concepts and Principles A 1:00

(2) Air Base Ground Defense A 1:00

(3) Reporting and Alerting A 1:00

(4) Threats to Priority Resources A 1:00

(5) Entry Control Duties a :45

(6) Security Augmenter Duties la 1:50

(7) Response Forces 2b 2:20

(8) Convoys 2b 2:20

p. MEASUREMENT AND CRITIQUE - 15:00

q. USAF GRAD EVAL a :30

r. GRADUATION/COURSE CRITIQUE 2:00

s. ASSOCIATED MILITARY TRAINING - 14:30

TOTAL COURSE HOURS: 264

TOTAL TRAINING DAYS: 33

..............................-... .

.- ..
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

SPECIALIST

Chapter 1. CAREER LADDER PROGRESSION PAGE

- History and Traditions 1-1
- Career Progression 1-8
- Duties of the (811X2) AFSC 1-12
- Law Enforcement Operations 1-14
- Security Police General Orders 1-15
- Police Integrity and Ethics 1-16
- Military Working Dog 1-25
- Guardmount 1-29

Chater 2. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

- Military Authority and Jurisdiction 2-1
- Apprehension and Restraint 2-12
- Arming and The Use of Force By Air Force Personnel 2-16
- Advisement of Rights 2-25
- Collect, Seize, and Preserve Evidence 2-35

Chapter 3. PHYSICAL APPREHENSION AND RESTRAINT TECHNIQUES

M-36 Chemical Disperser 3-1
- P.A.R.T 3-4
- Revolver Retention 3-26

Chapter 4. SEARCIES

- Legality of Searches 4-1
Handcuffing 4-2

- Wall Search 4-10
- Kneeling Search 4-17
- Ground Search 4-20

Vehicle Search 4-27
Building and Area Search 4-28

Chapter 5. SECURITY POLICE COMMUNICATIONS

Radio and Telepnone Systems 5-1
Visual and Sound Communications 5-11
- mmunications Security (COMSEC) 5-15
Operations Security (OPSEC) 5-27
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Chapter 6. SECURITY POLICE WEAPONS
PAGE

- Weapons Issue/Clearing/Turn-In 6-1

Chapter 7. CRISIS INTERVENTION/CRIME AND INCIDENTS

- Characteristics of Drugs and Paraphernalia 7-1
- lrterviews 7-11
- Securing Crime/Incident Scenes 7-20
- Investigate Minor Crimes and Incidents 7-23
- Crisis Intervention 7-33
- Testifying in Court 7-53

Chapter 8. FOUR LIFE-SAVER STEPS/CARDIOPULONARY RESUSCITATION

- Four Life-Saver Steps 8-1
- Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 8-6

Chapter 9. SECURING ACCIDENTS, DISASTER AND INCIDENT SCENES

- Accidents, Disasters, and Incidents 9-1
- Hostage/Antl-Hijack Procedures 9-9
- Base Grid Map 9-12
- Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Warfare 9-17

Chapter 10. CONFRONTATION MANAGEMENT AND CRIME PREVENTION

- Concepts and Principles 10-1
- Riots Control Formations 10-6
- Crime Prevention 10-28

Chapter 11. USAF DETENTION PROGRAM

- Concepts and Principles 11-i
- Classification of Prisoners 11-4
- Supervising Prisoner Activities and Visiting Periods 11-6
- Emergency Plans 11-9
- Search of Prisoners and Facilities 11-12
- Use of Weapons and Force 11-14

Chapter 12. SECURITY POLICE TACTICS

- Cover and Concealment 12-1
- Recognize and Identify Targets 12-5
- Execute Fire Control 12-11
- Individual Team Movements 12-15
- Challenge Individuals 12-37
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Chapter 13. SECURITY OPERATIONS PAGE

Terms Explained 13-1
- System Security Operations 13-5
- Priority Resources 13-11
- Security Reporting and Alerting System 13-15
- Entry Control Procedures 13-22

Security Augmentor Duties 13-32
Response Forces 13-33
Convoy Members 13-44
Concepts and Principles of Air Base Ground 13-51
Defense (AGO) 13-59

Chapter 14. RESOURCES PROTECTION

- Resource Protection Program 14-1
- Physical Security Aids 14-7

Alarm Systems 14-11

Chapter 15. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

- Traffic Direction and Control 15-1
- Installation Entry Control Duties 15-15

Chapter 16. INSTALLATION PATROL

- Installation Patrol 16-1
- Field Interviews 16-5
- Building and Repository Checks 16-9
- Anti-Robbery 16-12
- Escorting Non-Priority Resources 16-14
- Air Force Law Enforcement Terminal System 16-17

Speed Measuring Devices 16-19
Drug/Alcohol Analyzer/Breath Testing Device 16-23
00 Form 1408 (Armed Forces Traffic Ticket) 16-35
DO Form 1805 (Violation Notice) 16-40

- Traffic Stops 16-45

Chapter 17. MOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

- Traffic Accident Investigation 17-1
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A SECURITY POLICEMAN
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APPENDIX 10

Field Evaluation Questionnaire

Law Enforcement Specialist
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MMA22 OrTH AZR JCR

LAADA3 M M &%W =AW,~ 71236

LEA? TBCOL TOM SM

CM -' 7T=2 L3AM132-001, law Enforcmet SpeciaLI Ist

I?1umdtia1: Min. is y= oppatty to p~wd idpwdt t±hixtxts to
ammt Ai7rini m-1 in .nmc~ui th afatms of this ca=

Yaw coperatim in tum .,aLmtia is gzt~y qv~%td Zrmft=
1ahmiaims inau tht tcalni is adem~Ly pcpariM gcdates for

thei job.

'Mis evain.Lic i 2.5~ e 3220 as ~ty or Mi ~-33, eJ
Ewa.Lm of Meme SdmiL M~uts an is ecbW fzan a~va
prowisas at AMR 30-23, Air Rxm. Pasm& S~v Pora, and APR
178-7, Mulo* u an OmC of Mf=d Plmqqin2U.

2. PU*hQtWW0*2MNf~~c data tov~dt j

3. Pbta f~ms Tmalaft and amlyz gmdt ratiz of tarmimq on

4. Wm~ DWACMa TA or valmazy and Elf ac on rnd:v±da.L For

mepo.1Cm It2.z I ; ira . nita ii i U~~Tnqr

O dat to irnt~Um rmdmr to tmnixq ~ and vaidate

UNIU~dcm A~mw th ftilsIMIM qustiam on atace mm Sheet, ATC
RNI I1IA. The mb of the qmwtim inMim the block~. an emr-

MEI in to be u. MM. Use Ma~me 2 Pu=U. Plemm. feel fm.. =
mk mmt rnh last MW or- Us quewrnma~r ON IIM~ AD SHM.S

Al-0 p m C a d. by amitr yt =mts wL.1 be as2.dare by
A= .um1zm@. Mh e =hmt ams bee ptowi±d for yaw cont/roomunda-

tam. Ycw Mena and kAum duty ~ in spce p~vnded on AMc c

Source: 3280th Technical Training
wJing, Training Evaluation Oivision,
Lacicland AFB, TX.
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pAff I -mpm MtO I2M TO A= F 1611A

1-14 Ycw zty AWSC.

1-35 am =py Z i ~ut aig±mm? Um -w digits. Eb :~ pe
4 %m m.d be 04.

v" tainaizq iz~ mW to ram and mmeand2

1-37 W

1-38 No

1-39 thu 1-44 r t=: Leon Usyk.I

1-47 Did ym eqc y simicn d±~ma2ty 'A pwf~mW Your
doi tht Yoami± the =mm~t of inemte traim, in th

mm ? Xf yin. clarm1 am last Pep.

1-48 BXA yaw ?MI~c mmd

1-49 thwu 1-76 SV1 :~ tiin Blank.

1-77 Aim job kmeJgm or stLds zvqaizd in yamw juin poition~ Wf~ic
vs~ t ±rJj d mm iup - ~ in the =m?

(pimap explain bg±.fly mx lat jpmu.)

PAW 11 - NMM MtUM TO AMC PC 16=x3

2-10 L-4diat yaw argaiztia~al level an the anse sh.e usim c~ies

Wim~-
Deecut -2
Other -9

2-LI rndiCat Your =Went duty asimIqr~t:

ZnstL11at.cx Patrol Duies -0
Ist Liat Entry Control Duties -1
Otie (Clarify an Last page.)9
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T-1ARR8 U2 0!i

2-12 Did you feel confident (rexforming -yvr first luty assigruent?
If ves, rmrk (0) on the answer sheet. If no~, mark (1) an the

aZ5~sheet.

2-13 thru 2-26 "M! U3SED: LEAVE BLANK.

2-27 Indi-ct e extent of conribution of thi ccurse to your tedial

2-28 thru 2-38 M.r tJSM: LEAVE SIM.

2-39 Did the course offer too ch training in~ any ared(s)? -,f yes,
indicate the area on the Last pae.)

2-40 Chc the rating wh.ichi describe how well the course prepared ya to
perfocu your duties.

2-41 0 ou~ hewG an sugqiestu for improviNq thi corse? (if yes,
clarify on last pee.)

2-42 LEAVE LANK.

2-43 W=asqmts tim S~ont and depth of cowaqe given in the carse to
those k1o~weg and sills require in you present .xmtlai?

(0) More than adequate

(1) Admmiate,

:2) Less than ads'uats

(3) Inaeate

(Please explain briefly on L.ast puM.)

2-44 & 2-45 ZyIvE BLANK

2-46 Indicate date questionnaire was Coiipleted.

USE AT'C FOM 1611C TO MIM1 THE Mrf!'W CF T1P.n7= =V ON -w rOI?'r :' ,flN CMUSE L3ABMS1132-01, LAW ENFr'cET SpE=LIV. USF. -.M %
TIR AIWER SHEE. 37 THE IASK OR mqi~= M IS r RZ=M rN -yOUC-LU~r

~j~ AS~~1DTaMAZWR Sqmp 8, ',, FZIM ?LMSE INC=F A S3RIT
M~tAM=I4 ON AMZER SHEET 4 ZF You RA= AmW rim --imE 1mAN vxxIn" (1) op
"MMEQUA" (3). AM. wimh CO9es CM ANlY OMER ITM(S) IF YOUi wTM.

Your input i~n thi section is PmrticularlY i~c~tant becaue it provides A-
evalaa thle OPP~tunxtY to detennie the effectveness of the course Ln
rIeetng its objectives.

-3-
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"tam I tkt-u 23 should have been taugqht tri the "A su~bject %arw4siqe level, I tI-cr,
Ls -he LrdivLdual can idenntify basic facts and terms about t.ie subject." -o '!U
feel you were adauately tained to the 'A" level?

.. Prresion in career ladder 811X2.

2. Career field histry and tradition.

3. Bar-kqound and histy of OPST.

4. Definition of OPS9r.

S. Rlationship of CPSC w other security p rog nms i C ';r, in frmai
security and physical sec'uity.

6. Ccmon CPSM vulrwzabilities.

7. OPSM significance of unclassified data and priodurxes.

8. Specific OPSW vulnerabilities of AFSC 9 ILx/X2A.

9. Alar s ti , oations a.d sipLomm Iiripla.

1.0. Cacepts anid iriples of confruiaticn raamenr.

11. Defensive and m enc ".y ..v'rq tacniqxe.

12. Air Force Ljw Mfmv, ment Terminal SysR.

1:. Concept and principles of UW Lw enforcm wt operations and Air Base
Ground Defense.

14. 4iLItay wrking do capbilities and employment.

1.5. Testifying rzcedures.

16. Vehicle sped measuring devi.ces.

L'7. Dru/alco-ol amalyzer/breath:est devices.

18. Physical security aids fr reso.=ceas protct on.

3.9. Omm~Pts arid Piz.plm Of USM rIetention oroqzam.

20. PrL-wr z-lasification.

21. Cohcep ard WriMiplw of syst e security.

22. Secrit repoting and alerting systm.

23. 2" eats to UW ,-iority resources.

-4-

hams!- .
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Itlls 24 thru 31 should have been taught to the 'B" subject .knowledge level,
which is: "Me individual can explain relatimhip of basic facts, and state
ieneral principles about the subject." r you feel you wre adequately trained
to the "B" level?

24. Duties of AESs 83132/S2/72.

25. Security police general orders.

26. C mn characteristics of prohibited drs, parapha nalia and related

27. Concept and principles of resources protection.

28. ' ur ts to nnpriority resoures.

29. Crime orevention pgora .

30. Concept of police integrity and eth=cs.

31. Principles of humn relations and police-=unity relaticns.

rtem 32 and 33 should have bmw taught to te " subject knowledge level, wnich
Ls: "The individual can analyze facts and pizcple, and drw conclusions about
the subject.' *D you foal you wee adsately traiz~ to the C" 3.evel?

32. Military authority and jurisdiction.

33. Use of foron.

" I1 34 thru 40 should have bow taught to the "a" task knowledge level, which
is: -!he ndividual can nam .rts, tools, and simple facts about the subject.
00 you feel you wee adequately trained to the "a" level?

34. Spervise pris activities and visitM periods.

35. Evacuate personal from detwmion facilities during emera mcies.

36. initiate detection facility em.zwny oprating plans or escape, !ire,
prisoner 7rotection, and riots or discrder.

37. Search prisoners and detention faci..ity.

38. Seize, collect and control contraband in detention f acilities.

39. rerform entry control duties wo restricted areas.

40. Participate in WMAF qraduate evaluation program.

Itma 41 thru 45 should have been taugt to the 'b" task '.-,nwlede level, 'hicn
is: "'he individual can etaermine step by step -- ocedures for in he kas.
o You feel you were adequately trained to the "b" level?

41. Prevent security violations (ncn-technical) - CYEF..

-5-
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.2. Prevent secrity violations (technical) - CMS.

.V. ADPly four lifesaving steps.

44. Use hostae and anti-hijack procedures.

45. UIse personal protective measures against nuclear, bioLgical. chemical
agent effects.

it- l 46 thru 49 should have been taught to the "La" task knowledge and oerf or-
rance level, which is: -he individual can do siml parts of the task; .neds
to be told or shown h to do most of the task: and can name basic facts or term
3bout the suboect." Do you feel you were aeqately traine to the "la" level?

46. Perform riot control tchniques.

47. investigate mr vehicle accidnt.s

48. Use base grid map.

49. Perform sentry duties when a ting Systm Secuity operations.

Items 50 and 51 should have bew taught to the "Ib" task kn ,le an-i prfon mance
level, which is: "Thu individual can do simple parts of the task: nees to be
told or shown how to do mst of the task; and determine stop by stop proedures
for doing the task.* Do you feel you Were aeuately trained to the "Th" level"?

50. Classify infomation and use a4uSC FZTs.

51. Cserve security precautions involved in cmmnications.

items 52 thru 74 should have been taug!ht to the "2b" task knoledge and perr4o nce
Level, which is: The ir.ividual can do most parts of the task: needs *elp onl' on
the hardest parts; may not meet local doands for speed and acurcy: and can
determine step by step procedures for doing the task." Do you feel you were ade-
quatlLy trained to die "" level?

52. Operate intra-base radio and land Line system.

53. se visual and souzk ccamuuication techniques.

54. Advise persons of rights.

55. Jse covr and aeealment.

56. Use individual and team mvement.

57. Recognize and identify targets.

58. Execute fire c trol orders.

59. Challene and apprehend individuals.

~-6-
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60. Ilse physical apprehensionl and restraint techiques .

61. Search individuals and vehicles.

62. Search buildings and areas.

63. Perform as armed response force meifer.

64. Perform as convoy mnJxr.

65. Prepare security Plice doumnts.

66. Perform try control duties.

67. Perform i.nstallation patrol.

i8. Secure crime and incident scams.

59. Znvestigate mior crimes and incidents.

70. Zntervitw persons and otain staemnents.

71. Collect, seize, and preserve evidence and confiscated/'mponled or found
property.-

72. F-srt and protect nrpriority USAF prmpety, ftlfs, Wall arms, and

73. Check buildings and r itories used to sto r irity resources, fur= .

weapmn, ammunition, and classified material.

74. Secure accident, disaster, and irncident scams.

item 75 should have been taug:ht to the "2c" task knowledge and -Arformance level,
which is: "The individual can do most parts of the task: needs help only on t.e
hardest parts: may not meet local demands for speed and accuram : and can explain
why and when the task ust be done and why each stem is needed. 6 Do you feel you
wee adequately tained to the 2c" level?

75. Direct vehicle and pedestian traffic.

:toms 76 thru 79 should have been taught to the "3c" task knowledge and perfor-
-ance level, which is: -The individual can do all marts of the task. new's onty
a spo chec of cm4letad work; meets inimum local demnis for speed and
acctrecy, and can explain why and when the task must be done an why each sten
is needed." Do you feel you were adequately trained w the " 3c" level?

76. Practice weapor safety.

77. Perform operator .aintenance/M-16 rifle.

'R. Perform operator maintenance/. 38 caliber revolver.

-7-
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-9. Participate in gqardmut.

Items 80 a 81 dml. w3th firir wOeais fc qua.Lificration IM Afl 50-57. Were
you adeuately traiza in this area?

80. Fire M4-16 rifle fo qualification.

91. Fire .38 revolver for qtalificatin.

,8

S. . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .
5*..7. t.5%"... 5 .
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AERM SHEET 4

Last F2rlt mVod.J fl21t.LJ

1-47 Peaax(s) tnaining course jatai at:_______________

1.-77 Job Knwladges or Skills ot in Course: _____________

2-U Pream~t Duty Asinmet:___________________

2-39 Aras Ovrrai.ned: __________________________

2-41 Suggmtl=n to L~L Cous: _____________________

2-43 - vn ~tonrwzd skills:______________

WLAT4C OF YaM nAMl M Ci %rFt mm~ mmunw RA2nM ON MSW SHEET3

..........................................
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DIAEDE!T OF TE AIR FORCE TER L83-3
3250 TE HICAL TRAMING WIM
(USAF Technical Training School)
Lackland Air Force Base. Texas 78236

EVALUATION Of COURSE L3A1Rl132-001
LAW MIORCRHUT SPECIALIST

ABSTRACT

Thin evaluation ws conducted to provide continuous feedback to course personnel
concerning the extent to which graduates were trained on the tasks indicated in
the 81132 Specialty Trainng Standard, whecher tasks needed to be added to or
deleted from the course based upon utilization of ta ks. and the extent to which
operational organizations are satisfied with the training.

The findings of this evaluation project indicate chat the oprational organiza-
tions are well pleased with the graduates that the school is providing them.
All of the 103 task and knowledge itss on the surve were raced as satisfactory
or better by 65 percent or move of the respondents. Thin is a significant
improvemc from the last TER. One area of complaint that ms noted throughout
this survey in all form of feedback i the length of the course versus the

unt of material taught. mfny respoudants felt that the material was too
rushed to facilitate a proper Learning acnoephere. Coupled with this was the
colaint about the size of the clasee.

The data from this survey will be added to the Occupational Survey Report and
ocher relevant data and used an input to the Utilization and Training Workshop.
(Tentatively scheduled for Feb 85)

G. A. STAMSU1., Colonel. USAF
Comader

3280 MTNT/Tn1S...i 3280 TCRT/CCZ-J 3250 TCRVTTC

DISTRIBUTION: ATC/TTSA-Z, ATC/TTQC, ATC/TTU-2. AC/XPTI, LTSAF/.PTS, AAC/DPAT,
I"LC/DPAT, ATC/DPAT, USAFA/DPAT, AXSC/DPAT, ,AC/DPAT, PACAF/DPAT/DPAL, ANC/DPAT,
SAC/DPAT/LGM(ATCLO), TAC/DPAT/DPLATC, USAFE/DPAT/DPATC, AFR..S. AFOSP/SPOT,
AD/DPAT. AIFTC/CVV, 3280 TCRT-5. 3250 TCETW/TTGX. 3250 TCHTW/TTS-20

S1
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TER L83-3

EVALUATION OF COURSE L3ABRE1132-0O1
LAW E WO RCEMEIT SPECIALIST

SECTION A - INT'ROUCTION

1. Background Information.

a. This TER is part of the continuous evaluation program required on AFSC
awarding course@.

b. The course is 33 days in length and is designed to train personnel to
perform the duties of a Law Enforcement Specialist at the apprentice level.

c. This evaluation in based on a current Specialty Training Standard (STS),
dated November 1982.

d. Training includes instruction on communications. legal considerations,
Security Police tactics, confrontation management. general Security Police
duties, law enforcement operations, resources protection, accident. disaster,
and incident scenes, protection against 43C effects. community relations,
detention progra operation/activities, system security operations, and
qualification on the M-16 rifle and .38 revolver.

2. Evaluation Objectives. Thin evaluation was conducted to:

a. provide continuous/periodic feedback to course personnel.

b.* determine the extent to which graduates were trained on the tasks
indicated in the 81132 Specialty Training Standard (STS).

c. determine whether tasks needed to be added to or deleted from the course
based upon utilization of he tasks by the graduates.

d. determine the extent to which operational organizations are satisfied
with the training.

3. Evaluation Procedures/Scope.

a. Graduates included in this survey were assigned to 12 nejor comands
including MAC, AFLC, ATC, USAFA, APSC, MAC, PAWA, SAC. TAC * USAPE, ABC * and
Reserve. (See Attachmet 1)

b. End-of-course critiques, the last course review and relevant student
data were reviewed.

c. The graduates surveyed coepleted the course between March and October
1983.

d. Correspondence questionnaires asked the graduates to rate the adequacy
of training on 103 task and knowledge items from the current STS.
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e. Six hundred and thirty-nine graduates were surveyed for this report with
a 51 percent usable return rate.

f. Six hundred and thirty-nine supervisors were surveyed with a 54 percent

usable return rate. (See Atch 2).

4. Tran4ng Criteria.

a. If femr than 65 percent of the graduates or 80 percent of the graduates'
supervisors indicate training is adequate, the training branch will review al
analyze course support in the identified area(s). If fewer than 30 percent !
the graduates or supervisors indicate the graduates are using the training, or
performing the cask, the training branch will review and analyze the need for
continued training in the identified area(s).

b. If 20 percent or more respondents indicate that there in a problem, and
thin is supported by other data. the training branch will review and snalyze
course support in the identified area(s).

SECTION B - DISCUSSION OF TIrDINGS

5. Graduates' Survey Data.

a. Descriptive Data.

(1) Ninery-three percent of the graduate respondents held the rank of
Airman or Airman first Class.

(2) Sixty-four percent of the graduates were performing duties in the

81132 AFSC.

(3) The graduaces' duty assignments are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1/ Graduates' Duty Assignments

Duty Number Percent

Installation Patrol Duties 117 35
Installation Entry Control Duties 190 57
Other 26 8

(4) When asked whether the training literature was easy to read and
understand, 100 percent of the respondents answered 'es."

(5) Eighty-nine percent of the respondents indicated that they did
not experience any significant difficulty performing their duties as a result
of inadequate training in the course.

-2-
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(6) Seventy-six percent of the respondents indicated that there were
no job knovledges or skills in their present position which were not included
or that need more emphasis in the course.

(7) Seventy-nine percent of the respondents indicated that they felt
confident in performing their first duty assignments.

(8) The graduates' assessment of the eztent of contribution of the
course to their technical competence is shown below in Table 2.

Table 2/ Course Contribution to Technical
Competence

Rating Number Percent

Utensive 42 14
Moderate 181 61
Limited 41 14
Very Limited 11 4
None 2 1
No Opinion 19 6

(9) Thirty-seven percent of the respondents offered suggestions for
improving the course. Sam of the auggestlons are:

(a) Add more time to the course. Too rushed.

(b) Make classes smaller.

(c) Need more on filling out DD and AF forms.

(d) Kore on-the-job practice.

(a) More crisis intervention training.

f) More hands-on training (weapons. etc.).

(10) The graduates' responses when asked to describe how well the
course prepared them to perform their duties are shown in Table 3.

-3-
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Table 3/ Graduates' Rating of Course

Rating Number Percent

Ezcellant 15 5
Very Satisfactory 62 19
Satisfactory 199 60
Marinal 47 15
Unsatisfactory 1 I

b. Adequacy of ATC Training.

(1) All of the task and knowledge items surveyd from the STS were
rated adequate by 65 percent or more of the graduates. Thin is a signiftcant
sprovement from the last TER (82-14). (See Atch 3)

(2) Two itmN were rated inadequate by 20 percent or more. They are:

(a) Drug/Alcohol analyzer/breathtest devices.

(b) Prepare DD Form 629.

c. Utilization of ATC Training. There were no areas identified by the
graduates that indicated usage by 30 percent or leses.

6. Supervisors' Survey Data.

a. When asked whether the graduate was capable to perform duties to at
least the levels specified in the 3-level column of the STS, 97 percent of the
supervisors responded 'ea."

b. Ninety-eight percent of the supervisors indicated that the graduates
did not exaperience difficulty performing OJT duties due to inadequate resident
training.

c. Eighty-seven percent of the supervisors did not have suggestions for
improving the course.

d. The data from the supervisors' evaluation questionnaire is displayed
in Attachment 4.

e. The supervisors' overall assessment of the graduates' ability to perform
the duties of a 3-skill level apprentice law enforcement specialist is shown in
Table 4.

-4-
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Table 4/ Supervisors' Overall Rating of Graduate

Rating Number Percent

Excellent 24 7
Very Satisfactory 166 48
Satisfactory 150 43
Marginal 1 1
Unsatisfactory 1 1

7. Field Visits.

a. Two field visits were conducted which included stops at six bases.
(See Atch 5)

b. Seventeen graduates and eight supervisors were interviewed.

c. The graduates were concerned about the length of the course. They
complained that there was too much material crammed into the amount of time
allowed for the course.

d. The students complained that there were too many people in each class.
This made conditions crowded and made it very difficult to hear the instructor
or to participate at all in class interaction.

8. Internal Evaluation.

a. The attrition rate for this time frame (March thru October 1983) was
4.7 percent. The washback rate was 17.8 percent. Both of these are well within
the established/acceptable parameters for this course.

b. The student critiques contained two areas that could be identified as

trends. They are:

(1) Lengthen the course (10 out of 38).

(2) Update transparencies (11 out of 38).

c. Previous TER.

(1) TER 82-14, dated 31 October 1983, listed three items that were
proposed for deletion. Two of these are still being taught. These items are:

(a) Initiate detention emergency operating plans.

(b) Supervise prisoner activities and visiting periods.

-5-
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(2) The plan to reduce class sizes was pending a now Training Plan
approval. The Training Plan has now been put on hold waiting for the
Occupational Survey Report and Utilization and Training Workshop results.

(3) Sam comparisons between this T2R and the last TER (82-14) follow.

(4) Table 5& shown that the graduates rated the overall course as
satisfactory or better with 84 percent this time as compared with 79 percent
from the previous TER (82-14).

(5) Table 5b indicates that the supervisors still rate the course very
high as 96 percent again raced it satisfactory or better.

(6) Table 6& show an improvement with the largest inadequacy rating
being 29 percent for this report. This is compared with 41 percent from the
previous TER.

(7) Table 6b shows that the supervisors' inadequate ratings all improved
except for one, it remained the same.

Table Sa/ Graduates' Rating of Course

Current Previous
TER 83-3 TEl 82-14

Rating Number Percent Number Percent

Excellst 15 5 4 4
Very Satisfactory 62 19 30 28
Satisfactory 199 60 52 47
Marginal 47 15 20 19
Unsatisfactory 1 1 2 2

Table 5b/ Supervisors' Rating of Course

Current Previous
TM 83-3 TER 82-14

Number Percent Number Percent

Excellent 24 7 14 8
Very Satisfactory 166 48 92 49
Satisfactory 150 43 77 41Marginal 1 1 0 0

Unsatisfactory 1 1 3 2

-6-
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Table 6a/ Comparison of Tasks Rated Inadequate by Graduates

Current Previous
TER 83-3 TER 82-14

Task % Inadequate % Inadequate

Air Force Lay Enforceuent Terminal
system 20 27

Testifying Procedures 27 31
Drug/Alcohol Analyzer/Breathtest

Devices 25 38
Supervise prisoner activities

and visiting periods 20 31
Evacuate personnel from detention

facilities during emergencies 24 37
Initiate detention facility

emergency operating plans 29 41
Participate in USAF graduate

evaluation program 21 29
Use hostage and anti-hijack

procedures 29 34

Table 6b/ Comparison of Tasks Rated Inadequate by Supervisors

Current Previous
TER 83-3 TER 82-14

Task 2 Inadequate Z Inadequate

Air Force Law Enforcement Terminal
System 20 24

Testifying Procedures 16 22
Drug/Alcohol Analyzer/Breathcest

Devices 26 26
Initiate detention facility

emergency operating plans 26 29

9. Training Quality Reports. Fifteen Training Quality Reports were received
during all of FT 83 for this course. Individual complaints on line ites

erae scattered and no significant trends can be identified.

-7-
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10. Occupational Survey Report (OSR) Data.

a. The last OSR was published in August 1979. This data is outdated and
of no use for this survey.

b. A new Occupational Survey is presently being conducted with the preli-
minary data scheduled to be released in September 1984. The final report
should be published in time to be used for the Utilization and Training Workshop
tentatively scheduled for February 1985.

11. SKT/CDC/STS Compatibility Critique and Tech School Response.

a. There are several open items from the last compatibility critique that
are waiting on the publication of directives (AFR, AFP. etc.).

b. A copy of the compatibility critique with the Tech School response is
included In Attachment 6.

SECTION C - CONCLUSIONS, ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

12. Conclusions.

a. Overall training effectiveness has improved from the last TI (82-14).

b. The data from this survey indicates that a majority of the operational
organizations are very satisfied with the quality of graduates they are receiving.

c. Sixty-five percent or more of the respondents rated all of the task and
knowledge items on the survey as satisfactory or better.

d. This survey data does not indicate any areas that need to be added to
the course.

a. Support data (TER comments, student critiques, field visits) indicate
that the graduates are still concerned over the length of the course and the
class sizes.

13. Actions. The data from this survey will be added to the OSR and other
relevant data and used as input to the Utilization and Training Workshop.
A new Training Plan will be developed following the Utilization and Training
Workshop. (ACTION: 3280 TCRTG)

14. Reommendations. None.

-8
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STATE LAWS or UZIMB5T To POST

Peace Officer Training P.C. 832

(a) Evr esndsrbdi hschapter as a peace officer. shall receive

a c-oue ot training prescribed by the Comission an Peace Officer Standards
and Training. Training in the carrying and us. ot firearms shall not be
required at ay peace officer whose employing agency prohibits the use of
firearms.

(b) (1) Every sch peace officer described in this chapter, within 90 days
following the date that he was first employed by any employing agency, shall.
prior to the exercise of the powers of a peace officer, have satisfactorily
completed the course of training as described in subdivision (a).

(2) svexy peace officer described in Section -092-9 13510 *ke&"
Satisfactorily complete the training required by this sectFion as part q1
the training , 5
orescribed ourstiant to Section 13510.

(c) Persons described in this chapter as peace officers who have not so
satisfactorily completed the course* described in subdivision (a) as specified
in subdivision (b), shall not have the powers of a peace officer until they
satisfactorily complete such courses.

(d) Any peace officer who an the effective date of this section posessea or
is qualified to possess the basic certificate as awarded by the Commission on
Peace Officer Standards and Training shall be exempted from the provisions of
this section.

Source: California Commission on
Peace Officer Standards and Training,
State Laws of -neet oPST, POST
Publication, He9 st8o5.
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ST?!TZ LAWS OF WIRST TO P08

Basic Couse Reqii.ed P.C. 832.3

(a) Ercept as provided in subdivision (b), any sheriff, undersherif. or
deputy sheriff of a county, any policema of a city, and any policeman of a
district authorized by statute to maintain a police department, who is 'first
employed after January 1. 1975, for the purposes of the prevention and detec-
tion of crime and the general enforcement of the criminal laws of this State.
shall successfully complete a course of training apawe&4 prescribed by the
Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training before exercising the
powers of a peace officer, except while participating as a trainee in a
supervised field training program approved by the Commission on Peace Officer
Standards and Training.

(b) For the purpose of standardizing the training required in subdivision (a),
the Commission shall develop a training proficiency testing program including
a standardized ezanination which enables (1) comparisons between presenters of
such training and (2) development of a data base for subsequent training
programs. Presenters approved by the Commission to provide the training
required in subdivision (a) shall administer the standardized ezamination to
all graduates. Sothing in this subdivision shall sae the completion of such
eza ination a condition of successful completion of the training required in
SubdIvision (a).

(c) notwithstanding subdivision (a) of Section 84500 of the Iducation Code
and any regulations adopted pursuant thereto, community colleges say give
preference in enrollment to employed law enforcement trainees who shall co-
plete training as prescribed by this section. At least 15 percent at each
presentation shall consist at non-law enforcement trainees if they are avail-
able. Preferenoe should only be given when the trainee could not complete the
course within the time required by statute, and only when no other training
program is reasonably available. Average daily attendance for such courses
shall be reported for state aid.

(d) Prior to J9 7l . the Commission shall make a report to the
LeislatRre an scademy proficienc testing score,,. Tis Mreor shall include

an evaluation of the correlation between academy Proficiency test scores and
Performance as a peace officer.

Revised: 1-1-OS
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S-A'Z LAwS Of ZWTRZST ?O POST

Basic Certificate Required P.C. 832.4

Any undersheriff or deputy sheriff of a county, any policeman of a city, and
any policeman of a district authorized by statute to saintain a police depart-
sent, who is first eployed after January 1. 21974, and is responsible for the
prevention and detection of crime and the general enforcement of the criminaL
laws of this State. shall obtain the basic certificate issued by the Comission
on Peace Officer Standards and Traininq within 18 mouths of his employment in
order to continue to exercise the powers of a peace officer after the expira-
tion of such 18-month period.

Revisedt 9-30-80

................................
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STA7E LAWS OF 11IT!3EST To POST

Peace Officer flinjaum Standards

Conviction of felony as disqualification for peace officer. G.C. 1029

(a) Except an provided in subdivision (b), '(c any person who has
been convicted ot a felony in this state or anyii~i caateo or who has Ijeen
convicted at any offense in any other state which would have been a felony if
comitted in this state, is disqualified from holding office or being employed
as a peace officer of the state, county, city, city and county or other
political subdivision, whether with or without compensation, and as disqual-
igied from any oftice or employment by th, state, county, city, city and
county or other political subdivision, whether with or without compensation.
which canters upon the holder or employee the powers and duties of a peace
officer.

(b) Any person who has been convicted of a felony, other than a felony
punishable by death, in this state or any other state. or who has been con-
victed at any ottense in any other state which would have been a felony, other
than a felony punishable by death, if c mitted in this state, and who demon-
strates the ability to assist persons in pracgams at rehabilitation may hold
ottice and be employed as a parole otficer at the Department at aorrections or
the Department at Youth Authority, or as a probation otticer in a county pro-
bation department, it he or she has boon granted a full and unconditional
pardon for the felony or otfense of which he or she was convicted. Cotwith- I
standing any other provision at law, the Department at Corrections or the
Department ot the Youth Authority, or a county probation department, ay
retuse to employ any such person regardless of his or her qualifications.

(c) Lothing in this section shall be construied to limit Or curtail the power
or authority at any board of police coissioners. chief at police, sheriff.
mayor, or other appointing authority to appoint. employ, ot deputiz:e any person
as a peace officer in time at disaster caused by flood, fire, pestilence or
similar public calamity, or to exercise any po*wer conferred by law to summon
assistance in making arrests or preventing the commission at any crimia
off ense.

(d) Nothing in this section shajll be construed to prohibit any esn!a
hodia ffce or being eMloyed as a superint nnt, ."eVisor, Or employee

having cutda responsibili ties in an xnstItut.On_ operated ov a pobat.n
was Known the PMerson's employer, and the class of ffce Cor which the oerson
washred wa Int declared by l.aw to be a C laso Oohbited o Oecne
convicte o% a felony, but as a result Of a chage.n rlassitatiaN, as
pro e W5y law. the new classification would7 prohibit enployme, o anrc
convicted oz a zolony.

Eakgo nd 17pvetrIgatjon eupred for CYA and C.C. -12.

Departmeas agen Coretfn reac -ficr
aonlt o akron inetgatio a deine yt onisn 'ac

1:0f icer standards and T.raining of any applicant ?Fa em vient as a psa;G

(continued)
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officer before the aplicant ay be loyed or be~in training a a peace
officer. -he investigatzons AM I se CA h SR partent on a
centralized basis to reduce potential duplication of efforts by individual
institutions.

Fingerprinting of peace officers. G.C. 1030

A classifiable set of the fingerprints of every person who is now employed, or
who hereafter becomes employed. as a peace officer of the State. or of a
county, city, city and county or other political subdivision, whether with or
without compensation. shall be furnished to the Department of Justice and to
the Federal Bureau of Znvestigation by the sheriff, chief of police or other
appropriate appointing authority of the agency by whom the person is employed.
-his ection shall not apply to any currently employed peace officer whose
appointment antedates the effective date of this section and whose finger-
prints have already ben submitted by his appointing authority to the Depart-
mt of Justice and to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Public officers or employee having Powers of peace G.C. 1031
ofITceras minisum standards.

Each class of public officers or employees ieclated by law to be peace officers
Shall meet all of the following minimum standards,

(a) Be a citizen of the United States or a permanent resident alien who is
eligible for and has applied for citiefnshp.

(b) Be at least 10 years of age.

(c) be fingerprinted for purposes of search of local. state. and national
fingerprint filee to disclose any criminal record.

(d) Be of good moral character, a determined by a thorough background
investigation.

() Be a high school graduate or pass the Oneral Education Development test
indicating high school qraduation Level: provided that this subdivision shall
not apply to any public officer or employe" who was employed, prior to the
effective date of the amendment of this Section ends at the 197X Regular
Seesion of the Legislature. in any position declared by Law prior to the
effective date 3f such amendment to be peace officer poetions.

(f) Be found to be fre from any physical. emotional. or mental condition
which night adversely affect the ezercise of the powers of a peace officer.
Physical condition shall be evaluated by a licensed physician and surgeon.
Emotional and mental conditions shall be evaluated by a licensed physician and
surgeon or by a licensed psychologist who has a doctoral degree in psychology
and at leart five years of poet-graduate experience in the diagnosis and
treatment of emotional and mental disorders.

This section shall not be construed to preclude the adoption of additional or
higher standards.

continued )

.. . . .
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C itizenship Retuirements G.C. J.031.5

(a) Any person euyoyed by a governmental agency on the effective date of this
section as a peace officer or a peace officer traine*. or who, prior to the
effective date Of this section had applied to fill a position as a peace
officer, an defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 630) of Title 3 of
Part 2 of the Penal Code. is mot subject to the requirement of subdivision a)
of Section 3.031 prior to its amendment at the 1981-62 Regular Session of th
Legislature. provided that any person qualifying for this exemption shall, as
on as legally possible, apply for and moot all of the requirements for

United States citizenship specified in existing law, and shall be subject to
subdivisions (c) and (d).

(b) Any permanent resident alien who applies for employment as a peace
officer shall have applied for citizenship at least one year prior to his or
her application for employment, except that the One-year requirement shall not
be applicable to any person who applies for employment prior to his or her
Lgth birthday.

(c) Any permanent resident alion who is employed as a peace officer shall
diligently cooperate with the Imigration and Uaturalization Serics in the
proceesing of his or her application for citizenship and shall be disqualified
from holding that poeition it. three reers after the filing of his or her
application for employment, the person has not obtained citizenship due to his
or her failure to cooperate in the processing of the application for citizen-
ship.

(d) Any permanent resident alien who is employed am a peace officer shall be
disqualified from holding that position if his or her application for citizen-
ship is denied.

Revisedi 1-1-85
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Peace Officer Training Fund

Assessment P.C. 1464

(a) Subject to the provisions of Section 4AC.4, 76000 of the Government Code
there shall be levied an asessmnm t in an amount equal to five dollars (S5)
for every ten dollars (810) or fraction thereof, upon every fine, penalty or
forfeiture imposed and collected by the courts for criminal offenses, includ-
ing all offenses involving a violation of a section of the Vehicle Code or any
local ordinance adopted pursuant to the Vehicle Code, except offenses relating
to parking or registration or offensem by pedestrians or bicyclist, or where
an order is made to pay a sum to the general fund of the county pursuant ,.o
subparaqraph (iii) of paragraph (3) of subdivision (a) of Section 258 of the
Wolfare and Institutions Code. Any bail schedule adopted pursuant to Section
1269b say include the necessary amount to pay the asseessments established by
this section and Section *4vo- 76000 of the Government Code for all matters
to guarantee payment of the fine.

(b) Where multiple offenses are involved, the assessment shall be based upon
the total fine or bail for each case. When a fine is suspended, in whole or
in part, the assessment shall be reduced in proportion to the suspension.

(c) When any deposited bail is made for an offense to which this section
applies, and for which a court appearance is not mandatory, the person making
such deposit shall also deposit a sufficient amount to include the assesxmnt
prescribed by this section for forfeited bail. If bail is returned, the
asseesment made thereon pursuant to this section. shall also be returned.

(d) In any came where a person convicted of any offense, to which this
aection applies, is in prison until the fine is satisfied, the Judge may waive

1a or any part of the assessment, the payment of which would work a hardship
on the person convicted or his immediate family.

(e) Aftar a determination by the court of the amount due, the clerk of the
court shall Collect the same and transmit it to the county treasury. the
portion thereof attributable to Section 4.I0.4 76000 of the Government Code
shall be deposited in the appropriate county fund ad the t alance shall then
be transmitted to the State Treasury to be deposited in the Assessment Fund,
which is hereby created. The transmission to the State Treasury shall be
carried out in the same manner as fine* collected for the state by a county.

(f) "he moneys so deposited shall be distributed as follows

(1) once a month there shall be transferred into the Fish and Game
Preservation Fund an amount equal to 0.38 percent of the funds deposited in
the Aseessment Fund during the preceding month, but in no event shall the
amount be lees than the assessment levied on fines or forfeitures for viola-
tion of state laws relating to the protection or propagation of fish and game.
Such moneys are to be used for the education or training of department em-
plaoyees which fulfills a need consistent with the objectives of the Department
of Fish and GaCme.

Ccontinued)
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(2) once a month there shall be transferred into the Restitution Fund an
amount equal to 22.12 percent of the funds deposited in the Assessment Fund
during the preceding month. Such funds shall be available for appropriation
by the Legislature in accordance with the provisions of subdivision (b) of
Section 13947 of the Gaoernment Code.

(3) Once a month there shall be transferred into the Peace officers
Training Fund an amount equal to 27.75 percent of the funds depositedt in the
Assessment Fund during the preceding month.

(4) Once a month there shall be transferred into the Driver Training
Penalty Assessment Fund A amount equal to 29.73 percent of the funds
deposited in the Assessment Fund during the preceding month.

(5) once a month there shall be transferred into the Corrections Training
Fund an amount equal to 9.12 percent of the funds deposited in the Assessment
Fund during the preceding sonth. MIoney in the Correctione Training Fund is
not continuously appropriated and shall be appropriated in the audget Act.

(6) once a month there shall be trensferred into the Local Public Prose-
cutors and Public Defenders Training Fund established pursuant to Section 11503
an amount equal to 0.90 percent of the fund deposited in the Assessment Fund
luring the precedIng month. The amount so transferred shall not exceed the
sum of 46me-hundee6seven hundred fifty thousand dollars 1"" :,69 1873909
in any calendar year7Thei----Iiihe-r in excess of E-d. Mav eiidi
fift thousand dollars 1t$9009-* (S730.000) shall be transferred to the
HilEitution Fund.

(7) once a month there shall be transferred into the Victia-Ilitnes
Assistance Fund am amount equal to 10.00 percent of the funds deposited in the
Assessment Fund during the preceedinq month.

N&YTI-4n*6i- ----- --s-----. t - ------ ~ ±

Creation: Approgriation P.C. 13520

There is hereby created in the State Treasury a Peace Officers' Training Fund,
which is hereby appropriated, without regard to fiscal years, exclusively for
costs of administration and for grants to local governments and districts
pursuant to this chapter.

Application for Aid? Contents P.C. 13522

Any city, county, city and county, or district which desires to receive state
aid pursuant to this chapter shall sake application to the Commission for the
aid. The initial application shall be accompanied by a certified copy of an
ordinance. or in the cam* of the University of California and the California
State University and Colleges by a reeolution, adopted by its governing body
providing that while receiving any state aid pursuant to this chapter. the
city, county, city and county, or district will adhere to the standards for
recruitment and training established by the Commission. The application shall
contain any information the Commission may request.

Allocation to Cities and to Counties P.C. 13523

The Commission shall annually allocate and the State Treasurer shall periodi-
cally pay from the Peace Officers' Training Fund, at intervals specified by the

(continued)
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Peace Officer Training Fund -3-

Commission. to each city, county, and district which has applied and qual.ified
for aid pursuant to this chapter an amount determined by the Commission pur-
suant to standands set forth in its regulations. -he Commission shall grant
aid only on a basis that is equally proportionate among cities. counties, and
districts. State aid shall only be provided for training expenses of tull-tize
regularly paid employees, as defined by the Commission. of eligible agencies
from cities. coumties. or districts.

In no event shall any allocation be made to any city, county, or distzict which
is not adhering to the standards established by the Commission as applicable
to such city, county, or district.

Application for Aid: 0. A. Investigators P.C. 13524

Any county wishing to receive state aid pursuant to this chapter for the
training of regularly employed and paid inspectors and investigators of a
district attorney's office, as defined in Section 830.1 who conduct criminal
investigations, shall include such request for aid in its application to the
Commission pursuant to Sections 13522 and 13523.

Revised: i-i-S
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POST Commission - (General)

Elistence of Commisou ~Imeship. P.C. 13500
Qualifications,* 4"0oint.Mdelptsr

There in. in the Department of Justice, a Commission on Peace off icer Standards
and Traininq. hereafter ref erred to in this chapter as the Commission. The
Comision consists of 11. members appointed by the Governor, after consultation
with. and with the advice of, thte Attorney General and with the advice and
can sent of the Senate.

The Commission shall be compoeed of the foalowing member.,

(1) Two members shall bes

M esheriffs or chiefs- of police or peace officers nominated by
their respective sheriffs or chiefs of police,

(ii) peace officers who are deputy sheriffs or city policemen. or

(iii) ay cmiainthereof.

(2) Three embers shall be sheriffs or chiefs of police or peace officers
nominated by their respective, sheriffs or chiefs of police.

(3) One member shall be a peace officer of the rank of sergeant or below
with a minimum of five years experience as a deputy sheriff or city
policeman.

(4) one somber shall be an elected officer or chief administrative
officer of a county in this State.

(5) one seuber shall be an elected officer or chief administrative
officer of a city in this state.

(6) Two members shall be public members who shall not be peace officers.

(7) One sember shall be an educator or trainer in the field of criminal
justice.

The Attorney General shall be an ex officio member of the Commission.

of the members first appointed by the Governor, three shall be appointed
for a term of one year, three for a term of two years. and three for a
tem of three years. Their successors shall serve for a term of threep
years and until appointment and qualification of their successors, each
term to commence on the expiration date of the terit of the predecessor.

The additional member provided for by the Legislature in its 1973-74
RequLar Session shall be appointed by the Governor on or before
January 15, 197S. and shall serve for a term of three years.

(continued)
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,he additional member provided for by the Legislature n its 1977-78
Reqular Session shall be appointed by the Governor on or after July 4,
1978, and shall for a term of three years.

Chairman and Vice-Chairman. Quorum P.C. 1.3501

The Commission shall select a chairman and a vice-chairman from among its
members. A majority of the members of the commission shall constitute a
quorum.

Compensation, Reimbursement of Travel P.C. 13502

Hembers of the Commission shall receive no compensation, but shall be
reimbursed for their actual and necessary travel expenses incurred in the
performance of their duties. For purposes of compensation, attendance at
meetings of the Commission shall be deemed performance by a member of the
duties of his local governmental employment.

Powers P.C. 1.3503

In carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the Comission shall have all
of the following powers:

(a) To meet at such times and places as it may deem proper.

(b) To employ an executive seoetary and. pursuant to civil service, such
clerical and technical assistants as may be necessary.

(c) To contract with such other agencies, public or private, or persons as it
deem necessary, for the rendition and affording of such services, facilities.
studies, and repart to the Commission as will best amist it to carry out its
duties and responsibilitiee.

(d) To cooperate with and to secure the cooperation of county, city, city and
county, and other local law enforcement agencies in investigating any matter
within the scope of its duties and responsibilities. and in performing its
other functions.

(e) To develop and implement programs to increase the effectiveness of law
enforcement and when such programs involve training and education courses to
cooperate with and secure the cooperation of state-Level officers, agencies
and bodies having jurisdiction over systems of public higher education in
continuing the development of colleqe-Level training and education programs.

(f) o cooperate with and secure the cooperation of every department, agency,
or instrumentality in the State Government.

(g) To do any and all things necessary or convenient to enable it fully and
adequately to perform its duties and to exercise the power granted to it.

Assistance in Execution of Duties P.C. 13504

The Attorney General shall, so far an compatible with other demands upon the
personnel in the Department of Justice, make available to the Commission the
services of such personnel to assist the Commission in the execution of the
duties imposed upon it by this chapter.

(continued)
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Coat of Administration P.C. .3505

In exercising its functions, the Commission shall endeavor to minimize costs
of administration so that a maximum of .1unds will be expended for the purpose
of providing training and other services to local law enforcement agencies.
All expenses shall be a proper charge against the revenue accruing under the
provisions of Article 3 (commencing with Section 13520) of this chapter.

Regulations P.C. 13506

The, Commission may adopt such regulations as are necessary to carry out the
purposes of this chapter.

District Defined P.C. 13507

As used in this chapter, "diatric means any of the following:

(a) A regional park district.
(b) A district authorized by statute to maintain a police department.
(c) The University of California.
(d) The California State University.
(0) A community college district.
(f) A school district.
(g) A transit district

Rules of Hinimum Standards P.C. 13510

(a) for the purpose of raising the level of comptence of Local law enforce-
ment officers, the Commission shall adopt, and may, from time to time asmnd.
rules ee*tablishinq minimum standards, relating to physical, mental, and moral
fitness, which shall

. 
govern the recruitment of any city police officers, peace

officer members of a county sheriff's office, marshals or deputy marshals of a
municipal court, reserve officers as defined in subdivision (a) of Section
830.6, policemen of a district authorized by statute to maintain a police
department, regularly employed and paid inspectors and investigators of a
district attorney's office as defined in Section 830.1 who conduct criminal
investigations, or peace officer members of a district, in any city, county,
city and county, or dist rict receiving state aid pursuant to this chapter, and
shall adopt, and may, from time to time amend, rules establishing minimum
standards for traininq of city police officers, peace officer abers of county
sheriff's offices, marshals or deputy marshals of a municipal court, reserve
officers as defined in subdivision (a) of Section 830.6, policemen of a dis-
trict authorized by statute to maintain a police department, regularly employed
and paid inspectors and investigators of a district attorney's office as
defined in Section 830.1 who conduct criminal investigations, and peace office:r
members of a district which shall apply to those cities, counties, cities and
counties, and districts receiving state aid pursuant to this chapter. All such
rules shall be adopted and amended pursuant to Chapter 3.5 (commencing with
Section 11340) of Part 1, Division 3, Title 2 of the 3overnment Code.

(b) The Commission shall conduct research concerning ,ob-related educational
standards and job-related selection standards, to include vision, hearing,
physical ability, and emotional stability. Job-related standards which are
supported by this research shall be adopted by the Commission prior to
January 1, 1905, and shall apply to those peace officer classes identified !n
subdivision (a). he Commission shall consult with local entities during the
conducting of related research into ]ob-related selection standards.

(continued)
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(c) Zcthing in this section shall prohibit a local law enforcement agency
from establishing selection and training standards which exceed the minimum
standards established by the Commission.

Certificates P.C. 13510.1

(a) -he Comission shall establish a certification program for peace officers
specified in Sections 13510 and 13522 and for the California Highway Patrol.

(b) Basic, intermediate, advanced, supervisory, management, and executtve
certificates shall be established for the purpose of fostering professionali-
zation, education, and experience necessary to adequately accomplish the
general police service duties performed by peace officer members of city
police departments, county sheriffs' departments, districts, university and
state university and college departments, or by the California Highway Patrol.

(c) Certificates shall be awarded on the basis of a combination of training,
education, experience, and other prerequisites, as determined by the
Commission.

(d) Persons who are detrmined by the Commission to be eligible peace
officers, may make application for such certificates, provided they are
employed by an agency which participates in the Peace Officer Standards and
Training (POST) program.

(0) Certificates remain the property of the Commission and the Commnission
shall have power to cancel any certificate.

(f) The Commission shall cancel certificates issued to persons who have been
convicted of, or entered a plea of guilty or noo contenders to, a crime
classified by statute or the Constitution as a felony.

1lsuse of Certificates P.C. 13510.2

Any erson who nowinly com sany of the following acts is guilthy f a
seeanor, ec offense is hbl by a fine of oto one
thousand dollars ($I=,UU) or imprisonment in t e county iail not to exceed one
year, or both a fine and imprisonsmentz

(a) Presents or attempts to present as the person's own the certificate of

another.

(b) Knowingly permits another to use his or her certificate.

Mc inowinly ves false evidence of anr aerial kind to the commssion, or
t-o any member tereof, including the staff, in obaning a cartziicate.

(d) Uses, or attempts to use, a canceled certificate.

Place of Training; Testing In Lieu of Training P.C. 13511

(a) In establishing standards for training, the Commission may, so far as
consistent with the purpose of this chapter, permit required training to be
obtained at institutions approved by the Commission.

(b) In those instances where persons have acquired prior equivalent peace
officer training and are under consideration for hire by an agency participat-
ing in the POST program, the Commission shall, no later than July 1. 1981, and
thereafter, provide the opportunity for test:ig in lieu of attendance at a
basic training academy or accredited college. Tests shall be constructed to

continued)
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verity possession of minimum knowledge and skills required by the Comamisson
as outlined in its basic course. Such tests shall be scheduled periodically
in convenient locations, and an opportunity shall be provided for testing and
retesting under procedural guidelinee established by the Commission. The
retesting procedures shall be designed so that any portion which has been
previously paseed need not be retaken. The Commiasion shall charge a fee to
cover administrative costs which is sufficient to cover all the costs
assoalated with the testing conducted under this subdivision.

Adherence to Standards P.C. 13512

.he Commission shall make such inquiries as may be necessary to determine
whether every city, county, citi and county, and district receiving state aid
pursuant to this chapter is adhering to the standards for recruitment and
training established pursuant to this chapter.

Counseling Service P.C. 13513

Upon the request of a local jurisdiction, the Commission shall provide a
counseling service to such local jurisdiction for the purpose of improving the
administration, management or operations of a police agency and say aid such
jurisdiction in implementing improved practices and techniques.

Revised: I-L-S
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STATE LAWS OF nMrZBMST TO POST

Basic course Entrance Requirement P.C. 13511.5

Each fiTpJiat ,for admission to a basic cusoftiin ceiie bythe

Cinisio o, PeaceOUriCe Stadards and Training w;jho0 121 ot Isoed Sy a
local or other aw sloteden ae , or is Act aaec tierelvdb
scate or Local agency, department. or distriet, sna.Ll 12 required to Subi
written cartification from the 2*epartmenth OR Justce Durguant to Sections

wnich would disguLity nin. o her, pursuant to;Secian L2BPC9 *rmowULIng.

fosasn. orhvng Unde i o e onrlay it revolver, or otner
firarmcapbleofbeing Concealed on the person.

Added: 8-27-84
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APPENDIX 14

California Law Enforcement Agency

Employment Data
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TABLE536
CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCY AUTHORIZED FULL-TIME PERSONNEL. 1974 AND 1978-1983

Agency lad Peronnhi Index

You- Puot chante
Apny nd euuo~mam 91 1978- 1932-

Agnyadproadsdn 94 1973 1 1919 1930 19S1 1962 1 1933 1983 198

TOTAL............ 90684 97,60 97.687 101.3*3 102.03 10.4 106.697 ).3 2.0
La ezoamnl62,020 64928 634120 67.036 6918: 7.7 72.317 .1.4 1

Swoam
Numbe....... 46.925 48.203 48.028 48.740 49$45 51.047 51.914 '' 1.7

.... ... 73.7 74.2 73.8 72.7 72..2 71.8 '.

Ndumber . ....... 15.095 16.725 17.092 111316 19.113 20.024 ZOA843 .Z.0 .9
... .. ..... 243 2S.8 :6.2 27.3 27.3 28.21 3

Polka depaton.. ....... 34,822 36.198 36.313 37.474 33.310 39.375 396 93 _
Swamn 26.......... 404 27,142 Z16177 27.478 2303 283691 Ili"4 5.3 1
CiVILIA1 - ...... .218 9.056 9.336 9.996 10.207 10.3061 10.720 18.4 1-0

Sbaffi devmlnm a................18961 21-113 21370 21.832 22.90 23.453 24J310 14.6 1..
Swoam........................14.132 153J90 13SJ28 13.633 16.305 16.477 17.051 10.8 3.5
civtlulk.........................4,829 3.823 5,742 6.179 6.60 6.976 7.2U3 243 41.0

Calfoni ighway Pstuol..............7.484 6.722 6.721 6.923 7032 1.306 7.400 11.3 '.
Swam......................... 5.333 5.044 43923 5.033 '.916 5.0D44 5.308 1.2 .1 .~
CIviian................ ... . .. 1.929 1.678 1,796 1.892 2.136 2.262 2.172 .294 -40

Oth ow anioatzetapamcu........ .. 753 19" 816 S25 887 937 981 .'1.2 ..6
Sworn........ ..................634 627 593 576 621 637 '03 12.1 '.0
ivila.......... ............... 119 1"6 213 249 266 310 218 .514 -'9

NooeCM& a...... ................ .352 6.806 6916 7.272 11,134 '.405 7.418 10.0 2. 1
Attorneys.......... 1.671 1.957 1.970 2.033 2.068 2.102 213 96 2.0
Inomsupoa.................... ... 635 905 883 590 675 894 "1 -. 4 6
Clermaland ahld thi.. . . .. 2,026 3.94 4.063 4349 4.;41 4.407 4.662 22.6 3

Poetidf ...................... .. 1.539 1.732 1.7"6 1.93 1.929 1.972 1979 11.A 4
.ttornmn....................... .975 1.120 13103 1.172 1.212 11.233 121 10.9 2.1
Inw"Upou.........................171 222 215 223 241 237 240 9. 1 1.3
cluwan ARA aue...............410 433' 44 496 476 500 491 12.9 -1.5

Courts........ ................... 1.213 1.276 1.302 1312 13J93 1.410 1.4413 13.9 3.0
Supstor.. .... S73 646 659 -05 726 '31 1 '731' 16.9 3.3
loukoshp .478 531 561 607 628 64t1 6US 19.9 Z.2
A77JIailyh.....................95 951 98 93 93 901 100 53 11.1

4umu....................... .. 42 526 5 41 347 569 53841 609 15.4 43
Judgeship . ... . ....... 5394 455 A"6 4721 47 499' 515 13.2 3.2

71107178~ ... ... .... 1 .5 1~ 2 131 94 32.4 10.6
Jusice - Jugeuip . .... 214 104. 10 1-0 193 951 69 -14.4 -6.3

Cotrwaum....................... 21 J383 22JI12 22J&83 :3 970 22.424 22.7"0 23.460 2.3 2.9
hoattton dsprmin. ..... . .. 9.826 10,199 9.873 109,39 1 9.460 3.031 I 649 -12. -

Probationaozflo..o . .. 6J98 '192 6.577 - 16.046 531431 5.99 -:6.3 1.1
All Othr ........ 3.223 6310 3.433 - 3.414 3.788 1 3.10 -:1 4 -J.6

Oeparmeamof onou .... *960 6.55843 S3 ."Z4 9.15 10.436 .9,0 ;0.0
Confectoo iffidnt. ............. 3 41037 4,063 4.510 4.405 .4906, 5.464 , 1.l ..
Palaeofikam............. 576 58 495 4111 "41 414 1 408 -2'6.9 -i.4
Guiane.countan.oa Q other. 3X20 390"4 3.877 3,567 3.6L6 3.89S 1 4344 1.7 90

Youthl A17*071...............3.752 4D"9 4.27S 4.473 4.302 1 4,4" 4373 1.9 -1.'
Corrcnea.Ll, an........... .. 471 601 662 683 1 * 53 15 is 9,0 -S.0

Paoeofen............' 431 472 .164 471 "13 445. 423, -0.0 -4~
G.uam"". umabing, nad4other. L.83 . .021 3,149 3J3 1 3.340 1 3346,i 33 . 3.3

Peuaf.Sl Index Ibas yea 1974 - 100)
rouvnmmowteuainewvmwww V0.0 ?07.6 707.7 712.0 '7Y2.851 f s.4r 1 77
Low0 .,womaw OW4W 7 . . 000 704.7 101.0 F09. f 77F.5 ; 7714.6' 776.9

Swa ............ . . 00o.0 ?02.7 702.4 '03.8 1 706.4 1 705.81 7?70.9
clouief . . . . . r00.0 770.8 773.2 7 29.3 Y27.3 1 132.7 1 !3S.2

"in 1914. tensty~ NsonIv pO11,1101 007 notl ropoManted.
blin 07067 @01o .oemtmutureull mmnmom ofwortjoad. 5fuua.C co 70 onaf07 and8 ,ofareoo effitloved by7 courts otwt 14 as
adallarv 77417.0 P@U~IMM. The treatment MUM"1W t18 ha . 7007 Cour MZn were I'MLL.114 t0 11111C10 M11110n '007177 .oOud 7770 o7170711
7090004re tile fu41.1.0 ot of an 00777lu number of aioe.

4.pson"nm07o oamfilcso couas. Co,111414 by 71h0 YOoth A77thftlV. won000 not alabe for 1900.
m70t6s: Lawrbence Raglasson Labarago" reverted 163 low oofarceffie p.,0o0f.l a 1960. .27747 1961.281 n 1962. and 302 m 1933. @7o

oe ay cousOf """"o Source: Ca Iif or n ia 3eclartment 0 f.ornw ishway Poroi. na
un.-trsay of Cajforiow PC
.A asrulOf addiUotaa oJ uS t ic e C r i.ne and )el I ,1cuercvi lil '.iA4 a

Pronnel a N9ermt c C a .f o r n a 9 98 3, D iv 3.s ion o f Law
Soous 91 SltOf Cahfoqo7 GO." ,aornw .4 ,7.01a Co30ed.

Cjudorvfts9.8fi0 Offend Enforcement Punlicati~on, 1984. mnSbo7,.
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CALIFORNIA POLICE AND SHERIFFS' DEPARIMENTS
NMBlER OF PERSOSUIEL BY CATEGORY

1,000 & over 300-399 i 00-i_

S Police Deveartonts 6 Police Deaamts 48 Police Dearmnt$

Long Beecl Bakersfield Alameda
Los Angeles Berkeley Alhmra
San Die"o Huntington Beeh Amoadio
San Franisco Pasadena Bay Area Regional Transit
sm Jose Riverside Beverly Mills

TOrac 3rea
Buena Park

5 Sheriffs, Departments 4 ShrIffs' DearoinI Culver City
Daly City

Los Angeles Manin Downey
Drawg Monterey El Monte
Sacramento Stanislaus Escondido
Smn Bernardino TuT are Fairfield

Fontana
Fountain Valley

500-999 200_29 9 ardane
Hawthorne

S Police Departmts 23 Police Dearmets Huntington Park
Irvine

Anaheim Burbank Monclair
Fresno Chula Vista Montebello
Oakland Cmton Monterey Par*
Sacrenato Concord muntain View
Santa Ana Costa Mesa Mae

El Caon mational City
Present Otaiog

7 Sheriffs' Dearment Fullerton Palo Springs
Garden Grove Palo Alto

Cantr a Cste slandole Bdding
Fra, Hayward Redlildo Beech
Kern Inglewood Re d -" city
Riverside Modesto Rialto

%Santa Clara Newort Beah Salinas
Sm Diego Oceanside Sm Leandro
Venture Orange Sep Mlate.

bMiard Smn Rafael
Paona Santa Monica

400-499 Richmnd Santa Ross
$ant& Barbara Simi Valley

2 Police Dparments Santa Clara Southate
Sunnyvale South Smn Franisco

San Bernardino Vallejo Tustin
Stockton Venture

Vi sal ia
6 Shriffs' Deartments Walnut Creek

5 Sheriffs' Deartments west Covina
El Dorado Wesminster

Smn Francisco Imperial Wittier
Smn Joaquin Placer
Smn Mteo Smn Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara Santa Cruz 12 Sheriffs Dopersamts
Sonoa Solana

Butte
*I4bOldt

Source: California Comniisien on.
-Peace Officer Standards and Training,

£inlomet Da sa ao California L.aw
Enforcemn, PS Pbi cation, 9 .
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100-199 (cn' t.) 75-99 (Can't. ) 074 (cn' t.)

King& 2 Sheiffs' Deartments 12 Sheriffs' ODeartments
LAOe
Mede Mod mder
Medocino Tulum Caloveras
Merced Oal mrta

"Neva Gigon
ShasU 50-74 (ayo
Sutter Lasso
Yolo 45 Police ODwanmts Nariposa
Yuba MmoG

Albany Pl ems
Barsta Ssklyou

75.99 sell Tehm
Bell Gardens Trinity

40 Pollce Departents CalexicoCampbell

Antioch CarO ado 25-49

Baldwin Park E. Bay Res. Parks OPS 100 Police oertents
Burl ingame E1 ContrO

Carlsbad El Cerrito Andersau
Chico Eur4 Arcata
Chino Gluy Arroyo Grm
Clovis Muford Atascadom
Colton ewt Atheerto
Corona Imperial Beach Atau
Covina India Auburn
Cypress L Vere Boeing
l Sequado Lgm Beech geemmt

Glaneore Maders lelmut
Noesa kech Mantec Beicia
La Hab,. Martinez Bishop
La Mesa Renlo Park Blythe
Livemore Milpitas Srowley
Lodi Merovia Broadme.
Los Gatos Novato Capitol&
MinhattnI Beach te tal. Ceral
Merced Pittsburg Carpinteria
Newark Pleesant Hill Cares
Pacifica P1 osWtU Chowch l I a
Palos Verdes Estates Porterville Clarwint
Placotla Roert Park Cochl i
edl eds Roseville Coal fn a

Suo 4ruO Son Carlos Corcoran
So Fernaedo Son Cle4r t. Cotati
Suo Luis Obispo SW Gariel Delmo
Snte Cruz Santa Paula Oesert Hot Springs
Santa Maria Sell Beach Dinuba
South Lake Tajege Seasid Dix"
South Pasadena Signal Ri111 Eeryvle
Stin Tracy Escaln
Turlc k Tulare Fairfax
Wim City Twin Cities Flllmre
Upland eMrai False
Vcaville Watsonville Foster City
Wood ad Tuba City

I'

......................... ........................ ..,., . ........ , . ............ .
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26-49 (cn' t.) 25-49 (con' t. 1-24 (can' t.)

Gress Valley 2 Sheriffs, De lrlnu Lake Shlstina
Grover City Lorwe
Guadalupe calm Lincoln
Meldsb qr Son Bonito Maricoe
Hercules cFrland
Hillsborough Margate
Hollister 124 Mtagm
truindale Mosega
Kerm 87 Pol Ice DesprUslts Momt Shasta
inga br Nldles

La Palm Adul nto Med City
Lindsay Alt rs iNo
Livingston Angels Coup Orange
Lo90c Aryin Orlamd
Los Aaititos Bear Valley Parlier
Los Altos Sol vOdNr Patterson
Los Sam Breuntood Plyautlh
Marine Dept. of PS Irisbone Rio Dell
Marysville California City Rio Vista

alyemod Caliptria Ripon
14111l Valley Calstog of vwerak
Millbre Clayton Ross
Morgan Hll Cl earl am Son Juon Bartista
Morro ay Clawesa Ie Sed City
0 dale Colfax Soled"d
Orovi 1e Calm Smote
Pacific Grove Colus, Stallion Springs
Parad se Coming Sumovillo
Paso Rubles C19scuet City Sutter Creak
Parris el Raky Oas Taft
Pleet Dormis Terach"i
PInole Do Palo$ Tulelake
Psmo Beach Ousmtr Waterford
Placerville Ena Weed
Port monts Cuatr Wasorl and
Red Bluff Famersvtlle heatland
Reedly Ferndale illiom
"idgacrest Fir abog Willows
Rocklin Fort Bragg Winters
Saint 14910a Fat tma Woodl ake
Sam Anselm Fouler
see Jacinto Glt 3 Sheriffs' Oertmts
So Marino Gonzales
See Palo Greenfield Alpine
Sane r Grdley Modwo
Sausali Gusttne Sierra
Scotts Valley Half Mom Bay
Smstoapl Heltville
Sales ughsm
Shefter Huron
Sierra Mdre 1e0eria I
S3mm tote
Sulse. City Esleton
Tiburo Jackson
Ukifh Kensington
Willits King City
Yreka Lakeport

- .
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AUIThOIZ£D AGUCY P"RSOIEL
By COUNTY

ALAMIA COUNTY (4,903) COLUSA COUNTY (ED) Solu P.O. 36
CEU-Frsno

Alamda Co. S.D. I.030 Coluss Co. S.D. 40 Fresno Co. 0.A. 17

Almade P.O. 135 Colmsa P.O. 15 state Cear Con.
Albany P.O. SO William P.O. S Coflage Dist. 19
sfeley P.O. 304
Emeryville P.O. 43
Fr n t P.O. 280 CONTRA COSTA CONTY (I ,431 Qw Cot (79)
Heaywar P.O. 278
Llvermore P.D. 8s Contra Costs Co. S.D. 660 Glenn County S.D. 51

Newart P.O. 84 Antloch P.O. 92 Orland P.D. 14

Oakland P.O. 973 Irewood P.O. 22 ViTlows P.2. 12

Piedmont P.D. 46 Contra Costa Her. 46 laen Co. .A. 2

Pleasanton P.D. 73 Clayton P.O. 19
San Leandro P.D. 10 ConcOrd P.O. 240

Union City P.D. 96 El Ceriito P.O. 6 HU14UIJT COUNTY (329)

E. gay Rog. Park. raro)es P.D. 28
District OPS 69 Kensington P.O. 10 Humboldt Co. S.D. 174

Law unc Berkeley Lab 11 mer" nez P.O. 55 Arcata P.O. 30

8ay Are Rapid Moreg P.D. 18 Eureka P.D. Go

Transit 166 Pinoea P.O. 42 Ferndule P.O. 4

CSU-Wayward 20 Pitt burg P.O. 68 Fortune P.O. 19

Univ. of CA-erkelay a Pleaant 4111 P.O. 72 Rio call P.O. 11

Peralta Com Col. 28 Riclmnd P.0. 264 U-Neumoldt 19
Fremht-NaW rk Son Palo P.O. 40 Humboldt Co. Marshal 7

Comm. CoF. 11 Walnut Croft P.D. ?17 Humldt Co. .A. S
E. Say Muncol. Conta Costs Co.

Utility 01st. 26 Mersal 46
Oakl md Unified Cna Costa Co. D.A. 20 CNPCRIAL COUNTY (481)

School 0tst. 12 Conta Costa Cm.
College Distict 20 Imperial Co. S.D. 268

Briey P.O. 40
ALPINE COUNTY (15) Calexico P.D.

o NOIITE COUNTY (70) Ca4 patria P.O. 13

Alpine Co. S.D. 1s El Can P.D. 59
Del Nerte Co. S.D. 52 lIoltville P.O. 13
Creacat City P.O. 18 Imperial P.O. Z3

MADUR COUNTY (121) Wesmorland P.O. S

Ador County S.D. 64 EL 0RA0 COUNTY (316)
Ione P.O. 17 INTO COUNTY (106)
Jackson P.O. 1s El Dorado Co. S.D. 214
P1mu1 P.O. 6 Placerville P.O. 26 Inft County S.D. 67

Sutter Crea P.D. 7 So lh Lake Tahoe P.O. 76 Bisiop P.O. 41

Andor Co. D.A. 12

"T PRESNO COUNTY (1,746) KERN COUNTY (811)
BUT1T COUNTY? (340)

Fresno Co. S.D. 741 Kern County S.D. 232

Butte Co. S.D. 114 Clovis P.D. 92 Arvin P.O. 21
Chico P.O. 82 Coalinga P.O. a Bakersfield P.O. 317

Qridley P.O. 20 F1 rbau84 P.O. 19 sear Valley P.D. 10

•orov1lle P.O. 28 Fooar P.D. 14 California City P.O. 22
Paradise P.O. 40 Fresno P.O. 575 Delano P.O. 48
CSU-Chlco 16 Huson P.O. 17 Mricooa P.O. 11

Kerman P.O. 26 McFarland P.D. 16
Kfn ourq P. . 29 idgecrat P.D. 47

CALAVERAS COUNTY (81) Medota F.O. l8 Shafter P.D. 25
orange Cove P.O. 17 Stallion Springs P.D. 3

Calaveras Co. S.D. 68 Prliar P.O. 19 Taft P.O. 23
Angeles Can P.O. 12 Roedley P.O. 38 Tehacnapi P.O. a

Calavaras Co. D.A. 1 Sanger P.D. 36 CSC-Bakersfield is
Kern Co. O.A. 13

.......................... .
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KIM COUNTY (223) Sierra Madre P.O. 36 MARIPOSA COUNT (591

Signal Hill P.D. so
Kigs County S.D. 119 outh Gets P.O. 134 lMriposa County S.D. 58Corcoran P.D. 26 Sosu Pasadena P.D. 95 Mariposa Co. O.A. IHanford P.O. 56 Torrance P.D. 320
Lamooe P.D. 19 Vrnon P.D. 6SKings Co. O.A. 3 West Covina P.O. 178 MENDOCINO COUNTY (275)

Whittier P.O. 130CSU.Omngqm Hills 20 Mendocino Co. S.D. 192
LAKE MUM (19) CSU-Lon Beach 40 Fort Bra" P.O. 27

CSU-4.O Angles 39 Ukiah P.O. 27Lake County S.D. 131 SU-Notrhrdge 36 illits P.D. 27learlake P.O. 23 CSU-Pomona 27 Mendoclno Co. D.A. 2
Lakeport P.D. 21 Unlversity of
Lake Co. D.A. 20 CA-Los Angles 261

Los Angeles Co. MRC D COUNTY (35)
Marshal 742LASSEN COUT (70) Los Angeles Co. D.A. 244 Merc* Co. S.D. 113

Los Angeles. Dept. of Atwater P.O. 36Lassem County S.0. so fIfches mnd Harbor 31 84s Palos P.O. 14Susamille P.D. 20 Los Angeles Hirbr, osbtine P.O. 10
Port Warden 01v. 47 Livingtson P.O. 31

Los Angeles City Los knos P.0. 30LOS KLES COUNTY (Z7.605) Hosing Autoerity 42 Merced P.O. 87
Los Angeles County "need Cm. Col. Ost. 13Los Angeles C. S.D. 9,091 Housing Authority 18 Merced Co. Marshal 2Alhrmwa P.O. 164 Los Angeles Cam. Merced Co. 0. A. 19

Arcadia P.O. 134 Coll. District 96An"u P.0. 95 Los Angles Unifiedhaldwin Park P.O. 81 Col. cis"rict 16 MOOC COUNTY (24)Be)I P.O. SS Sat& nica Cam.
sell Gardens P.O. 56 Coll District 19 Madoc County S.D. 1Bevrly Hills P.D. 182 El Cino Cam. Col. 12 Al uras P.O. SBurbnk P.O. 282 Pasadena Co~ ty
Clarnnt P.D. 48 Clleg 01st. 20
Camoton P.O. 230 So. California Rapid MOND COUNTY (63)
Covina P.D. 79 Trasit District 19Culver City P.O. 173 AtchinsOn. TopeaI A no County S.D. 63
Dowe y P.O. 127 Sats F* 89
El qN P.O. 163 Ution Pacific RR 16El Seao P.O. 89 MONlMTIY COU (8221
Garan P.D. 117Glendale P.O. 287 MADA COUMNTY (1971 oantrey County S.D. 336Glesaroa P.D. 87 Carml P.O. 12ethere P.O. 15d Maer& County S.D. 114 0el Pay Oaks P.O. 12Hermosa SMc P.D. 77 Cho1llla P.O. 25 Gonzales P.O. isHuntington Park P.O. 101 %dera P.O. 56 Greenfield P.D. 14"gl -a P.D. 297 Madera Co. 0.A. 2 King City P.O. 18Irwndle P.O. 34 Marina Dep. of PS 41La Ve"n P.D. 55 mmurey P.D. 63Long Beach P.O. 1,000 MZN COUNTY (775) Pacfic Grove P.O. 40Los Angeles P.O. 9.82 Salinas P.D. 183Manhattan Beach P.C. 89 Mrtn County S.D. 31S Sand C ty P.D. 2Maywood P.O. 38 Belvedlm P.O. 9 Seaside P.D. 60Morovia P.D. 68 Fairfax P.O. 27 Soledad P.D. 11Montbello P.D. 152 Tuin Cities P.O. 51 Monterey Co. .A. 15
Monterey Park P.0. 184 pll valley P.9. 39
Palos Vrders %veto P.O. 69Estates P.D. 75 Ross P.O. 18 NAPA COUNTY (332)Pasadana P.O. 331 San Afselm P.O. 32Pomma P.O. 245 Sn RAifael P.O. 116 mapa County S. 0. 8s
Redondo lnch P.D. 184 Sausal to P.O. 36 Calistoga P.D. 10San Fernando P.O. 92 Tiburon P.D. 27 Mae P.O. 183San Gairlel P.O. 61 Mrl" Cm. Col. Dist. 20 Saint Helena P.D. 29San Marina P.O. 30 Martn Co. D.A. 7 Napa Co. O.A. 25Smta Mnics P.D. Z77 Ma n Co. Coroner 9

. . .



Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training
NEVADA COUNTY (167) asort Hot SAN DZEGO COUNTY (4,642)

Springs P.D. 25
Nevada Counwy S.D. 124 Haut P.D. 57 San Diego County S.D. 922
Grass Valley P.O. 33 Indio P.O. 74 Carlsbad P.D. 81
Nevada City P.O. 10 Palm Springs P.D. 126 Chula Vista P.O. 211

Perris P.D. 32 Coronado P.D. 71
Iverside P.D. 376 El Cajon P.D. 237

AG COUNT (S.526) San Jacinth P.D. 29 Escondido P.O. 147
Lae Measat Iuncipal Imperial eacn P.D. 50

Orange Co n y S.D. 1.367 Water District 2 La Mesa P.D. 83
Anaeim P.D. 539 University of metioll City P.D. 124
area P.D. 103 CA-Aversldo 32 Oceansido P.D. 205
Bums Part P.9. 40 Riverside Co. Mrshal San Die" P.D . 2.062
Costsa res P.D. 201 Riverside 59 C U-S n Oleo 67
Cypress P.D. 81 RIverside Co. Mrdsal Sat Diego Co. morshl 278
La Palm P.O. 32 ose,.t JO 24 San Diego Co. 0.A. 57
Fountain Valley P.D. 103 Oceanside Sml. Craft
Fullerton P.D. 214 Harbor District 9
Garden Grove P.O. 226 SMt6OT0 COUNTY (2.626) UnIv. of CA-So Diego 38
tttngtm Skh. P.D. 363

Irvine P.O. 152 Sacrm Co. S.D. 1.366
Legaa Beach P.O. 71 Folsom P.D. 34 SAN FRANCISCO COUNTr (3.580)
La Near P.D. go Gait P.O. 30
Los Almatos P.O. 41 sleto P.O. 6 Sat Frantisco

wot sach P.D. 219 Sacramenm P.O. 712 County S.D. 442
Orage P.O. 200 CSU-Sacrinmut 28 San Fratisco P.O. 2.722
Placentia P.O. a Sacramen Co. Sal Franclsco
San Clements P.D. 57 Mshal 47 Alrport P.O. 200
Sa ta Ate P.O. 516 Sacramento Co. D. A. 369 CSU-Sa, Francisco 27
Seel Buch P.O. 71 Secrineim Co. Univoroty of
Stanton P.D. 76 Corme 14 CA-Sn Franclsco 29
Tusin P.O. 101 Sacrmo Co. Soc. Soutern Paci fi Li. 160
Wasailmuor P.D. 127 Ilfare. welfare
CSU-ullertom 29 Fraud t at. 20
Univ. of CA-Irvine 77 SAN JOAQUIN COUNT (1,125)
Orange Co. Marehal 181
Orange Co. D.A. 151 SAN SaITO COUNTY (61) San Joaquin Co. S.D. 437
Orage Co. Arson Escalon P.O. 26

Invest. unit 6 San Iemito Co. S.D. 31 Lodi P.D. 96
Hollister P.O. 25 Mantca P.O. 60
Sant Juan Ri Pon P.90. 14PL.ACE COUN"Y (461) Bautista P.O. 5 Stockton P.O. 419

Tracy P.D. 53
Placer County S.D. 274 San Joaquin Co. 9.A. 20
Auburn P.O. 33 S BERNARDINO COMl M (3,169)
Colfax P.O. 8
Lincoln P.O. 22 San Bernardino SAN LUIS OISPO COWNY (557)
Rocklin P.O. 31 County S.D. 1,614
Roseville P.O. 62 Adelonto P.D. 20 San Luis Obispo
Placer Co. O.A. 31 Barsouw P.O. 53 County S.D. 218

China P.D. 94 Arroyo Grand* P.O. 28
Cl ton P.D. 8o Atescadero P.D. 36

PLuMAS COUNTY (63) Fontana P.O. log Grover City P.O. 25
Montclair P.O. 103 Morr Bay P.O. 32Plumes County S.D. 63 Medles P.O. 24 Paso Roins P.D. 27
Ontario P.D. 184 Plsm Beach P.O. 28
Redlands P.D. 8s San Luis Obispo P.D. 89

RIVERSIDE COUNTY ..959) Rialto P.D. 104 CSU-San Luis
San Be ardino P.O. 444 Obispo P.D. 25Riverside Co. S.D. 810 Upland P.D. 94 San Luis Obspo

Banning P.O. 42 CSC-San Bernardino 20 County D.. 43
Beaumont P.O. 3S San Bernardino Co. San Luis Obispo
Btlythe P.D. 36 Marshal 118 Airport P.O. 6
Coachella P.D. 32 San Bernardino
Corona P.O. 96 County D.A. 13
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SAN MATEO COUNTY (1,642) SANTA OUZ COUNTY (55) Santa Rosa P.O. 177
-Setopol P.O. 30

San Metao Co. S.D. 480 Santa Cruz Co. S.D. 289 Sonams P.O. 25
Atheran P.D. 34 Capitola P.D. 35 CsC-sotom 21
Baemit P.O. 49 Santa Cruz P.O. 90 Snoma Co. O.A. 9
Brisbane P.O. 29 Scotts Valley P.O. 2S

Broadmoor P.O. 32 Watsanville P.O. 71

Burlingame P.O. 77 Cabrillo Coan. Call. 12 STAIISLAUS COUNTY (860)
Colin P.O. 14 nversity of
Daly City P.O. 126 CA-Santa Cruz 24 Stanlsleus Co. S.D. 348

Foster City P.O. 39 Santa Cruz Ca. D.A. 9 Came P.D. 49

Half Mon Bay P.O. 20 Hugliso" P.O. 10

Hillaroulg P.O. 37 Modesto P.D. 234
Menlo Part P.D. 66 SHASTA COUNTY (302) mmmn P.O. 12

Millbrae P.O. 45 Oadale P.O. 29

Pacifica P.O. 81 Shasta County S.D. 155 Patteron P.O. 16

Redmd CIty P.O. 119 Anderson P.0. 30 Riverbank P.O. 23
San Bruno P.O. 92 Redding P.O. 103 Turloct P.D. 87
San Carlos P.O. 61 Shasta Co. O.A. 10 Waterford P.O. 13

San %to P.O. 10s Shasta Co. Coroner 4 CSC-Stnlslaus 13

Saut San Modsto Judicial
FPranc so P.O. 127 Dstrict Marhal 12

San ftto Co. 0.A. 9 SIERRA COUNTY (19) Staiislaew Co. D.A. 8
Stanislaus County

Slir County S.D. 19 Marshal 18
SANTA BARPARA COUNTY (1,08)

Santa Barbers SISKIYOU COUNTY (142) SumTr( COUNTY (206)
County S.D. 489

Carpinteria P.O. 26 Siskiyou Co. S.D. 68 Satter Co. S.D. 144
Guaalupe P.O. 26 Doris P.O. 6 Yuba City P.O. 62
Lompoc P.D. 44 Ounmsair P.O. 7 Sutter Co. 0. 4. 2
Santa Barbara P.O. Zi, Etna P.O. 3
Santa Maria P.O. 96 Lake gShatIn4 P.O. 4
Unilversity of Mntague P.O, 4 1!rlWA COUNTY (124)

CA-Sant $&roar 112 moont Shasta P.O. 12
Santa Barbara Marshal, TulIek P.O. S Teflim Co. S.D. 67

Santa iMrIa 10 Weed P.O. 9 Co'ning P.O. 12
Santa Brbora Marshal, Y1nea P.O. 28 Red Bluff P.O. 34

Goleta JO 22 Tei, Co. 0.A. 11
Santa Barbara D.A. 9
Allan Hancock Cam. SOL0U8 COUNTY (790)
College District 3 TRINITY COUNTY (70)

Sol ano County S.D. 216
Benicia P.O. 44 Trinity Co. S.D. 66

SNTA C.ARA COUNTY (3,464) Dixon P.D. 25 Trinity Co. 0.A. 4
Fairfield P.O. 127

Santa Clara C. S.D. 909 Rio Vista P.O. 18
CbmpelI P.O. 72 Suisun City P.O. 31 TJLARE COUNTY (693)
Gilroy P.O. 62 Vacaville P.D. 77
Los Altos P.O. 41 Yallejo P.O. 203 Tulare County S.D. 334
Los Gatos P.O. 83 Solano C. Marshal 9 Oinuba P.O. 29
Milpitas P.O. 67 Solano Co. D.A. 40 Exeter P.O. 21
Morgan Hl P.O. 42 Farmarsville P.O. iB

Mountain view P.D. 113 Lindsay P.D. 26
Palo Alto P.O. 194 SONM COUNTY (906) Porrville P.O. 58
San Jose P.O. 1,29S Tulare P.O. 64

Santa Clara P.O. 223 Sonoma County S.D. 464 Visalia P.O. 107
Sunnyvale P.O. 24S Cloverdale P.O. 20 oodlaks P.D. 13

CSU-San Jose 75 Cotati P.O. 25 College of
Santa Clara 0.A. 32 Heaidsburg P.O. 27 sequoias P.0. 16

West Valley Cam. Petaluan P.O. 66 Tulare Co. 0. A. 7
College Distrsct 11 Rolnert Park P.D. 53

• • ,,:-." , .. . .,- . ,',' .:,.-,.... . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .... . . . .. . . .:. i-il-



ComnmLssLon on Peace Officer Seandarts and rai~nun-

REGULATIONS
Revised. July 1, 1982

1001. 0efinitions (continued)

(v) 'Reimbursement Plan' consists of a combination of training-related
expenditures fo which" reimbucsment is approved by the Coemiseon.

(w) *•tSident Trainee' is one who, while away from his or hex department
cc normal residence, attends a training course and takes lodging and
seals at or near the cotire site for ont or more days/niqhts.

(z) 'Specialized Law Enforcement Agency' in:

(1) A segment of an agency which has policing or la enforcmnt
authority imposed by law and whose eMployee are peace officers
an defined by laut c

(2) An agency engaged in the enforcement of regulations or Laws
limited in scope o nature. or

(3) An agency that engages in invetigative oc other limited law
enforCement activities in the enforcement of criminal law; and

(4) Authorized by the Comission to participate in the Specialized
Law Enforcement Certificate Program.

(y) Specialized Peace Officet" is a marshal or deputy marshal of a muni-
cipal court. a regularly employed and paid inspector or investigator
of a district attorney's office as defined in Section 830.1 P.C. vho
conducts criminaL investigationa or a peace officer employee of a
aaPcia.izd law enforcement agency authorized by the Comission to
participate Ln the Specialized Law Enfotcement Certificate Program.

12) 'Trainee' is an employ*e of a department who is assigned to attend a
POST-certif ied course.

1002. Minimum Standards for Employment

(a) teecy peace officer employed by a depatment shall:

(1) go finqerpinted and a search made of local, state, and national
fingerprint fils to disclose any criminal record.

(2) Not bave been convicted of a felony in this state or any other
state oc in any federal jurisdiction, or of any offense in any
other state or in any federal jurisdiction, which would have been
a felony if comitted in this state.

(3) Be of good moral character as determined by a thorough background
investigation as prescribed in the POST Amintatrative .anual,
Section C-1, *The Personal History Investigation,' (adopted
effective April 15, 1982), herein incorporated by reference.
The background investigation shall be completed on oc prior to
the appointment date.

(4) Be a high school graduate oc have passed the General Education
0e6veopmont test with an overall scort of %at Lass than 45, and
a standard score of not less than 35 on any section of the test,
as established by the American Counctl on Education.

1-4



Commission on Peace Officer St.ndards anti Training

REGUZLAT1rVS
*aevised: January 26, 1984

.,002. Minimum Standards for Employment (continued)

(5 ) Be examinod by a licensed physician and surgeon and must meet
the requirements prescribed in the POST Administrative Manual.
Section C-2, -Physical Exiaination.* (adopted effectzve April 15.
1982), herein incorporated by reference.

(6) Be interviewed personally prior to employment by the department
head or a repreeentative(s) to determine the peace officer~s
suitability for the police servicet which includes but is -tot
limited to the peace officer's appearance, personality. maturity,
temperament, background, and ability to communicate. This regu-
lation may be satisfied by an employee of the department parti-
cipating as a member of the peace officer's oral interview panel.

(7) Be able to read and write at the levels necessary to perform the
job of a peace officer as determined by the use of the POST
Entry-Level Law Enforeement Test Battery or other job-related
tests of reading and writing ability.

(b) All requirements of Section 1002 of the Regulations shall apply to
each lateral entrant. regardless of the rank to which the person is
appointed. unless waived by the Comission.

1003. Notice of Peace Officer Appoil~taent/Tormination

Whenever a regular. specialized, or reserve peace officer is newly appointed.
enters a department laterally, terminates. or changes peace officer status
within the seine agency. the department shall notify the Cousmission within 30
days of such action on a forn approved by the Comitssion as prescribed in PAM
Section C-4. *Notice of Peace Officer Appointment/Termination."

1004. Conditions for Continuing Eployment

(a) Every peace officer employed by a department shall be required to
serve in a probationary status for not less than 12 months.

1005. Minimum Standards for Training

(a) Basic Training (Required)

(1) Every regular officer. except those participating in a POST-
approved field training program, shall satisfactorily meet the
training requirements of the basic Course.before being assigned
duties which include the prevention and detection of crime and
the general enforcement of state laws.

zj31uUfts for the basic Course are set forth in PAM. Section
D-1-3. (adopted effective April 15. 1982). herein incorporated
by reference.

Agencies that employ regular officers say assign newly appointed
sworn personnel to a POST-approved field training program as
peace officers for a period not to exceed 90 days from date of
hire, without such personnel being enrolled in a basic course.
if (1) the personnel have satisfied the training requirements of
Pael Code Section 832 and (2) the Commission has approved a
field training plan submitted by the agency and the personnel
are full-time participants therein.

Requirements for a POST-approved Field Training Program are set
forth in PAN, Section D-13.

.-. .
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Z *;visec January 26. 1984

.)05. fnoium Standards for Training

,a) Basic Training 'Requ;.red) (continued)

2) Every regularly employed and paid as such inspector or invest-
gacor of a district attorney's office as defined in Section 830.1
P.C. 4ho conduct* :riinal investigations, except those partici-
pating in a POST-approved field training program. shall be re-
quired to satisfactorily mot the training requirements of the
District Attorney Znvestiqators Basic Course. PAN Section 0-l-4.
(adopted effective Apcil 27, 1903) herein incorporated by refer-
ence. The standard may be satisfactorily not by successful coan-
pietion of rhe training requirements of the Basic Course. PAK
Section -L-3, before being assigned dutie -hich include per-
fortinq specialized enforcement or Lnvestiacive duties. The
satisfactory coepletion of a certified Investigation and Trial
Preparation Course. PAM Section D--4. is alsO required within
12 months from the date of appointment as a regularly employed
ad paid as such inspector or investigator of a District
Attorney's Office.

(3) rvery regularly esployed and paid am such marshal Or deputy
marshal of a muncipal court as defined in Section 30.' P.C.,
except those participating in a POST-4pproved field training
program, shall satisfactorily meet the training standards of the
Mrshals Basic Course, PAN Section D-L-S, (adopted effective
April 27. 1963) herein incorporated by reference. The standards
may be satisfactorily not by successfully completinq the, training
requirements of the Basic Course, PAN Section 0-L-3. before being
assigned duties which include performing specialized enforcement
or invoestigative duties. The satisfactory completion of a certi-

fled Bailiff and Civil Process Course, PAN Section 0-1-S, is also
required within 12 months from the date of appointment as a regu-
larly employed and paid as such marshal or deputy marshal of a
municipal court.

(4) Every specialized officer, except marshals. deputy marshals, and
regularly employed and paid as such inspectors or investigators
of a district attorney's office, shall satisfactorly moot the
training requirements of the Basic Course, PAM Section 0-1-3.

within L2 months from the date of appointment as a regularly
employed specialized peace officer, or for those specialized
agency peace officers whose primary duties are invemtigative and
have not satisfactorily completed the Basic Course, the chief
law enforcement administrator say elect to substitute the satis-
factory completion of the training requirements of the Special-
ized Basic Inve.tiqators Course. PA1 Section 0-12.

(5) Every peace officer listed in paragraphs s) 4i mhall

complete the training requirements of Penal Code Section 832
prior to the exercise of peace officer powers.

:b) Supervisory Course (Relqured)

(1) Every peace officer promoted. appointed or transferred to a
first-level supervisory position shall satcsfactorLy :omplete a
certified Supervisory :ourse prior to proeotion or ..itin '.2

months fter the initial ProOtion, appoitment or transfer to
such pnsition.

L -46
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REGULATION4S
Revised: July 1, 1983

1005. Minimum Standards for Traininq

(b) Supervisory Course (Raquired) (continued)

(2) Every regular officer who is appointed to a first-Level super-
visory polition shall attend a certified Supervisory Course and
the officer's jurisdiction may be reimbursed provided that the
regular officer has been awarded or is eligible for the award of
the 3asic Certificate.

* (3) Every regular officer who will be appointed within 12 months to
a first-level supervisory position say attend a certified Super-
vi so ry Course if autJhori zed by the department head, and the
officer's jurisdiction say be reimbursed following satisfactory

completion of such training, provided that the officer has been
awarded or is eligible for award of the Basic Certificate.

* (4) Every regular officer who is assigned to a quasi-supervisory
position say attend a certified Supervisory Course if authorized
by the department head and the officer's jurisdiction say be
reimabursed following satisfactory completion of such training,
provided that the officer has been awarded or is eligible for
award of the asic Certificate.

(5) Requirements for the Supervisory Course are set forth in the
POST Adinistrative Manual. Section D-3. (adopted effective
April IS. 1992). herein inco rated by reference.

(c) Management Course (Required)

(1) Every peace officer promoed. appoined or transferred to a
middle management position shall satisfactorily complete a
certified Management Course prior to promotion or within 12
months after the initial promotion. appointment or transfer to
such position.

(2) Every regular officer who is appointed to a middle manaqement or
higher position shall attend a certified Management Course and
the jurisdiction say be reimbursed, provided the officer has
satisfactorily completed the training requirements of the

Supervisory Course.

(3) Every regular officer who will be appointed within 12 months to
a middle management or higher position may attend a certified
management Course if authorized by the department head, and the
officer's jurisdiction say be reimbursed following satisfactory
completion of such training, provided that the officer has
satisfactorily completed the training requirements of tha
Supervisory Course.

*'(4) Every regular officer who is assigned to a first-Level super-
visory position ay attend a certified Management Course %f

authorized by the department head. and the officer's juris-
diction say be reimbursed following satisfactory completion of
such training. provided that the officer has satisfactorily
completed the training requirements of the Supervisory Course.

(5) Requirements for the Management Course are set forth in the OST
Administrative Manual. Section D-4, (adopted effective April 1S.
1982), herein incorporated by reference.

1-7
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,. REOCLA:ONS

Revised July 1, 1983

005. Minimum Standards for Training (continued)

'd) Advanced Officer Course (Required)

(1) Every peace officer below the rank of ftrst-tsvel .pervisorl
position as defined in Section 1001 (k) shall sat ;factor:ly

complete the Advanced officer Course of 20 or mar hours at

least once every four years after completion of the Sa .c Course.

(2) The above requirement may be et bry satisfactory co let:on of
any certified Technical Course of 20. or nore hours, or sati -

factory completion of the alternative method of co: Liance as

determined by the Commission.

(3) Every regular officer, regardless of rank, say atter a certi-
tied Advanced Officer Course and the jurisdicti may be
reimbursed.

(4) Requirements for the Advanced Officer Course are se forth in
the POST Administrative Manual. Section D-2. (adopts, effective
April 15, 1982), herein incorporated by reference.

(e) Executive Development Course (Optional)

(1) The Executive Development Course is desiqned for !epartment
heads and their executive staff positions. Eve regular
officer who is appointed to an executive position sy attend
acertifid Executive Development Course and the juris :tion may

be reimbursed provided the officer has satisfactoril completed

the training requirements of the Menaqement Course.

(2) Every regular officer who will be appointed within 17 months to
a department head or executive position say attend certifie.
Executive Development Course if authorized by the eapartment
head and the officer's jurisdiction may be reimburse, provided
the officer has satisfactorily completed the trainir require-
sents of the Management Course.

(3) Requirements for the Executive Development Course arc set forth

in PAM Se-tion 0-5.

(f) Technical Courses (Optional)

(1) Technical Courses are designed to develop skills anc knowledge
in subjects requiring special expertise.

(2) Requirements for Technical Courses are set forth in -1 Section
0-6.

(g) Approved Courses

(1) Approved courses pertain only to training mandated b, the Legi-
slature for various kinds of peace officers and ot r groups.
The Comission may designate training institutions agencies
to present approved courses.

(2) Requirements for Approved Courses are set forth in " Sectoo
0-7.

.- a
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REGUL.ATOrtIS
tRevised: December 1, 1983

1005. Minimum Standards for Training (continued)

(h) Seminars (Optional)

(1) Seminars ace designed to disseminate information or study and
solve current and future pcoblems encountered by law enforcement.

(2) Requirements for Seminars are set forth in PAX Section 0-8.

(i) Fild Management Training (Optional)

(1) Field Management Training is designed to assist In the solution

of specific aanagement problems within individual Regular Program
departments.

(2) Requirements for Field Management Training are set forth in PAN
Section 0-9.

1006. Extension of Time Limit foc Course Completion

(a) The Commission may grant an extension of tim limit for completion of
any course required by Section 1005 of the Regulations upon presenta-
tion of evidence by a department that a peace officer is unable to
complete the required course within the time limit prescribed because
of illness, injury, military service, oc special duty assignment re-
quired and made in the public interest of the concerned jurisdiction:
or upon presentation of evidence by a department that a peace officer
is unable to comlete the required course within the time prescribed.
Time extensions granted under this sub-section shall not exc that
which is ceasonable, bearing in mind each individual circumstance.

(b) In the event that a department in the Regular Program does not require
an individual. to cplete the applicable training by the end of the
extension period, such department sh ll not be eligible for the reim-
bursement of any expenses which ace incurred as a result of the
training when it finally occurs.

1007. Reserve Officer Program

Every reserve peace officer serving in a department participating in the POST
Program shall satisfy the selection and training standards adopted by the
Commission. See the POST Administzative Manual, Section 3-2, (adopted
effective April S, 1982), and Sections N-L. S-. 3-4. and E-S. (adopted
effective July 15, 1982), herein incorporated by reference.

1008. Waiver of Attendance of a POST-Certified Basic Course

The Commission may waive attendance of a POST-certified basic course required
by Section 100S(a)(1), (2), or (4) of the Regulations for an already trained
individual who is currently employed or under consideration for hire as a
full-time California peace officer by an agency participating in the POST
prcgram. This waiver shall be determined by an evaluation and examination
process as specified in PAK Section 0-11, Waiver of Attendance of a POST-
Certified Basic Course, (adopted effective January 28, 19821, herein incorpor-
aced by reference.

1-9
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Commnission on Peace Officer Standards and TrIALA2n

RZOULATZOI4S
*ReviSed December 1., 1983

1009. Specialized Law Enforcement Certification Program

The POST Specialized Law Enforcement Certification Program is established for
the purpose of raising the level of cometence of SpeCialized law enforcement
officers. Only eligihle law enforcement agencies, as defined in Regulation
1001(x) or otherwise provided by laV, may participate in this voluntary program
and receive benefits. The cost of the education and training to meet minimum
standards of the Program is the responsibility of Whe individual and/or agency.
Acceptance aid adherence to POST standards of selection- and training are
required if a specialized Law enforcement agency is to participate in the
Program.

(a) Standards tor Specialized Agencies Entry into Proga.

(1) Must perform law enforcement or investigative duties. as defined
by the Comission in Regulation 1001(x); and

(2) Msat pesent to the Commission an application to participate in
the Program accomanied by a certified copy of an ordinancer or,
in the case of an agency not empowered to pass ordinances, a
resolution or letter of intent adopted by its governinq body
providing that while participating in the Program the agency
will Wdhere to the standards foe recruitment and training
established by the Comission. The application shall contain
such information as the Comisaion say request.

(b) The provisions tot the Specialized Law Enforcement Certification
Program age the same as foe the Regular Program except as expressed
in the Regulations and Procedures.

1010. Eligibility toe Participation

(a) To be eligible for participation in the POST Program, a Jurisdiction
or agency must adhere to the minimum standards for selection and
training as defined in Regulations 1002, 1005, and 1009 for every
peace officer employed by the jurisdiction or agency.

(b) A Jurisdiction or agency shall be ineligible to participate If it:

(1) Employs one or more peace officers who do not meet the minimum

standardis for employment; or

(2) Doee not require that every peace officer satisfactorily
completes the required training as prescribed in these
Regulation.; or

(3) Paz in its employ any Regular Program peace officer hired after
JanuarY 1, 1971, who has not acquired the Basic Certificate
within six =mths after date of completion of 12 months of
satisfactory service from the date first hired as a peace
officer. or a otherwise determined by the Commission in PAI4
Section r-I-S-a: or

1-1
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RZ13UL.ATIONS
Revised: July 1, 1,382

1.010. Eligibility for Participation

(hi A jurisdiction cc agency shall be ineligible to participate if it:
(continued)

(4) Effective upon entry into the Specialized Program, has in its
employ any specialized peace officer hired thereafter who has
mot acquired the Basic CertifiCate within Six Months after date
of comrpletion of 12 months of satisfactory service from the date
first hired as a peace Officer; Or

(5) Fails to permit the Cmission to makce such inquiries and in-
spection of records as may be necesary to verity claima fog
reim~busement or to determine whether the jurisdiction or agency
is. in fact, adhering to the Comission's egu.lation..

(c) If it appears to the Comison that a jurisdiction or agency has
failed to adhere to the stinimom standards for recruitment, selection
or training, the Coemission shall notify the jurisdiction or agency
of its concern and of the jurisdiction's or agency's probable ineli-
gibility for participation. The Comisalon shall request that the
agency or jurisdiction comly with the minima standards. In the
event that the jurisdiction or agency fails to comply, the Cinmission
shall afford the contcerned jurisdiction's or agency's official
representatives the opportunity to appear before the Comissio and
present appropriate evidence or testimony. If the Comission finds
that the standards have not been adhered to, It must, begin~ning with
a date determined by the Commissizn. reject all of the jurisdiction's
or agency's requests foc services or benefits. A jurisdiction or
agency may be reinstated in the Program and again become eligible for
participation when, in the opinion of the Coemiasion, the jurisdiction
or agency has demionstrated that it will adhere to the prescribed
standards. The period during which the, jurisdiction or agency shall
regain ineligible for services or benefits shall. be at the discretion
of the Comission.

1011. Certificates and Awards

(a) Certificates and awards are presented by the Ccamission In recognition
of achievement of education, training, and experiance for the purpao
of raising the level of competence of law enforcement officers and to
foster cooperation among the Coessission, agencies, groups, organiza-
tions, jurisdictions and individuals.

(b) Professional certificates shall remain the property of the Commission.
Certificates may be denied or cancelled when:

(1) A peace officer is adjudged guilty of a felony; or

(2) If the certificate wag obtained through msrepresentation, or
fraud; or

(3) The certificate was Issued due to administrative error.

-- -- -- -- --



Cominission on Peace Officer Standards and Trining

REGULATIONS

Revised: July 1. 1983

1.011. Certificates and Awards (continued)

(c) Whenever a peace officer. or a former peace officer, is adjudged
guilty of a felony, the employing department in the case of a peace
officer, or the department participating in the 20ST Program that is
responsible for the investigation of the felony charge against a
former peace officer, shell notify the Commission within 30 days
following the final adjudicative disposition. The notification shall
include the person's namee, charge, date of adjudicarion. case numiber
and court, and the law enforcement jurisdiction responsible for the
investigation of the charge.

(d) Requirements for the, denial or cancellation of Professional certifi-
cates are as prescribed in PAN Section F-2.

(s) Regular Certificates, end Specialized Law Enfoccment Certificates,
i.e., Basic, Intermediate, Advanced, Supervisory, Management and
Executive Certificates are provided for the purpose, of fostering
prof asa&onaLizati on. education and exper ience neceesagy to adequately
accmlish the general or specialized police service duties performed
by regular or specia.ized peace officers. Requiroments for the
Certificates are as prescribed in PAN4 Section F-I.

1012. Crtificatica of Courses

(a) The Cosission may certify Courses. Criteria tor certification
include, but are not limited to, a deimonstrated need and compliance
vith minimum standards for curriculum, facilities, instructors and
instructional quality. Because of the variety of Courses provided by
the Comission (e.g., firearms, chemical agent, defensive driving),
epecific standards for course certification and presentation will
reflect the specific needs for the type of course certified.

(b) Certification of course* may be revoked by action of the Coimission
when-

(1) There is no longer a demnstratod need for the course; or

(2) There Lis failure to comply with standards set forth in (a)
above; or

(3) There, axe other causes warranting revocation as determined by
the Comission.

1013. Code of Ethics

The Law Enforcement Code of Ethics, as stated in PAN Section C-3. shall be
administered to all peace officer trainees during the Basic Course or at the
time of appointment.

1014. Training for Son-Sworn and Paraprofessional Personnel

(a) Reimibursemnt shall bes provided to Regular Program agencies 'Or the
training of non-sworn personnel performing police taskcs and pars-
professional personnel, provided for by Regulation 1015 and the POST1
Administrative manuel Section E-1-4a, (adopted effective April 15,
1982), herein incorporated by reference.

1-12
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Revised: July 1, "963

1014. Training for Mon-Sworn and paraprofessional Personnel (continued)

(b) Request for Approval

(L) Moc-Sworn or paraprofessional Personnel. Whenever it is
necessary for the employing Jurisdiction to obtain prior written

approv, f rm the Commission for mon-aworn or peraprofeeaiona.L
personnel to attend reimbursable training, the agency shall
include in the approval request the 'oLlowing inforuatzon

regarding each individual. (5ee PAM Section E-l-4a):

(A) The trainee's name and job title.
(U) Job decription.
(C) Course title, location and dates of presentation.

(2) Request for approval must reach the Comission 30 days prior to
the starting date of the course.

(c) Reimbursement

Reimbursement aor non-sworn and paapgrafessional personnel is computed
in the same maner (except as noted below) as for sworn personnel
according to the reimbursement plan for each course appropriate for
the employee's classification as set forth in the POST Administrative
Manual, Section 9-1-4a, (adopted effective April 15, 1982), herein
incorporated by reference.

Mo reimbuEsmnt is provided for the training of non-eworn personnel
for expenses associated with courses enumerated in Regulation
1005(a) (b) (c) (d) (ei, except as provided in PAM Section E-l-4a (3) and
(4).

1015. Reimbursements

(a) Proportionate Reimbursement

In the Regular Program, reimbursements to cities, counties, and
districts shall be granted by the Commission in accordance with
Section 13523 Penal Code.

(1) Marshals' and district attorneys' departeents are included in
the Regular Program for reimbursement even though individual
officers employed by the agencies have retained specialized
peace officer classification.

(b) Requests for Reimbursement

Each request for reimbursement must be submitted on a form provided
by the Commission and submitted to the training institution at the
beginning of a POST-certified training course. No further action is
required by the participating jurisdiction to ceceive reimbursement
except for those courses requiring a repoct to "CST as a condition of
successful completion, such as Field -Anaqement Training and Team
Buildinq Workshopa. Upon completion of the trainxng, reimbursement

will be automatically computed and paid to the jurisdiction.

1-1
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REGULATIONS

Ravi 'ed July 1. 1983

1015. Reimbhursements (continued)

(C) Training Expenses May go Claimed Only Once

When a Regular Program trainee has attended & course certif led by t.Je
Cominion for which reimbursement Ila& been legally requested and
paid. an employing Jurisdiction may not receive reimbursement !or
subsequent attendance by the sae trainee of the same course except
where attendance of the course is authorized to be repeated periodi-
cally, such as for Seminars, Advanced Officer Courses, and selected
Technical. Courses which deal with laws, courct decisions, procedures,
techniques and equipment which are 3suhject to rapid development or
change. Exceptions ot special Circumstances must be approved by the
Executive Director prior to beginning the training course.

(d) Raimbursement is provided only for expenses related to attendance of
POST certified Courses.

e)Reimbursement say be provided only for satisfactorily completed
training acquired by full-time employees in an on-duty status. S..
the p0Sf; Administrative -anual , Section E-1-4c: end *, (adopted
effective April 15, 1982), herein incorporated by reference-.

(f) Reimburzsent may be made to a jurisdiction which terminates a Regular
Program BSic course trainee, allows a trainee to resign Prior to
completion of a certified basic course, or If the trainee is unable
to complete a certified basic course due to illness, injury, or other
phyical or academic deficiency, provided the requirements of Section
1002(al (1) through (7) have been completed prior to the trainee's
appointment date and the date the Course began. The remaining reim-
bursement entitlement (up to 400 hours mazinuim Cor those trainees
eligible to be re-enrolled. may be applied to any certified basic
course which Is subsequently attended.

(9) Reimbursemeent may be paid to a Jurisdiction when a Regular Program
trainee failn a certified basic course only because of -lot passing a
locally required training subject(s), but the trainee otherwise
satisfactorily Completes the course.

(h) Reimbursement for partial completion of a certified MoQtorcycle Train-
Ing Course or instructor training courses may be provided if tne
trainee fails to complete the course due to an inability to perform
the siills required for successful completion.

4ote: Refer to PAN Section E. Reimbursements, for detailed informa-
tion on reimbursement procedures.

1016. Services Provided by the Comission

Counseling services are provided only to a local jurisdiction, and only upor.
request for the purpose of improving its administration, management, and
opetrations. Aid may also be given to such agencies in implementing recoemended
proceduries or practices. See PAMt section G.

1-14
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TABLE[I
CRIMES. 1974 AND 1978-1983

FBI CRIME INDEX TOTAL AND THE CALIFORNIA CRIME INDEX OFFENSES
Number. Race Per 100.000 Population. and BCS Crime Index

Vioilnt cumn [ Property afe

FBI Caliomaa I %Eocor
Crone C.[4oo

Index in,ex WUiul Foriabis Aaratd t iemcts Laciny-
Yeiu touwa total Tomt homiacde rape Robbery -m-tt Total Burgilry :nett :aoit

S1983......... .1,80.78* 813.789 194.89 240 12092 85,624 93.933 619.300 460.401 1586J99 84.992
1992 ........... 1.801.262 865.431- 201.433 2,778 12.529 91.981 94.138 663-998 499.468 164.530 935.831
1951 ...........1 .30.288 910.241 2036.5 3.140 13.545 93.638 97.342 '02.076 539.809 162267 920,047
1980 ........... 1.838.417 928.297 209-903 3,405 13.661 90382 102.555 718394 543.346 174.548 910.120
1979 ............ 1689.1 52 45.684 183,704 2.941 12.199 75.649 92.915 661.980 494.736 167441 843.48
1978 ......... 1.575.182 803.99 164.751 2.601 11.249 67.920 82-981 638.848 485.742 153.106 771.583

1974 (boo yW • . 1.427.007 812. 1 Y27.40 F.970 8.4110 5.742 84.277 S8.02 4271.80 733.1R 734 0W

"PtCom caump in
number from

1982 to 1963 .... -6.7 -6.0 -3.4 -5.0 -)3 -6.7 -.2 -6.7 -7.8 -3.4 -7.4
1981 to 1982 .. . . -1.6 -4-9 -3.2 -11.5 -7.5 -1.9 -3.8 -5.4 -.5 1.4 1.-
1 ,980 to 1981 .... -.4 -1.9 -. 8 -7.8 -8 3.7 -4.6 -L -. 7 -7.0 1.1
1979 to 1980 .... 8.8 9.8 14.2 15.8 12.0 1923 10.4 83.5 9.9 4.4 .-9
1978 to 1979 .... 7.2 5.2 11.5 13.1 8.4 11.4 12.0 3.6 1.9 9.2 9.3

1978 to 193 .... 6.7 LJ 18.0 1-5 7. 2.4 13.2 -3. -5.2 .8 12.4

Ran pe I (10.000
pop ulofl

-

1963 .......... 6676.7 3232.7 726 1OJ 48.0 340.9 373.1 2j40.1 1,28.9 631.2 3.444.0
1982 ............ 7 Z5.5 33500.4 814.7 11.2 50.7 372.1 380.8 2,653.6 2,020.2 665. 3,78S.1
1981 ......... 734.4 3.7619 88.02 13.0 56.0 317.0 404.4 2301.

A  
2231.0 670.6 3.802-5

198q ............ 7,743 3,901 883.1 143 57.5 379.8 431.S 3.022.4 2.2834 344 3829.0
1979........ 7.263.6 3,636.6 790.0 12.6 5235 325.3 399. 2,846.6 2.427.4 719.2 3.627.0
1978......... 6.86.9 3.18.5 721.4 11.4 49.3 297.4 3633 2.797.2 2.126A 670.4 3J78.4
7974 ............ 6.=7 3277 Ono 9.3 40.7 24.1 3=9 2AW 2.=.7 O.0 3.40.1

Permt clug in
inte from

1962 to 1983 .... -&.4 -7.6 -5. -6.2 -5j -8.4 -20 -8.4 -93 -$52 -9.0
1981 to 1982 .... -3.7 -7.0 -3 -13.8 -9.5 -3.8 -5.3 -7.4 -9.4 -8 -5
1980to 1981 ... . .-22 -3.7 -2.6 -9.1 -L6 1.9 -4 -4.0 -2 -4.7 -

197970 1980 .... 6. 7.4 11. 13.5 9.5 16.8 8.0 6.2 '5 2.1 5.6
1978 to 1979 .... 52 3.4 93 10,, 6.5 9.4 10.0 Lb 0 '2 -.4

' .1 9 7 t o I9 .... 3 .2 - . j :j - 7. 9 - 2 .6 1 .6 7 -I Z J - 1 4 .0 - .8 .% 9.

°cs Cime Ia dei
(1974- 100)

1983 .......... WI99.1 98.8 1"22 112.9 119.7 136.9 *22.9 92.2 9.7 100 992
1982 .......... 108.1 107.0 1325 120.4 126.4 149.4 5.4 100.6 99.0 105.8 109.1
1981 ........ 112-2 115.0 1423 139.8 139.6 155.4 133.2 108.7 109.4 106.6 109o
1980 ......... 114.8 119.4 146.7 153. 143.4 152. 142.1 1132 112.2 116.8 110.4
1979 ......... 107.8 111.2 131.2 135.5 130.9 130.6 131.6 106.7 104.3 * I4.. :04a
1978 ......... 1022 107.6 119.8 122.6 122.9 119.4 119.7 104.8 04,, 06.6 )' 4

4 ......... 00.0 700.0 F00.0 700.0 700.0 700.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 ;00.0 '00.0

'In 1 979 FBt Cr 'me Ine Source: California Department o V - Muol&" .
rosas~eVcy e ,tl te dat.'Thei FBI C e Indeto J U $t i C e, Crime and -De.iIncuencv .n

cfte'"am b- o""a- CaI aifornia - 1983, ivis ion of Z a'w
7 -e8scSCm..Inde s Enforcement Publication, .984.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.
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TABLE 9
LARCENY.THEFT CRIMES, 1974 AND 1978-1983

Number. Rat per 100.000 Population. and BCS Crime Index

1 $200 am own Under S200
You Total Tots 0-m 14W0' S200-$400- To.& $50-$19 Unde S50

£983 ....... 8.92 310ASO 174,623 135 J27 $ 56542 233.116 323.426

1982 ..... 935.831 315648 - - 620.163 265.121 35.,042
1981 ....... 920.047 297.306 - - 622.739 265.339 357.400
1980 ....... 1 .120 264.192 - - 645,925 268.788 377.140
1979 ....... $43.468 214.947 - - 628.521 237,103 371.418
1971 ....... '71.593 174,386 - - 597,197 236J59 360.838
7974 (bm VW) rj4.s08 170.444 - - 4 .082 23.m .87,33

Rate per 100.000
populason

1963 ....... 3.444.0 U,.33.2 693.7 139.6 2.210 91.O 1.J4.1
1952 ....... 3,785.1 1.276.8 - - 2508.3 1.072.3 1,436.0
1981 ....... 3.802 1.222.7 - - 2,573.7 1.096.6 1,477.1
1980 ....... 3.829.0 1.11.i - - 2,717.5 1,30.1 .I786.1
1979 ..... 3.627.0 924.3 - - 2,702.7 1.05A 1.597.2
1971 ....... 3378.4 763.4 - - 2414.8 1.034.9 1.579.9
974 ....... 41. 21. - - 2,.94? . (,LP 7.4

1942 to £963.. -9.0 -3.4 . - -11.9 - 13A - 10.
1981 to 1982 .. J.. 3.9 - - -z.5 -Z,2 -2.8
1980 to 1981 .. .7 10. - - -.3 -3.0 -49
1979 to 1980. 5.6 20.3 -- .5 23 -. 7
1978 to 1979.. 7.4 21.1 - 3.4 6.8 1.1
1978 to 1983.. 1.9 61.5 - -11.4 -10.- -1.7

(1974 LO0)

193 ....... 99.3 236.4 75.0 82. 70.2
1962 109.1 24.8 - 85.1 95.9 '78.5
1981 109.6 135.6 - - 7.3 95.1 so.7
L980 ....... 110.4 213.1 - 92.2 101.1 86.71
1979 ..... 1. 104.6 177.2 - 91.7 98.9 87.3
1978 ....... 97.4 144.4 - 88.7 92.6 6.4
7974 .... 0 701.0 O - 700.0 rO.0 700.0

'Then Gets ase not amsle prier to i963.
tTWO1 OS CrU1e (those reoqeets casm. rtest from itis-i963 tft tte I79p4 mg et aut l00.
4OlIt lgivg uel arimes ue ay nO' ad o tihe tOtal Of isi0tmA aole rMue beMU Of roundlt.

........................
* . * * . ..o. . . . . .
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APPENDIX 19

POST Basic Course Schedule



March jg~~m 50th Basic1s e.

_____ 13141C

am Registration P.T. 9,1, P.T. P.T.

9:00
am Classroom Disablers Report Lifetime Disablers

Notataking Writing Fitness

10:00
amU NotebookC Disablers Lifetime isablers

Outlining Fitness

11:00 plln Rpr
in eotReport Related Use of the

am Selt Writing Nitine Agencies Telephone

1:00
pm Equipment Report Report Ethics Workbook

Assignmnent Writing Writing Information

2:00
pm Physical Ethics Radio

Medical Procedures
Information

3:00
pm Professional Unethical College

Orientation Conduct Test

4:00
pm Identification Report Report Unethical College

Photo Writing Writing Conduct Tes t

Source: CaIi f or n ia Commission on
Peace of ficer Standards and Traininc,
Bai ore POST Publication, '1985.
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50th Basic

March 19,15 .rid .:e*

8:00
am P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Probatior

Procedure-,

9:00
am Community Administration Administration Laws of Laws of Probation

Relations of of Arrest Arrest Procedures
Justice Justice

10:00
am Victimj Witness

Program

11:00"nsrto LaIsofViti
am Comnity Administratior Adinistratio Lawsi of Laws of Victim

Relations of of Arrest Arrest Witness
Justice Justice Program

1:00 Beat Patrol Beat Patrol Beat Patrol Beat Patrol Disputes Criminal
Law

2:00
pm

3:00pm:-- - -

4:00 I

pm Beat Patrol Beat Patrol Beat Patrol Beat Patrol Disputes Criminal
Law

Ist Exam Exam Review

.. . . . . .



March 19CS 3rd W.eeb.

2526 27 28r - -

am P. T. P.T. P.TT.PP. T.rP.iT.
L a

9:00
am Criminal A.B.C. A. B. C. Criminal fl. iss ing

Law Law Persons

%~ 
al

11:00 Ciia
am mia A.B.C. A.B.C. Criminal Missing Crimilnal

LwLaw persons Law

Unusual
1:00 Incidont
pm Disputes Criminal Criminal Criminal CrI:, Fire

Law Law Law Prevrt'on Conditions

2:00
pm

4:00 MC iul..ia

pm Disputes Criminal Criminal C r I Fi.- ~~ re

Law Law La Coma

2nd Exam Exam Review
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50th Basic
April 1985 4n .c.

__-? .... -. ..5-........i

8:00
am P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Juvenile

Procedure:

9:00
am Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle

Code Code, Code Code. Theft

10:0(

ar Vehicle
Code

11:00
an Criminal Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Juvenile

Law Code Code Theft Procedures

" Vehicle

1:00
". Criminal Code Search & Child Juvenile Chemical

Law Seizure Abuse Procedures Spill

Incidents"" • ~Lunch ,,

2:00
Pff Mental

Illness

4:00

pm Criminal Mental Search & Child Juvenile Chemi al
Law Illness Seizure Abuse Procedures Spill

Incidents

3rd Exam Exam Revie

*' .'-'-i -. O. C. .- ..oo, . *. .- ...-':'2 . .' . *. *." *.' i .- .'.. . . " ... - . " '. . - . .. .. - ", - .. . .. . .',.
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April 5 ii Wce'

2 9 10) 1'1 I !

8:00
ani P. T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Rules of

Ev idence

9:00
am Drunk Drunk Drunk Search & Search &

Driving Driving Driving Seizure Seizure

10:00
am

11:00

am Drunk Drunk Drunk Search & Search & Rules ofDriving Driving Driving Seizure Seizure Evidence

1:00
pm Bombing Search & Search & Rules of Search & Firearms

Seizure Seizure Evidence Seizure Lecture- - I - *
2:00

3:00

- I I_ _--

4:00 Rules of Search & Firears

Pm Bombing Search & Search & Evidence Seizure Lecture
Seizure Seizure

4th Exam Exam Review

-.

* ' .*S . . . . . . . ... ,...... .. , -,-, ..5..,..,:-o. .. . ' .- . , .-*....-.- . ., ... ,,. .. ....-.-. .. :, .,-,. ., , . .. .. v .-. , -" .",
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April 6th .o e Ik

- 15 17W ~ ~
3:00

an P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Co1lecticr
Evidence

9:00
am Accident Accident Accident Accident Accident

Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigationi F f .
10:00

1:00
am Accident Accid nt Accident Accident Accident Collection

Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Evidence

1:00
pm Arrest Arrest Arrest Arrest Arrest Collection

Techniques Techniques Techniques Techniques Techniques Evidence

2:00 j--
"-- -

3:00
pm

4:00
pm Arest Arrest Arrest Arrest Arrest Collectic.

Techniques Techniques Techniques Techniques Techniques Evidence

5th Exam Exam Review

m.................................................... ..
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." )Utn basic (

April 7th ,

i 22 ?l24 ?50;7_

3: 00
am P. T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Crimes i

Progress

9:00
am First Aid First Aid First Aid First Aid Vehicle

& C.P.R. & C.P.R. & C.P.R. & C.P.R. Search

_______ - t-

10:00
am

1:00
am First Aid First Aid First Aid First Aid Vehicle Crimes in

& C.P.A. A C.P.R. & C.P.R. & C.P.A. Search Progress

1:00
pm Defensive Defensive Defensive Defensive Defensive Crimes in

Tactics Tactics Tactics Tactics Tactics Progress

2:00

3:00
_ _ I

6I E

4:00 Ofepme Defensive Defensive Defensive Defensive Defensive Crimes it
Tactics Tactics Tactics Tactics Tactics Progress

6thl Exam Exam Review
Election of
Class 0f~icers

S..



Apr I Ma y 8t." ;.ee

29 30 1 2 3

8:00
am P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Crimiral

Inves:tigaz

______ ______ j.A" Pft __ _ _ _ _

I 9:00

am First Aid First Aid First Aid Preliminary Preliminary
& C.P.R. & C.P.R. & C.P.R. Investigation Investigation

_ _ I _____

10:00

- . i ~

11:00
am First Aid First Aid First Aid Preliminary Preliminary Criminal

& C.P.R. & C.P.R. & C.P.R. Investigation Investigation Investigat-

1:00
pm Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Criminal

Stops Stops Stops Stops Stops Investigat

_iI I _

2:00

3:00 I

PM

-'- - S -

4:00
om Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Criminal

S to ps Stops Stops Stops Stops Investiga:

Building Building Building 7th Exam
Search Search Search

*bo".

S. . . SI"

.. . .. .
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both "asic

,ath . e

, 6 7 q .. .. . .;

a P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Crimes
Scenes

90O
ar Unusual Use of Use of Interpersonal Civil

Incidents Force Force Communications Liability

10:O0
11:0 I

Unusual Use of Use of Interpersonal Civil Crime
Incidents Force Force Communications Liability Scenes

1:00
pm Criminal Criminal Criminal Criminal Criminal Crime

Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Scenes

2:00

"I ________ _______

3:00

4:00
pm Criminal Criminal Criminal Criminal Criminal Crime

Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Investigation Scenes

Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle 8th Exam
Stops Stops stops

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



50th Basic

May 10th i

13 14 _________ .j... 17

8:00
am P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. P.T. Custody

g :00
am Mutual Aid Chemical I'arcotics Courtroom IntoxlyzerI

Agents Demeanor

10:00
am Mutual Aid

11:00 News Media Cheical Narcotics Courtroom Intoxlyzer Custody
am Relations Agents Deenor

1:00
pm, Coroner Cases Chemical Narcotics Narcotics Intoxlyzer Custody

Agents

2:0M - Intaxlyzer

3:00
pm 10 lthi Exam

4:00
pm Coroner Cases Chemical Narcotics Narcotics 10th Exam Custody

Agents
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!-. .ay Ilth .-'ecv

8:00 Emergency Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Shooting
am Vehicle Operation Operation Operation Operation Decisions

Orientation Firing Range Firing Range FMing Range Firing IRn e

Lecture

9:00
am

10:0

11:00 Emergency VehicTe Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Shooting
am Vehicle Operations Operations Orations Operations Decisions

Orientation Firing Range Fiing Range Firing Range Firi RHnge
Lecture

1:00
pm Skid Pan Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Shooting

.- Oprations Operations Operations Operations 0eiin~ ~ p!~ofl ..Q!~~n~ ecisions
Fiig Range Firing Range Firing Range FiringRng

2:00
PM

3:00
pm

4:00

pm Skid Pan Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Vehicle Shooting
Operations Opurations Operations Operations Decisions

SFiring Range Firing Range Firing Range Firi ang e

lth Exam Night Shoot Night Shoot



May 12ti .-ea-

27 28 29 30 -1

am Hofl day P.T. P.T. P.T. TEA

9:00
am Hostage Crow TEA TEA

Negotiations Contra]

0G:00
am

L1:00 Holiday Hostage Crowd Contro TEA
am Negotiations

1:00
pm Holiday Hostage Crowd Control TEA S ta te Exam

2:00 - - Negotiations-

PM Snipers

3:00
PM 13th Exam

-I.

4:00
pm Holiday Hostage Snipers 13th Exam State Exam

Negotiations

Night Problems 12th Exam
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APPENDIX 20

Physical Conditioning Program
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CONDOIT1014ING SCMEDUJLE

Training C~morm' MMWuv Thing., Wedningay ThwIfty Fnida

*ARM-UP PHASE---

ribm aw: 7-10 bgWum 710mm 7-1O wmwi 7-10 ftnusgn 7-10 mnugna

oust Wd,.ucw: A A A A A

coloNoITNG~ PHASE
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(Mo~di: aiu-uig Awgad) rtwuNo *wUnhJ Asuad
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NWAVMmuIau Mule" Naavousgaar Newommular Awaik
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(Madulej arcwtl R(C OVAaa Gram) RuDAifl)
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OuW RON afm El C E2 11 02
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DWI ARfivfit: A A jA AA

Source: California Commission on
Peace Officer Standards and Training,
Basic Academy Ph icConditioning
Program, POST bu Tcin,- 37



mini"in Program Requirementa

The POST Basic Academuy Physical Conditioning Program is designed to be
sufficiently flexible to accommodate the needs and constraints of each local
academy. However, the following mnmm uirments of the program must be
Met.

1. Conditioning sessions mst be conducted at least three days per week;

2. Each session mest be a full 60 minutes In length;

3. Each session must be comprised of the modules as presented on the
sched;ii rn'Table 3; and

4. The program mast be comprised of at least 36 condi tonng sessions
with no more than a two-day break between aniisiigns.

P.ogram FlexibIlity

The flexibility of the conditioning program is manifested in four principal
ways: (1) program length, (Z) number of sessions per week, (3) mdule
Interchangeability, and (4) selective substitutioi of module content. Each
type of adaptation is discussed below.

a Program Length: There are no provisions which limit the number of
sessions that may be conducted. In general, the longer the program,
the higher the average cadet fitness level at the conclusion of the
program. POST encourages academies to extend the program beyond 12
weeks (36 conditioning sessions) if feasible.

. Number of Sessions per Week: The minimum number of training sessions
required pep week is three. However, academies wishing to maximize
the opportunity to Improve cadet fitness eay elect to conduct up to
five sessions per wek--one session per day.

e Module Interchangeability: The conditioning schedule (Table 3) may be
altered at the local level by substituting one module for another
module on any given day as long is the warm-up and coal-down phases
remain a part of the session. The decision to interchange condition-
ing modules will most likely be based upon observations that a class
(or a significant portion of a class) appears to be weak in a
particular area *- such as muscular strength. In such cases It Is
permissible to substitute a particular module for another (i.e.,
concentrate on a cerain objective) but care should be taken that de-
conditioning does not occur in the mitted objective. Also, two of
the objectives in the program, neuromuscular strength and cardio-
vascular endurance, are addresed by more than one module. The alter-
nate modules for these objectlves my be interchanged at any time with
very little risk of a d*-conditioning effect. Substitutions are
particularly appropriate to meet constraints imposed by weather,
temporary loss of space, individual cadet needs, etc.

-. N.



e Selective Omission and Substitution of Module Contnt: There my be
certain exercises within a given module which are difficult to
administer In a particular acadew. One example night be the "single
foot hopping' xercise called for in the agility circuit. Instructors
at the local level my elect to omit this particular exercise because
the training surface (say an unkempt field) is such that they are
afraid of ankle injuries.

When aiitting an exercise, however, It must be replaced with a
suitable alternatlve - that Is, an alternative with similar
specificity. uestions arding the suitability of substitute
exercises may be submitted to POST staff or to a reputable exercise
physiologist In the local area. In either case. a rationale for
significant departures from the exercises specified for any module
should be documented.

The point to be made here is that the content of any particular
module fs not "cut and drIed." and that resonable changes are
permissible whtn'us~feT.

Guidelines for Remedial and Accelerated Training

As discussed previously, the target performance levels called for in each
conditioning madule represent appropriate overload criteria f or the averae
young adult trainee. These target levels, however, o be inappropra 'rir
individuals who either cannot meet the initial performance targets, or who have
current physical abilities that significantly exceed the target levels. The
POST program has been designed to accommodate either type of trainee.

In order to provide an appropriate training stimalus (i.e., overload) for Indi-
viduals who are above or below the initial target levels, it is recomended
that cadets be assigned to exercise groups based upon their initial condition-
ing level. Each group can then begin the program on an intensity (or overload)
schedule from which they can derive maximal benefits, i.e., improvement.

In general, individuals who cannot meet initial target levels for a particular
objective (module) should be Identified as r dial trainees, and those who
clearly exceed Initial target levels should be identified as accelerated
trainees. The decision to form two or more exercise groups or to specify
individualized exercise target levels should be made on the basis of the
results of the initial tasting and/or Instructor observations of how the
cadets respond to the first one or two module administrations. Guidelines for
+Aw this ca. be accomplished with regard to each module are provided in Chapter
Three. A description of the initial testing procedures follows.
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PART V

MANAGING BASIC COURSE UNIT GUIDES

UNIT GUIDE ORGANIZATION

The Unit Guides are divided into 58 units of instruction and incorporated into 15 volumes.
Each uni t guido isI an inRsrutina 0en1geMentM tool , And serves as A Nodel outl Ino for
instruction. The guides help the Instructor and academy mnagement understand thle $COO@ and
intent of the unit Of insVtrucio. It 1s designed to manage the use and improve the quality
of related instructional mterial In order to assure learner achievement of the penorAme
objectives for that unit.

Each Unit guide 1as the following Sections:

o A cover page wi th the unit g uide ti tle* and nmer. and a numeri cal list Of the
learning goals contained therein.

a An introductory page explaining that the unit guide is designed as a gudln for
performence objectives-based law enforcinnet basic training.

o A table of contents.

a A detailed list of the learning goals &Md performance objectiveis covered in the unit
gui de.

o ~tria/eqintreqiramets.
o unit outline containing-

Presentation datea

Personal and referente data

Objectives and cues

o Supporting mterials and referen~ces Idgch my contain:

Handouts

Illustrations
Check sheets

Reference materials

Within the S8 unit guides. learning areas are consolidated into groups for cross referenca.
sheaeby like subject matter is comined and Presented in logical Sequence. A list of the
volms, unit guide nmers and learnin Woals conteined therein Is as follows:

Volume I - Professional Orientation

Unit Guide 0 Unit Guide Title Learning Goals

IIntroduction to 1.1, 1.2. 1.7, 1.8. 1.9.
Law Enforcement 1.10. 1.11

2 Ethics 1.3. 1.4

3 Degarment Orientation 1.5, 7.12. 10.9
Source: California Commission on

Peace Officer Standards and Training,
ZOS Basic, Coursea Management Guide, POST

uliatin 1 984
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Volium 2 -Comunity Relations

hilt Guide # thilt Guide Title Learning Goals

4 Cmmnity Service 2.1, 2.2. 2.3
Cccpt

5Cris* prevention 2.4

* Strss/Cam, 1.6 2.5
Infmeces/Ylctlmlogy

7 Media 8.41

Val"u 3 -La

BIntroduction to Law 3.1, 3.2. 3.3. 3.4.
3.5, 3.7, 3.8

9Crie Against 3.9. 3.11. 3.12. 3.13.
prty 3.14. 3.15. 3.16

10 Cri" Against 3.10, 3.17. 3.18, 3.19.
Person$ 3.20. 3.2.5, 3.21, 3.27

11 General Criminal 3.22, 3.23. 3.24, 3.30.
Stahansa 3.39

12 Juvenile Law aid 3.21, 3.41

13 Sexal Assault 3.23, 3.29

14 Substance Am., 3.31,* 3.32. 3.33. 3.34,
3.35, 3.36. 3.40

Values 4 -Legal ActISofi Arvat/Searcl/StIZUre

Wilt Gold. # thilt Guide Titl* Loarning Goals

is Cnstitutional 3.37. 8.8
RI ghts

16 Law of Arrst 3.6, 3.33

17/18 search ad SeiMur 4.7, 4.8

19 Leop I 2owip 4.9

Vaiwm S - Raise of Evidee

Unilt Guide Unilt Guide Title Learning Goals

2.0 Laws of Evidea 4.1, 4.2. 4.3.
4.4. 4.5, 4.6

........................................
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oles 6 o Coammcations

Lilt Guide # Lit Guide Title Lefrning Goals

21 Interpersanal 5.1
Commncatlains

22 Enter tvl g 10.8

23 Rort writing 5.2. 5.3. 5.4, 5.5.
10.3

24 Telecminumcatgs 5.6

volu 7 - Vehicle Operatian

Lilt Guide t Unit Guide Title Learning Goals

25 vemicle operations 6.7. 6.2. 6.3. 6.4.
6.5, 6.6, 6.7

Volume 8 - Force ad deepnrY

Lilt Guide t unit Guide Title Learning Goals

26 Leal Aspects of 7.1, 7.2, 7.3

27 Fire rm Safety 7.5, 7.12

28 wundgun 7.6. 7.7, 7.10, 7.13,
7.14, 7.1S, 7.16

29 gotgun 7.8, 7.11, 7.17, 7.18

30 Ci"cal AgMU 7.19. 7.20

31 Batchn 12.8. 12.9

32 imepanless Defense 12.6, 12.7

33 Simlated 11s of 7.4

Value - Patrrol prwedures

i it Guide 0 Unt Guide Title Learning Goals

34 Patrol C ocepts/ 8.1. 8.2, 8.3. 8.4.
Techniques 8.5. 8.6, 8.7. 8.13

3S Vehicle Pullovers 8.9. 8.10, 8.11. 9.9.
9.11

36 Crims n Pr"gMsS 8.21. 8.22, 8.23, 8.24,
8.25

37 Crtisis Mmaemnt 8.26. 8.27, 8.28, 8.29
8.30, 8.31, 8.42, 8.43,
8.44

...............................................
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Volume 9 - Patrol Procedures (tcmt'd)

tit- Guldm titt Guide Title Learning Goals

38 Unusual Occurrencas 8.17. 8.34, 8.38, 8.39.
8.40

39 Officer Survival 8.37

Volume 10 - Techtniques of ArresttjeaWch/Smizure

Wilt Guide 0 ntit Guide Title Lanwing Goals

40 Person Search Tehique 8.14. 8.18, 8.19, 8.20

41 uilding Search TecMique 8.16

42 YeMcle Search Technmiqe 8.15

43 Crirm Sc.,. Search 10.2
Techmt quo

Volem 11 - First Aid/CPR

tlbt Guide # tlht ide Title Laaing Goals

44 Handling Sick & Inlured 8.41, S.32

45 montal ly Ill 8.36

Volue 12 - Traffic

thlt Guido t ilt Guide Title Laamina Goals

46 Zltyeuction to 9.1. 9.2. 9.3. 9.4
Traffic

47 Violator Co tact 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.10

48 Alcuhol Violations 9.5

49 Traffic Control 9.12

so Traffic Accident 9.13, 9.14
Invetigatiuon

1 Auto Theft 9.15, 8.3S

Volum 13 - Cralinel Investigation

Jit Gu id # tit Guide Title Learning Goals

52 Preliminary 10.1. 10.10
Invetigatln

53 Identification/ 10.4. 10.5. 10.6, 10.7
Collection/preservtion
of Evidence

...................
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Volme 13 - Criminal Investigation (cont'd)

54 Investigation of 10.13, 10.14
Crimes Against
Property

55 Investigation of 8.33, 10.8.2. 10.15,
Crimes Against 10.16, 10.17, 10.18,
Persons 10.19, 10.20. 10.z1

56 Courtroom Omeanor 10.11

Volum 14 - Custody

Unit Guide 0 Unit Guide Title Lerning Gas

57 Custody 11.1, 11.2. 11.3, 11.4.
11.5, 11.6, 11.7

Volume 15 - Physical Fitness

Unit Guide U it Guide Title Learning Goals

58 Physical Fitness 12.1. 12.2. 12.3. 12.4.
12.5

NOW TO USE UNIT GUIDES:

The Instructional unit guide Is intended to be a flexible, adaptable tool as wall as a source
of Information for upgrading the instructional system. The Instructor and administrator are
encouraged to write in it, revise or adept It to local situations, and use it in any other
way which my help improve instructional efficiency.

In making modifications. keep in mind Uat the instructional materials for this unit are
ba ed an a detailed analysis of whet basic course students really neeg to Ioc)m or do in order
to function efrectivl y nf 1e rieid. Tour erTorM, tlerTor, soula o drctAo at pro-
going um reQlrso a rather Uten making a change for ;hanges sake, or modifying the
systm to suit y'our ova personal bias or metoad.

Updating of materials relative to change factors in law enforcemnt, i.e., new legislation,
cue law, change In street language, etc., will be provided by POST with input and assistance
from the Basic Course preatrs and subject matter experts.

-. ,

-, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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APPENDIX 22

Sacramento County Sheriff's Training

Academy - Basic Course
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obble Waters
Sh.ef

a cooperative venture with:

GXA !o:W UNION HIGH SCHOOL MMICT

.. Cult an Community EDucation

-CAMPOS VW62U5 UfZONAL TRAIIlNO CENTER

2701 SP XUNS 021V9

NCTH HIGHLAND, CALIF. 9!600

Source: Campos Verdes Regional
Training Center, 84-SBRA-3, :amoos Verdes
RTC Publication, 1984.
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SACRA ENTO COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

BASIC RECRUIT ACADEMY 64.-SBRA-2

INDEX

INSTRUCTORS HOURS

1.0 PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION: P.0.S.T. Required - 10 hours

1.1 Ethics E. Buda 4
1.2 Department and Academy Orientation Staff 14
1.3 Administration of Justice Components R. Cole 2
1.4 Related Law Enforcement Agencies R. Cole 2
1.5 California Court System R. Smith 2
1.6 California Corrections System J.. Foster 2

TOTAL 26

2.0 POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS: P.O.S.T. Required - 15 hours

2.1 Community Relations G. McKee 8
2.2 Crime Prevention G. McKee 4
2.3 Stress Factors/Spousal Training J. Wallace 4

TOTAL 16

3.0 LAW: P.O.S.T. Required - 45 hours

3.1 Basic Criminal Law J. Campoy 18
3.2 Narcotics - Dangerous Drugs L. Jarvis 8
3.3 A.B.C. Law E. Sheehan 2
3.4 Juvenile Law and Procedures P. Flood 6
3.5 Probable Cause R. Gaultney 4
3.6 Crimes Against Children P. Flood a

TOTAL 46

4.0 LAWS OF EVIDENCE: P.O.S.T. Required - 15 hours

4.1 Rules of Evidence a. Gaultney 8
4.2 Laws of Arrest, Search & Seizure R. Gaultney 10
4.3 Miranda, Interviews & Interrogation R. Gaultney 6

TOTAL 24

5.0 COMMUNICATIONS: P.O.S.T. Required - 15 hours

5.1 Report Writing D. Round 60
U. Butler
C. Orr
J. Schlenker

5.2 Telecommunications W. lames S

Note: Number of training hours based TOTAL 68
on previous POST minimum requirement of
400 hours (prior to 1 July 1985;.

. ..
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INDEX
PAGE 2

INSTRUCTORS HOLtRS

6.0 VEHICLE OPERATIONS: P.O.S.T. Required - 15 hours

6.1 Driver Training Theory U. Bailey 4
6.2 Driver Training Performance M. Bailey 19

TOTAL 23

7.0 FORCE AND WEAPONRY: P.O.S.T. Required - 40 hours

7.1 Legal Aspects of Force J. Campoy 5
7.2 Firearms Training G. Philo

R. VanQuill 50
7.3 Chemical Agents/Crowd Control Marching M. Davidson 31

TOTAL 86

3.0 PATROL PROCEDURES: P.O.S.T. Required - 90 hours

8.1 Patrol Techniques R. Smith 8
8.2 Person Search Techniques F. Pendleton

T. Allen 53
8.3 Kissing Persons f. Smith 2
8.4 Civil Procedures S. Kill 4
8.5 Crimes in Progress W. Myers 4
8.6 Vehicle Pullover Techniques A. Fidler

J. Sandison a
8.7 Officer Survival 1. O'Connor 4
8.8 Crisis Management L. Waters

E. Evans
XC. Royal
T. Carter 24

8.9 Mentally Ill P. Hauptman 2
8.10 Fire Conditions R. McBride 4
8.11 Bombings and Bomb Threats R. Howell 2
8.12 e s Media Relations R. Dickson 3
8.13 Unusual Occurrences a. Cole 2
8.14 Telephone Crimes K. Sutter 2
8.15 Handling the Mentally Retarded J. Miller 2
8.16 Helicopter Patrol C. Smith 2
8.17 Secret Service N. Granger 2
8.18 Canine Patrol J. Sandison 2

TOTAL 130

9.0 TRAFFIC: P.O.S.T. Required - 30 hours

9.1 Introduction to the Vehicle Code J. Nerical 4
9.2 Vehicle Code Violations J. Herical 4
9.3 Accident Investigation K. Fowler 5
9.4 Psychology of Violator Contacts J. Valle 3
9.5 Issuing Citations and Warnings J. Valle 2
9.6 Alcohol Violations J. Lerical 8
9.7 Removing Persons From a Vehicle F. Pendleton

T. Allen 5
9.8 Implied Consent Law AcClellan 2

TOTAL 33

..........

. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
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PAGE 3

INSTRUCTOPS HOURS

10.0 CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION: P.O.S.T. Required -
40 hours

10.1 Preliminary Investigation F. Davidson 5
10.2 Crime Scene Search F. Davidson 5
10.3 Local Detective Function D. Arnal 1
10.4 Information Gathering D. Arnal 1
10.5 Courtroom Demeanor J. Campoy 4
10.6 Auto Theft Investigation J. Irwin 2
10.7 Burglary Investigation D. Arnal 1
10.8 Grand Theft Investigation D. Arnal 1
10.9 Robbery Investigation D. arnat 1
10.10 Assault Investigation D. Arnal 1
10.11 Sex Crimes D. Round 8
10.12 Homicide - Suicide Investigation a. Hash 6
10.13 Kidnapping Investigation D. Mader 2
10.14 Vice and Organized Crime D. Nader 2
10.15 Forgery/Praud Investigation D. Evans 2
10.16 Arson Investigation .h. Armstrong 4

TOTAL 46

11.0 CUSTODY: P.O.S.T. Required - 5 hours

11.1 Jail Procedures T: jljg.jnger 4
11.2 Prisoner Transportation : tyeon 2

TOTAL 6

12.0 PHYSICAL FITNESS & DEFENSE TECHNIQUES-
P.O.S.T. RequLred - 40 hours

12.1 Physical Fitness F. Pendleton
T. Allen 38

12.2 Arrts, Control & Baton Techniques F. Pendleton
T. Allen 44

TOTAL a2

13.0 FIRST AID - C.P.R.: P.O.S.T. Required -
15 hours

13.1 Emergency Medical Aid D. Philo 20

TOTAL 20

14.0 RECRUIT PERORMANCE: P.O.S.T. Required -
20 hours

14.1 Academic Examinations T. Allen 14
14.2 Performance Evaluations: Staf f 34

Crisis Management P.. (5 hrs.)
Traffic Accident P.E. (5 hrs,)
Auto Theft P.E. (2 hrs.)
Crime Scene P.E. (4 hrs.)
Mentally Ill P.E. (.2 hrs.)
Patrol Operations P.E. (16 hrs.)

.oAV-.... o..o... ..........-.-..... .-.-...... .....-.... .... .. ..-..... .. ......... . .. ,.~ -V
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INDEX
PAGE 4

INSTRUCTORS HOURS

14.3 Peace Officer Standards and P.O.S.T.

Training Comission Final Exam Staff

TOTAL 52

15.0 GRADUATION

15.1 Preparation Staff 8
15.2 Ceremony Staff 4

TOTAL 12

, TOTAL HOURS 660
(28 weeks)

S.

.. . .. . .. "
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APPENDIX 23

POST Standard Course Success Criteria
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Success Criteria

rFUCIOUA. AREA 1.0 P80P3SZIKAL ORZmfATIOEIs

1.1.0 isetory and Principals of
Law Znforcwient

701 1.1.1

1.2.0 Law Enforcement Profession
700 1.2.1
70 1.2.2

1.3.0 Ethics
80 1.3.1
70 1.3.2

1.4.0 Unethical Behaavior
80 1.4.1
70t 1.4.2
80o 1.4.3
80% 1.4.4

1.5.0 Doeaamt Orientation
70% 1.5.1

(1.5.2 deleted 10-20-63)

1.6.0 Career Influences
70% 1.6.1
70% 1.6.2
70% 1.6.3

1.7.0 Adinihtration of Justice
Components

70% 1.7.1
1704 1.7.2

(1.7.3 deleted 10-20-83)
(1.7.4 deleted 10-20-03)

701 1.7.5

-.8.0 Related Law nforcement
Agenciee

70% 1.8.1

1.9.0 California Court Syatea
70% 1.9.1
70% 1.9.2

1.10.0 Parole and Probation in California
(1.10.1 deleted 10-20-83)

70% 1.10.2
(1.10.3 deleted 10-20-83)
(1.10.4 deleted 10-20-83)

70% 1.10.5
(1.10.6 deleted 10-20-83)

1.11.0 Discretionary Decision Making
70% 1.11.1
70% 1.11.2
70% 1.11.3
70% 1.11.4 Source: California Commission on

Peace Officer Standards and Training,
Performance Obectives for ,,e POST Basic

Revised 1-1-85 C s, POST Publlcatio, 1985.

)---._ ," ': _:-- L L ._: .. " .. ' . . . ... • - - .-. - -.. •"-•-..- -. .... ..-•,- -..-- .-•-,-•-
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01 sUccess Criteria

FBCTZoMAL AM 7.0 FORCE WIAPONR:

7.1.0 ,fectm Of Force 7.13.0 Hsndgun/Day/Ralnge

80 7.1.1 loot 7.13.1 Field Prob.

80% 7.1.2 100 7.13.2 Field Prob.
loot 7.13.3 Field Prob.

7.2.0 ReamoabeFore 7.14.0 Ksndqun/ iqht/ nge

90 7.2.1 100% 7.14.1 Field Prob.

100% 7.2.280% 7.2.3 loot 7.14.2 Field Prob.
( 7.2.4 Deleted (7.14.3 Deleted

9-1-84) 10-20-83)

7.15.0 Bandgwi/COmbt/DaY/ Rage
7.3.0 Doaly Force 100% 7.1.1 Field Prob.

100% 7.3.1 oot 7.15.2 Field Prob.
100% 7.3.2 100% 7.15.3 Field Prob.

90% 7.3.4
100% 7.3.5 7.16.0 Eadfdqun/CcDmbt/%ight Range

LOOS 7.16.1 Field Prob.

7.4.0 Simulated Uee of Force 100% 7.16.2 Field Prob.

loot 7.4.1 Field Prob. 100% 7.16.3 Field Prob.

7.5.0 Firearm safety' 7.17.0 Shotqw/Costbt/Day Range

7.5.0 7.. 100% 7.17.1 Field Prob.

100% 7.5.2
100% 7.5.2 (7.18.0 ShotqgUn/Cc/bt/ Iqht Range

7.6.0 Randgun 100% 7.18.1 Field Prob.

80% 7.6.1
(7.6.2 deleted 10-20-63) 7.19.0 7s of Chemical Agents

(7.6.3 deleted 10-20-83) 80% 7.19.1
Sol 7.19.2

7.7.0 Care and Cleaning of 80t 7.19.380% 7.19.4

Service Ha,,dgun 80% 7.19.4
90% 7.7.1 sot 7.19.680% 7.19.6

7.8.0 Shotgun 7.20.0 Chemical Agent Simulation

l80 7.8.1 80 7.20.1

g0t 7.8.2 Sol 7.20.2

(7.9.0 deleted 1-L-81)

7.10.0 Handgun Shooting Principles
90% 7.10.1
90% 7.10.2

7.11.0 Shotgun shooting Principles

90% 7.11.1

90% 7.11.2

7.12.0 Identificatilon of Weapons

and Ammunition
90% 7.12.1

Revised 1-1-85

.° . • , . . . .. . . . . . . . . .,.. . . . . . . . . . . . .-.... . . . . . .-. " .-. ...
. . . . . . . . . . .... .- .". -.-. ...... -..-... . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.... ."-.. .. .... "-"-.. .... "-.. .. ,..".. ... v.,,.. . . .... ... •-. . ,,
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Success Criteria

nUVCTsofAL AREA 8.0 PATROL PROCEDURZS3

8.1.0 Patrol Concepts 80% 8.9.9

80% 8.1.1 80% 8.9.10

80 8.1.2 80% 8.9.11
(8.1.3 deleted 10-20-83) 90% 8.9.12

80% 8.1.4 90% 8.9.13
(8.1.5 deleted 10-20-83) 80 8.9.14

80 8.9•15

8.2.0 Perception Techniques
80% 8.2.L 8.10.0 Miscellaneous Vehicle Stop*

o80 8.10.1

8.3.0 Obsezvation TechniqueS
80% 8.3.1 8.11.0 relony/Effih Risk Pullover

80 0.3.2 Field Prob. Field Problem
90% 8.,1.1 Field Prob.

8.4.0 seat Familieaizstion
80% 8.4.1 (8.12.0 Deleted 1-1-81)
80 8.4.2
80% 8.4.3 8.13.0 Wnts and Warrants

80 8.13.1

8.5.0 Problem Area Patrol
Techniques 8.14.0 PerOon Search Techniqtues

70% 8.5.1 90% 8.14.1

80% 8.5.2 90% 8.14.2

80 8.5.3 90% 8.14.3

70% 8.5.4 90% 8.14.4

8.6.0 Patrol "1aaarde 8.15.0 Vehicle Search Techniques
90% 8.6.1 80 8.1S.1
80 8.6.2 80 8.15.2 Field Prob.
80% 8.6.3
90% 8.6.4 8.16.0 Buildinq Arm Se rch

90% 8.16.1

8.7.0 Pedestrial Approach 90% 8.16.2
80% 8.7.1
80% 8.7.2 8.17.0 Missing Persons
90% 8.7.3 70% 8.17.1
80% 8.7.4 Field Prob. 80% 8.17.2

8.8.0 Interrogation 8.18.0 Search/Control
80% 8.8.1 Simlati on
80% 8.8.2 field Prob. 90% 8.18.1 Field PrOb.

90% 8.18.2 Field Prob.

8.9.0 Vehicle Pullover Techniques
90% 8.9.1 8.19.0 Restraint Device$
90% 8.9.2 80 8.19.1

80% 8.9.3 80% 8.19.2
90% 8.9.4 90% 8.19.3 Feld Prob.
80% 8.9.5

80% 8.9.6 8.20.0 Prisoner Transportation
80% 8.9.7 90% 8.20.1
80% 8.9.8 Sol 8.20.2

8o 8.20.3 field Prob.

8.21.0 Tactical Considerations/
-rives- In-Progress

901 8.21.1
80 8.21.2
80 8.21.3

Revised 1-1-85 80% 8.21.4
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Success Criteria

FWCrTIoAL ARMA 9.0 TRAFFIC:

9.1.0 Introduction to Traffic 9.10.0 Issuinq CitatPine and
80 9.1.1 Warninqs
80 9.1.2 701 9.10.1

60% 9.10.2

9.2.0 Vehicle Code 70% 9.10.3
70% 9.2.1 70% 9.10.4

9.3.0 Vehicle Registration 9.11.0 Trafic Stop Field Proble
m

701 9.3.1 80% 9.11.1 Field Prob.
701 9.3.2 100% 9.11.2 Field Prob.

9.4.0 Vehicle Code Viole tion 9.12.0 Tratfic Direction
70 9.4.1 So% 9.12.1
700 9.4.2 70% 9.12.2
700 9.4.3 70% 9.12.3
70% 9.4.4 10L% 9.12.4
70 9.4.5
70 9.4.6 9.13.0 Trafic Accident
70% 9.4.7 Investigation
80t 9.4.8 (9.13.1 Deleted
80% 9.4.9 9-1-84)
70% 9.4.10 (9.13.2 Deleted
70 9.4.11 9-1o84)
70% 9.4.12 (9.13.3 Deleted
70% 9.4.13 9- 1-84)
70% 9.4.14 (9.13.4 Deleted
70% 9.4.15 9-1-84)

(9.13.5 Deleted
9.5.0 AlcoAol Violations 10-20-83)

o80 9.5.1 80t 9,13.6
80 9.5.2
70 9.5.3 9.14.0 Traffic Accident Field
Sol 9.5.4 Field Prob. Problem

loot 9.14.1 Field Prob.
9.6.0 Auto Theft investigation 80% 9.14.2

70% 9.G.1
701 9.6.2 9..5.0 Vehicle apound and Storaqe

(9.6.3 Deleted 70% 9.15.1
9- 1-4) 70% 9.1S.2 Field Prob.

9.7.0 Initial Violato Contact 9.16.0 Vehxcle Code Arret Procedures
So* 9.7.1 80% 9.16.1
o80 9.7.2
o80 9.7.3
o80 9.7.4

9.8.0 rLicenee Identification
80% 9.8.1 Field Prob.
80 9.8.2

9.9.0 Trafic Stop 8aaards
100 9.9.1
100% 9.9.2
100% 9.9.3

Rev ised 1-1-85
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Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training

Success Criteria

FINCTIONAL AREA 12.0 PHYSICAL FITNESS & DEFENSE TECUVIQUES:

12.1.0 Physical Dinablers
8% 12.1.1
70% 1.2.1.2
704 12.1.3

12.2.0 Prevention ot Disablers
70% 12.2.1.
701 12.2.2
701 12.2.3

12.3.0 wei ht Control
701 12.3.1
70% 12.3.2
70% 1.2.3.3

12.4.0 SeZl-Zvaluation
(12.4.1 deleted 1-1-a1)

70% 12.4.2

12.5.0 Lif time Fitness
701 1.2.5.1

12.6.0 Principles o Weaponless
80 12.6.1
100% 12.6.2
90% 12.6.3
90% 12.6.4
80 12.6.S
100s 12.6.6

12.7.0 Asued Suspect/Wleaponless Defeatse/Weapon Retention
(1.2.7.1 Deleted 10-20-83)

90% 12.7.2 Field Prob.
90% 12.7.3

(1.2.7.4 Deleted 10-20-74)
90% 12.7.5
90% 12.7.6
901 12.7.7 Field Prob.

12.8.0 baton Techniques
100t 12.8.1
l.0t 12.8.2
loot 12.8.3
90% 1;.8.4

12.9.0 Baton Deonstration
100 1 2.9.1
1.00% 12.9.2
100% 12.9.3 Field Prob.

Revised 1-1-85

[.
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MItIlSIuOl 2 '2Cr ^FFICER SIA:32?D ':Q 73M:N.U

LENSTH -:F &ASIC COURSE STUJY

RESULTS CY SURYE1 YSSTIC'ZL.OE
APRIL 1M3

PART A - POST M-NIJU.I uS:C

Instructional Hlor Testing sour

.ndivi. State "ndiv. State
Acadmy Avera,2e ainqe Aca.:y Avereca qar-

1. Pruessj.41 r .ntation (10 Hours)* 16.25 7.3-23 1.0 .5-2.

1.1.0 His;a.-y and Principles of Law
Enforceen.t 1. 0.4

1.Z.0 La.J Enforcement Profession 7 -
1.3.0 Ethics -T--- 1 *
1.t.- Upethical 'lhavior TK T i3
I.S.0 Cc-artrt rientatianir. r'
150 ". et '.r flencer

.7.. *inistration of justice :c.4oIontS 1i:3~
1.?-' Rnited Law Enforcement Agencie s T. 1'
1.?.0 California Court System 7 S

1.30.0 California Corrections System " .

2.0 Poli:e CCrVnt y Reltions (15 Hours) 16.5 12-S8 1.2 ,.-a

2.1.0 CV lunity Service Concept 2.5 1-S
2.Z.0 Co..nity Attitues and Influerces T3 -Trr
2.3.0 Citizens Evaluation 7 .3-5
2.4.0 Crime Prevention -7r7r
2.5.D -actsos 'nfluancing Psychological ... 7fl

Stress

3., t.w (45 Hours) 68.3 45-92.5 .3 2_7

:.., ntd.:~tlon to Law 1.4 .2-6.S
3.Z.0 '-ime Elements 17-
23.10 itmns -- r .- r.
3.4.5 Parclni to a Crime
".'.a O' etn;mns -r.7-__ -T1 527

3.13.o ;".wo' .. 3u -r. 7 - "r--

3 Xl A tt st/ as1 41y / SO'i cit3tVian -T--- 7-
3 1.3 tC.sruct a#. of Jinctice 7..... 1 T"1

3.. . Law

, y.q. Sts.
'  

',?, tprty Law -7 '- -r-'-

2' 7.r *nau't/g' "s B rr, :rT

aPublica ion, 1984.

32 ir.al i~- a -. '-



Instructionail qsurS TestP ig wr

manivi. State Indiv. State

Academy Average Rj~npi adt~nY ,efd e

Law cent.)

3.22.0 Public HuJi.'nce Law 1.3 .2-2.5

3.23.0 Crimes Aflinst Public Peace Law 73

3.24.0 Deadly l,'ca:-nS Law -7-
3.25.0 Robbery L.w r
3.26.0 idrAppn^,/False 'ori anzent Law -

3.27.0 Homicide LaW
3.28.0 Sex Crimes and Crimes Against Children r' r
3.29.0 Rape Law
3.30.0 Gaming Lal -
3.31.0 Controlled Substances La'w r
3.32.0 saliucinog.'s Law 1
3.33.0 ! Larcctcs Law"
3.34.0 !%rijuana Law 173 - -

3.35.0 Poisonous SuDstances Law r r
3.36.0 Alcoholic Beverage Control .aw
3.37.0 Constitutio4l Rights Larw
3.38.0 Lawn of Arrest
3.29.0 Local CrdlnC eS
3.40.0 juflniie Alcohol Law - - r
3.41.0 Juvenile Law and Procedure -17

'.0 L'aS Of Evidence (15 HoWs 19.7 12.5-38 1.76 .5-"

4.1.0 Concepts of Evidence 1. .2-4
4.2.0 Privileged Comunication -

4.3.0 (Opleted) -73
4.4.0 Subpoena
4.5.0 Burden of PrJf -rr-- -3
4.6.3 Rules of Evidence 73 T T
4.7.0 .earch ConCept -- rr
4.8.0 Seizure Concept
4.9.0 Legal Showup - -

5.0 Cocunications (15 Hours) 30.8 1S-5
4  3.9 i-'

3.4 .5.10
5.1.0 Interpersonal :omounlcetions .r .-
5.2.0 mote Taking I
5.3.0 !ntroductlOn to ePnrt Writing -Tr7 1m
5.4.0 Report 'Citing :acR3anics iT
S.5.0 Report l;rin9 Aolltatlcn
5.6.0 Jse of Me Telephone -

S.D Vchicle Operation (IS Hours) 21.9 16-31 2.7

6.1.0 :ntroduction to Vehicle Operation 2.0 1-6

6.2.0 Vehicle Operation Factors 7 -
S.;.0 Coe 3 7
6.4.0 Vehicle Oeratfon Lfabifty _ _

6.5.0 'lenicle Insoecticn
5.6.0 Vehicle COtrOi ecniques - 3-24
6.7.0 Stress Exposure end Hazardous Awareness ___

Emergency Driving

u. t' 1 rIeo uestlionnaire

S



ljstruczio.'1 iours est , MZ..rs

11141vi . Sta te ln -iv. S .tet

Acade.cy Averao' 2ni

7.0 Force And 'te;pnry (40 Hours) Si 40-36 7.9

7.1.0 Effects of Force 1.3 .$-3
7.2.0 Reasonable Force 1 .3 4
7.3.0 Deadly For ce TT r
7.4.0 Simulated Use of Force 77 r
7.5.0 Firearms Safety - . -7T-
7.6.0 Handgun -T =
7.7.0 CA" and Cleaning of Service Handgun -- T
7.8.0 Sotgun
7.9.0 (Delatedl

7.10.0 Handgun Shooting Print¢lle% T 1
7.11.0 Shotgun Shooting Principles -rT.- 7r--
7.12.0 Identfication of Agecy W0eapons and -- r- T

Ameanitlan-
7.13.0 4andqun/Day/R&Mne (Target) 7.4 .5-24
7.14.0 and awlight/Irange (Target) .
7.15.0 Kndgun/Coat/eOy/Range-"7.16.0 Hfanduan/Ca/?Jignt/fonge Tr. T

7.17.0 ShotqUnCsat/lOayIRange
7.18.0 Shotgun/¢Cmt/ightftangZ
7.19.0 Use of Chemical Agents %.w
7.20.0 Chemical Agent Simulation~ T:T. *=

8.0 Patrol Procedures (106 HoursI 12.4 W0203 10.3 1

8.1.0 Patrol concepcs 1.5 .5-A
8.2.0 Percepton Tecniqcues - 7
8.3.0 Oservation Techniques -rT 1
8.4.0 Beat FAlIarzitl on 7 T
8.5.0 Problm Area Patrol ',chntqugs 3= -
8.6.0 Patrol "azards' - -
8.7.0 Pedstrian Approach " - .
8.8.0 tnterrogetion T
8.9.0 Vehicle Pullover Technique

8.10.0 Mscellaneous Vehicle Stops
8.11.0 Felony/Kigh Risk Pullover Field 7 *

Problem-
8.12.0 (tletedl . 0-2
8.13.0 WantS and Warrants
8.14.0 Person Search Techniques -
8.15.0 Vehicle Search Techniques , * *
8.16.0 Building Area Search
8.17.0 Hissing Persons 7 ,

8.18.0 Sarcht/Iandcuffing/Control Slaulation 7
8.19.0 Restraint DeviCes r7 -
8.20.0 Prisoner Transportation -.--
8.21.0 Tactical COnsideretlons/Crimes-In- - ,M

Progress
8.22.0 hurglary-n-progress Calls 1 * 5-3
8.2..0 Robbery-ln-Progress Calls ,
8.24.0 P"owier Calls
8.25.0 Crf.s-In-Proqess/Fie1d Problems -
8.26.0 :lndlinq oisputes r -
8.Z7.0 Family ts rues T T
8.28.0 4eoolsesloons T 7 -. 3"-•
8.29.0 Landlord/Ten4nt Di sputes " . --

9.35.6 Laor 0I.putes
8.31.0 DefrauwonI an Inna eeer

38..0 Handling Sick and Injured Persons T *

.. .. ........................... "... '.. ... "." ""."". ; ' " -" -" " " "'" "
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nstructiona| .iurs Testing O.cr$

Indivi. SUte ndiv. State
ACiO4ee Awerage Range Acade'" Avera;. ae

Patrol Procedures (cont.)

8.33.0 Handling Dead Bodies 1.8 .5-4
8.34.0 Handling Animals - --
3.5 0 (Deleted) U-

8.37.0 Officer Survival UT
6.38.0 Mutual Aid ".,.-"
8.39.0 Unusual Occurnces z .5
8.40.0 Fire Condtions -r .-
8.41.0 Mews IMdis B atioaI :rT 7
8.42.0 Agency Referral T-
8.43.0 Crowd CtoaOl T TJr-
8.44.0 Riot Control Field Problem TT r "
8.4S.0 First Ai and CP1 I 1

9.0 Traffic (30 Mows) 39.2 2349 2.18 1-.

9.1.0 IntrodlutiOfl to Traffic 1.1 .2-3
9.2.0 Yeihle Code - TT
9.3.0 Vemicle Registration .=
9.4.0 Vehicle Code witlations -'TT. r-Tr"T-
9.5.0 Alcohol Violation 7:7 -
9.6.0 Auto Theft Investigation Y. ;
9.7.0 Initial Violatr, Contact T-=2-
9.8.0 License Identification I- u
9.1.0 Traffic Stop Hazards
9.10.0 Issuing Citstios and 'arnings :
9.11.0 Traffic Stop Field Problems
9.12.0 TrafFic Direction -
9.13.0 Traffic Accident Investigation T T
9.34.0 Traffic Accident Field Problm"
9.15.0 Vehicle Imahund and Storage - ' 70

10.0 Criminl Investigtlon (4S Hows 47.8 3S.5-30 S.2

10.1.0 Preliminary Investigation 3.0 1-4
10.2.0 Crime Scene Search T
10.3.0 Crime Scene Notes - -
10.4.0 Crime Scne Sketches - 1-
10.5.0 Fingerprints - I-
10.6.0 Identification, Collection, and F 7

Preservation of Evldence
10.7.0 Chain of Custody 1.3 .5-3
10.8.0 Interviewing 7= -T
10.3.0 Local Detective Function -- 7 . ' 7

10.10.0 Information Gatnering 777-- 71z
10.11.0 Courtroom ema nor
10.12.0 (Deleae)- -

10.13.0 Burglary Investigaton - r- " . --
10.14.0 Grand Theft Investigation 7*9 .3-3
10.15.0 Felonious Assault Investigation r *

10.16.0 Sexual Assault Inv'estigaton 7 -
10.17.0 *Mcide Investigation T . 3
10.18.0 Suicide Investlgatln
10.19.0 Kidnapping 'nv st1ation

%.



InstrucIoal 4ours. Te1 in o gozt

Indlvi. State Indi v. State
Acadt.y Average Ian.. A.aifl kierae ___

Criminal .rnv4v.iqtion (ont.)

10.20.3 Poisoning Investltlon
l0.Z.o R00041 Investilqtion r r
10.22.0 CniId Sexual Abuse and Exploi:ttlon -- 7

Investigation

11.0 Zastody (5 Hours) 7.3 3-12 .7 .3-;

11.1.0 Custody Orientation 1.0 .5-4.2
11.2.0 Custdy Procedures 71 71F
11.3.0 Illegal Force Apinst Prisoners
11.4.0 Adu It gooic I -
11.5.0 Juvenile Booting T Tr-7-
11.6.0 Prisoner lights and Responsibilities .-
11.7.0 Prisoner lelease .7"--"

12.0 Physical Fitness and
Defense Techniques (40 Hours) 48 13.S-91.S 6.5 1-4S

12.1.0 Physical 1 fsablers 1.2 5*Z
12.2.0 Prevention of Dlsalers T 7
12.3.0 Weight Control -T- .3-2
12.4.0 Self-Evaluailon -r7 - *U*

12.5.0 LIfetime FItass :--- 73TS
12.5.0 Principles of wibepalosS Defense fS-r T
12.7.0 A4=4 Susoct/laponless Defense : -
12.8.0 ltch. Techniques To r
12.9.0 "aUm Omstr4tion 7

iavnationsg 120 Hours)

A. WrItten and Perfolmance

TOTAL REQUIRED HIMSR: (400 Hours) S00 40

, 5.8 (POST nf1.0-1
basic suoje:tal

Awrage Hours for Locally Oeteeined SubjecU 92

TOTAL AWERAGE OUIRS 630

Gitted from survey
.45 is the average of the combined instructional and tasting hours for POST rinitt .asic $uojectz.
(excludh 1ocal1y dotermined subjects)

% N.
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CW1ISICII nI 'tZ OFFt15l SrA=m'r; =0 rRAlM111S

WEIC O 1SICl COURSE STUD?

USIALs OF SUNVET QIESflONNAIAE

April 1143

PART I . OPt*ialttjt&l7) Demned testrittles

ANapq Aroae

~.of last, 
t
est me. of test. rest

Subject, tan~sies mars LmN- Subject" Me~as Hurs "urs

1. hys ical Traiing 2 3. 3.7 iS. lfIStto e lea &

2. Sadiea Pr-scdmee 15 4.2 49. 111irMIn tansly I
3. nuuilyzWr 9 4.4 30. laIRFel Affairs 1 2

tomusdL.eioslwsS 3.2 51. 0Cclons blaooking

Ori. tezteftarflo £ . S4 5. Now To Stuir1y

6. POST tstinq 4.4 S3. Workboo Ltt.2

/. w8aawas acelals 115.11 54. city GoveI aG. I

4. radfuattIotOswlf 7 5.7 55. Cogseaitl Sme factors2

i. arricasded leepsct/146estaSS4 G 2.1 M4. v*aI'ouws auk
.c. wn flow 6 251. 19.6 5P. PP Traienlin1g

Coroner's tesudTrlp 5 3.6 5. 41"140 revue

2. Ageny Rife Alain S 11.5 59. OWcN/ ogeertiom

P3. r',sge/Stfl*Wtdw Gay 3.5 do. meol It S ga's Gas Couck 1 4

b4 AcsrSflieU SiIO~rIitY S 1.7 61. yap Sow9 1 2

15 tace Ethnpic Relatinse 4 4.3 1.3 az. Zetae. Crie tab I I

:. Fl-qaent. miscellaa"m 3 S.4 .I S2. tnast. twin 1 I

Caneer EsIflmau 3 1 44. Spoecie 1 3

Crisis 46aqowwUc 3 7.? 1.2 di. cdet cam Prey. 1 ID

7. e-gOy. frud. Seeks 3 2.2 66. Wtis Seeltihe 1I

Z2. Poismnsng !toseama 3 1.5 67. mo 6liIeW twermi1

?i. E000700 Oganiation 3 2.8 IS. Fell Civil &lat& Lot0

Damt Aviation craft 3 3 69. ileed Poit,

Scald8 Cncelty D"m. 2 1.1 74. A11 IteWAINC
2svelsutaily Ole 2 1 n. notwr'0r 1 2

S'. tntpatny Spanin 2 7.3 4 72. Riewt xons I

is. use of 010" 13. Safts 1 3 6

7. Couneselingq NtalveitOU2 74. oral ttenvino I 2 1

Pteys.jPSY. Attitudes 2 2 1.5 75. Seanchlleitre Seeas 1

29. taEG syc Driving2 i@s nTo DayPractice 1 12 2

2. nserace/botlVobft koW toW 2 .1 7T. : care Ileelieg inimial [it 1 4

31. Dapt. talsltglaltilel 2 9.5 .3 7G. Field Problems I 1

I. Sleeing Etam 2 7.3 71. Paramedic Servie1 1

1. victims Of Vielet Crime 2 9 U. Seamx Caotser1
i. Alo 2 1.4 61. D.A. Wfite

S5 Pri %on Towae~il 2 2.3 a2. P/8 sill of 21911ts

;G Fmly Orentation 2 1.3 53 tttdi t VBernt 1 2

3. Court Trial lI. 2 4 4 54. MIsdofler Citatlaon 1 2

:j. ea? iserovmts 1 35. Tactical Rowemoiet 1

39. Oaily Log 2 65. Taget Detection I t

SI. Cff0ty Oft. Sr. I 2 37. city Cads Pemit5 1 3

iee 4trlti onl 1 651. C,'IlI Liabilities 1 I

t T -I" !,xt./1tst Strut 2 is. WAT 1 4 4

-. 3 e0trol Line Assign 1 104 90. PoIIce Cleorgy I

it. AideWY tertiris I 27 91. officer Stress MeaeyfOnt 5

-. Practical EANdes 1 2 91. fficer Alebsel Abuse 3

tt. MS Crtlqe 1 1 93. Ptesonnel Cousesling1
Mnoy~fmyAewd Calls 1 1

.!stP4 Is iecoendi g ot of frttyemy

4-3143
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Source: California Commission on
Peace Officer Standards and Training,
Training Services Bureau, POST
Publication, 1985.
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